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INTRODUCTION

The Index to the Albany Times Union is an index to the final edition of the Times Union of Albany, New York. The Index provides access to news and editorial opinion about Albany, the Capital District, and the State of New York. Items of national and international importance are indexed only when there is local, regional, or state impact. Only major crime and traffic accident reports are indexed. Daily sports events are not included. Births, engagements, divorces, anniversaries, and announcements of events or attractions are not indexed. There is a special section for obituaries. Items with an accompanying photograph, illustration, graph, or chart are designated with an asterisk (*).

Index terms were taken from Sears List of Subject Headings, 11th edition. When an accurate term cannot be located in Sears, other sources such as the Library of Congress Subject Headings and the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature are consulted. During the editing phase, indexing and filing were upgraded to be near 1987 practices. The names of institutions, places, people, and events were used to supplement the index terms. Reviews can be found under the following headings: BOOK REVIEWS, CONCERTS AND RECITALS, DANCING, THEATER REVIEWS.

For each entry there is a brief annotation taken from either the headline or the article. This is followed by the date and page number (page numbers appear in both numerals-only and alphanumerical form). For example:

CORNING, ERASTUS II
Remains in hospital for inauguration* 12/30 P1
index term annotation photograph date page

The Index to the Albany Times Union is published semiannually, covering January through June and July through December. For more information about subscriptions or content of the Index, please contact the compiler.

The Index was compiled in 1982 in card format. In 1985 David Moore converted it into a word processing file. In 1988 it was edited and upgraded using a Kaypro 16 microcomputer with Wordstar word processing software.
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ABORTION
Other paths than death 12/19 Cl

ACCIDENTS
see also AGRICULTURE - ACCIDENTS, BOATS AND BOATING -
ACCIDENTS, DEATHS, DRUNKENNESS, DRIVING, FINGER
INJURIES, FIREARMS - ACCIDENTS, FISH, HIKING -
ACCIDENTS, HUNTING - ACCIDENTS, MARINE ACCIDENTS,
SWIMMING - ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
July 4th tragedies 7/6 1

ACID RAIN
Caravan spreads the word about the problem 7/31 3
Adirondacks research team collects data 6/2 2
Research funding is cut (editorial) 12/15 A7
Threat of acid rain is improved 12/25 A3
Costly environmental control may jeopardize coal
conversion at Glenmont 12/17 B4
Death of red spruce trees is unproven 12/25 A3

ACQUIRED-IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)
Albany death is unresolved 7/16 1
15 prisoners suffer mystery disease 12/11 A3

ADELPHI HOTEL
Offers its guests a honey atmosphere 6/16 10

ADIRONDACK PARK
4 land parcels are added to forest preserve 11/29 B2
Mail uses the herbicides 12/18 A4

ADIRONDACK RED WINGS
Jim Devellano is named general manager* 8/13 26

ADIRONDACK STEEL CASTING CO., INC.
Cutting its operations and laying-off workers 10/8 A13

ADIRONDACK TRUST CO.
Mortgages are recalled, boycott is promised 9/23 B1
Group forms to boycott hike in mortgage interest rates
10/21 A1
Balloon mortgage dilemma 10/31 A6
Losing faith in the local bank (letter) 11/14 C4
Glove for mortgage borrowers (editorial) 11/17 A7
State questions mortgage holders 11/18 B2
Mortgage recall is canceled* 12/11 A1

ADOPTION
Single parent* 8/19 21
W nmen search for surrendered children* 11/21 D1
Celebrate at church service 11/22 B4
Service adds unwed mothers* 11/28 B4

ADULT EDUCATION
Baby boom generation returns to school* 7/20 1

ADVERTISING, FRAUDULENT
Colonia Motors case is settled 12/15 B4

AERONAUTICS - ACCIDENTS
2 are unhurt in Colonia crash* 7/16 3
Warren County couple dies in New Hampshire crash
10/10 B8
Plane makes an emergency landing on I-86* 10/11 B1
Man is hurt in Catskills plane crash 10/12 B6
Command Airways plane lands with 1 engine 11/4 B4
Emergency landing at Albany County Airport* 12/10 B1

AERONAUTICS, PRIVATE
Cost of flying causes slump* 8/12 12

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
Cayre wants to protect officers' non-permanent positions
8/12
CSFA wants officers to qualify for civil service status
8/13 16

AGRICULTURAL PESTS
Insects are plaguing crops 8/20 13

AGRICULTURE
More farmers but fewer farms 9/7 20

AGRICULTURE - ACCIDENTS
Farmer is killed in shredder accident 10/8 B4

AER. POLLUTION
Mechanicville seeks relief from sewage disposal plant
12/13 B4

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Controllers recall strike and lost jobs* 7/30 3

AIRWAYS
Jumbo jet era begins at Albany County Airport: 9/25 A3
Atlantic Express to provide service to Long Island
12/13 B4
AL TRUX SPECIALTY STEEL CORP.
$7,000,000 construction is delayed 10/20 B1

ALBANY (NY) - BUILDINGS
Quiz on hidden art* 12/19 B1

ALBANY (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Hearing is set on building ban 7/2 2
City reviews solutions to Beaver Creek sewer problem
7/15 3
Bonds are offered for office building in Pine Bush
7/21 2

Fort Orange parking lot plan runs into opposition 7/27 2
Pine Bush office expansion is okayed 8/4 2
Fort Orange Club faces fight on second parking lot plan
8/5 28

Crissfield Brothers propose an office/warehouse for the
former Schaefer Brewery site 8/25 9
Downstate development project is placed on hold 9/3 14
Marla College parking proposal 9/14 13
City officials weigh Beaver Creek ban 9/23 B4
Residents oppose restaurant's proposed parking lot
9/28 B2

Group home for mentally disabled is proposed 9/29 B
Central Ave, neighborhood requests zoning change 10/7
Beaver Creek ban may be lifted 10/19 B1
Rezoning for chiropractic office is delayed 10/20 B1
Hearing on Center Square parking lot is canceled
10/26 B2

Court cuts Environmental Review Board's power in Pine
Bush ruling* 10/27 A1

Officials weigh Pine Bush ruling 10/28 B1

Flammable liquid storage plan stirs controversy 10/29 B2
Construction resumes in Beaver Creek sewer district
11/2 B3

Officials to study flammable liquid proposal 11/10 B4

City bowls to court decision on the use of the
Environmental Review Board 11/17 B6

Downtown parking garage is proposed 11/26 B1
Central Avenue residents oppose video game room 11/30 B4

Hallman Theater seeks okay to divide 12/30 06

ALBANY (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Viewing old Albany through British eyes 7/4 C1
250th anniversary of city's charter 7/23 2
Quiz on hidden art* 12/19 B1

ALBANY (NY) - FINANCES
State may trim ANSWERS' fees 7/1 2
Assemblee okays bill to legalize improper funding 7/1 4
City still uses costly assessment practice* 7/2 1

Senate okays improper transfer of funds 7/2 2
State offers about 56,000,000 in ANSWERS payments 7/3 1
Funds from the State for ANSWERS is less than expected
7/7 3

Fiscal actions wait for Comings' report 7/9 4

ANSWERS shortfall may cause a tax hike 7/13 3

City hikes assessments even though owners have
consistently obtained reductions (editorial) 7/18 C4

Controller urges state control 7/30 1
State auditor demands proof of tax loss on the CDFC before payment: 8/3 2
Comptroller calls for legislative bail-out: 8/6 3
Lines $6,500,000 in bonds to pay bills 8/20 14
Lower sales tax revenue may force a new fiscal crunch* 9/1

Exemptions are considered during Beaver Creek Sewer district construction ban 9/2 14
State agrees to pay $3,200,000 for ANSWERS 9/1 1
New fiscal year will begin with a $6,900,000 deficit 9/9 11

Common Council authorizes a capital spending plan 9/10 14

Industrial Development Agency okays bond issue for Cisafulli warehouse 9/11 4
Aides begin budget review without Corning* 9/16 11
Bond is okayed for restaurant expansion 9/22 15
Tax base is up but increase may not last 10/2 A4
Comptroller is hospitalized, budget is 98% set 10/14 A1

Comptroller plans to return to work* 10/18 B4
Coin auction nets $3800 for the city 10/21 B16
Budget procedure is changed 11/2 B1

City's top spending firms 11/10 B1
Delinquent special assessment drive is limited* 11/10 B1
Practice of not using competitive bidding (editorial) 11/14 C4
City to unweave budget* 11/15 B1
Budget highlights* 11/16 A1
Budget is unveiled* 11/16 A1

Openness of the budget (editorial) 11/18 A11
Changes in the budget process are praised 11/18 B1
Budget queries 11/19 B1

Officials set budget hearing 11/22 B2
State audit shows poor budgeting 11/23 A1
Budget reaction is lukewarm 11/23 B1
State to monitor finances* 11/24 B4
Budget problems (editorial) 11/26 A15
Department heads to explain budgets 11/30 B1
Failure to put contracts on bid is very costly* 12/5 A1

Spending habits 12/5 A6
Spending habits (editorial) 12/5 C4
Pays higher prices for uniforms and equipment* 12/6 A1
2 consulting firms profit from city contracts* 12/7 A1
Common Council okays budget* 12/7 B1/D

Democratic Party contributors are city vendors* 12/8 A1
Taxpayers subsidize Wellington Hotel* 12/8 A1
One firm monopolizes insect extermination 12/8 B1

Realtoe seeks bonds for 2 Pine Bush office buildings 12/9 B4
Fiscal reforms are outlined, city will drop some contractors 12/10 A1

Wellington Hotel rent hike to be considered 12/23 B1
Officials discuss ways to reduce Wellington hotel deficit 12/24 B1

New maintenance positions cut repair costs 12/31 B1

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
City to permit illegal sandblasting 7/29 2
Common Council considers sandblasting 8/17 10
Historic designation is considered for South End site 9/3 14
Missions are named to historic register 11/6 B5

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORY
Viewing old Albany through British eyes 7/4 C1
Former Empire State Plaza residents hold a reunion 9/23 B9

ALBANY (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Central Avenue shops* 11/25 supplement

ALBANY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Budget cuts force the layoff of 2 dog wardens 11/17 B7
Union protests a built-in pay raises 11/25 B7

ALBANY (NY) - PARKS
City seeks playground reconstruction bids 8/3 4

ALBANY (NY) - POLICE
Chief's assault is headed for court 9/10 14
Brutality cases head for trial 10/14 B5
Union declares talks at impasse 12/2 B1

Stalled talks preceded impasse 12/3 B4

ALBANY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Phelan suit is delayed 7/7 4
Business is at a standstill with the mayor being sick 7/20 3

Corning conducts business in the hospital 7/29 4

Aides meet with mayor in hospital 8/3 3
City's business shifts to Corning's hospital room 8/5 4
Mayor will loosen his iron grip but will not resign his position* 8/10 1

Corning delegates his power (editorial) 8/11 7
Protests of Corning's aides* 8/17 9

Common Council wants to streamline procedures 8/20 14
Who decides if and when a replacement should be named for an ailing mayor? 10/8 A1

Corning's doctors ban his communication system 10/13 A1

Comptroller is hospitalized, budget is 98% set 10/14 A1
Aide says much of Corning's work could be done by department heads 10/15 B1

City operates without Corning* 10/16 A1

Comptroller plans to return to work* 10/18 B4
Corning's absence (editorial) 10/31 B4

City's top spending firms 11/10 B1

Comptroller Brunett to retire 12/16 B1

City will not use computer to catch scofflaws 12/28 B1
Albany Parking Authority is activated 12/30 B1

ALBANY (NY) - PUBLIC BUILDINGS
City to convert oil burners to 10/1 B2
Energy conservation project bids are open 10/6 B2

ALBANY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
City reviews solutions to Beaver Creek drainage problem 7/15 3
City weighs Beaver Creek construction ban 9/23 B4
3 costly layers of sand, clay, and soil are needed for landfill 10/15 B1

Beaver Creek ban may be lifted 10/19 B1

ALBANY (NY) - STATISTICS
Blacks are 3rd largest ethnic group 12/29 B4

ALBANY (NY) - STREETS
$2,000,000 county plan to repair streets 10/30 A1

CORNING (NY)

County of Oneonta seeks road bond issue 11/4 A1
Repaying city streets with county funds (editorial) 11/5 A1

County delays road bond issue 11/9 B1

ALBANY (NY) ANIMAL CONTROL (DEPARTMENT)

Budget cuts force the layoff of 2 wardens 11/17 B7

ALBANY (NY) BUREAU OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Superintendent must pass civil service test 11/25 B9

ALBANY (NY) CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fines line between a balanced budget and program cuts 7/4 B6

Board to weigh utility tax plan 7/13 2
To train 320 computer operators for McDonnell Douglas 7/14 2

Board to seek deputy superintendent* 8/2 3
Teachers to be laid-off 8/17 10
Remedial program and staff will be cut 8/19 9
District reduces 20 teachers and 10 aides 9/10 14
Board considers sale of school 9/21 B4

Vacant school to be sold 9/22 B5
Fate of empty schools is unknown 10/4 B1

Black financial picture predicted for next year 10/6 B1
Principals cite skipping class as the top discipline problem 10/14 B6

Racial composition of students and teachers* 11/9 A1
Racial imbalance* 11/21 A1

Board seeks $50,000 for School 3; School 22 is sold for $10 11/24 B2
District oaks 44 staff seminars with pay 12/9 B4

ALBANY (NY) ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REVIEW BOARD
Court cuts its power in fine bush ruling* 10/27 A1
City hows to court decision on its use 11/17 B6

ALBANY (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
Albany Common Council to consider contract 7/19 A
Council okays contract 7/20 B
City fights to keep 2 firemen fired 10/29 B4
Dispatheres fight for bargaining unit 11/12 B1

ALBANY (NY) PARKING AUTHORITY
City activates authority 12/30 B1

ALBANY (NY) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Funding and use are up* 12/20 B1

ALBANY URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY
Seeks to balance its budget 7/8 2
Budget adjustments are finalized 7/10 4
Adopts a fee schedule for developers seeking federal grants 8/4 2
Frozen funds will be available 9/11 3

ALBANY ACADEMY
Football coach Ernest Stock retires* 12/26 B1

ALBANY ACADEMY FOR GIRLS
Backstress denies union-busting 7/29 3
NURB is set to disassemble a faculty grievance 8/28 3

ALBANY AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Merger with Colonia Chamber* 8/18 9
Merger is announced* 8/20 23
Directors vote to merge with Colonia* 11/24 B9
Partnership with Colonia (editorial) 8/22 B4
Members vote to merge with Colonia 12/11 A11

ALBANY CHILD GUIDANCE AND FAMILY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
Merger is announced* 8/4 4

ALBANY COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Kenneth Miller is named president 8/17 12

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
New promotional campaign 9/15 19

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - FINANCES
Lower sales tax revenues* 9/1 1
Shortfall in sales tax revenues may force a property tax hike 9/2 11
Property tax hike is budgeted 10/7 A1
Budget calls for a 1% property tax hike 10/9 A3
Delay in selling South Mall bonds saves taxpayers money 10/20 11
$81,000 airport improvement is added to budget 11/13 B7
Revenue decline is a factor in property tax hike proposal 11/17 B1
Finance committee okays $151,000,000 budget 12/1 B4
Legislature okays budget 12/8 B1
Executive says he won't veto budget 12/9 B8
Property tax hike to range from 10% to 42% 12/16 B1
Legislative committee to monitor spending 12/22 B3

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Supreme Court justice affirms deputy clerk's firing 9/15 12
Possible conflict concerning the county's IDA lawyer and his law partner being Crossgates' lawyer 10/14 A1
No violations are found in wiretapping case 10/27 B1
Possible conflict of interest between Crossgates and officials 10/27 B1
CSFA files suit for termination of insurance 11/23 B4
Executive admits insurance notification error 11/24 B1
SEIU protests built-in pay raises 11/25 B7
County and union to resolve unfair labor practices 12/31 B4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
New York Telephone suggests a hybrid system 7/5 3
County to study 3 telephone systems 7/8 4
New telephones will cost $75,000 over budget 8/5 38
Cooming's insurance form is awarded $800,000 policies 9/9 12

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC LANDS
County office space for basketball aide is deferred 11/23 B4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC LIBRARY
County refunds deposit on auctioned lot 9/14 10

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
$2,000,000 plan to repave Albany streets 10/30 A1
County defends Albany roadway 11/2 B7
Finance Committee cancels road bond issue 11/4 B1
Repaving city streets with county funds (editorial) 11/5 A1
Road bond issue is delayed 11/9 B1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - POLICEMEN
Kenneth Miller is named president 8/17 12

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - REAL ESTATE
Merger with Colonia Chamber* 8/14 11

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Eastern Airlines celebrates 40 years 9/15 19

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - EDUCATION
Public schools to get $151,000,000 budget 12/1 B4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - ENERGY
Customers to receive $100,000,000 from state 12/1 B4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - HEALTH CARE
Nurses strike protest being.Crossgates' lawyer 10/14 A1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - LEGAL
Financing of expansion is okayed 11/24 B2

ALBANY MEDICAL CENTER
County OKs $151,000,000 budget 12/1 B4
Legislature okays roof repairs 12/23 B1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
Nurses try to organize a union 7/1 4
Official will decide nurses union representation 7/25 B7
Slated for $600,000 renovations 7/25 B7
New resident physicians* 7/26 3
Nurses sue for union status 9/24 B2
Pays $5,000 fine for infant death 10/8 B1
$1,120,000 is needed to modernize emergency and trauma facilities 11/24 04
Program allows post-surgery children to be with their parents* 12/8 B16

ALBANY LEAGUE OF ARTS
Executive director resigns* 7/2 16

ALBANY MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
Nurses attempt to organize a union 7/1 4
Official will decide nurses union representation 7/25 B7
Slated for $600,000 renovations 7/25 B7
New resident physicians* 7/26 3

ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE
History of the Founder - Alden March* 8/2 3
People who left their bodies to science are honored* 9/2 20

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - ARTS
ANR Announces to see science 8/28 3

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - REAL ESTATE
Public schools to get $151,000,000 budget 12/1 B4

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - LEGAL
Nurses sue for union status 9/24 B2

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - BUSINESS
Business biography 1992 11/25 14-06

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - HISTORY
History of the Founder - Alden March* 8/2 3

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - EVENTS
Congressional committee okay construction of Alternate Route 7 and other projects 8/13 13
Water systems need $56,000,000 repairs* 11/28 A1

County refunds deposit on auctioned lot 9/14 10

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC LANDS

Officials tour areas of disrepair* 12/15 A1
ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - STATISTICS
Statistical portrait* 11/2 A1
Ethnic composition and economic data* 12/27 A1
ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Handicapped bus service begins 7/1 4
Albany to subsidize Trucker Park buses 7/2 2
Future of 30 cent fare rests with Transportation Commissioner* 7/14 4
Brazen taxi fares* 8/1 A1
Taxi businesses are family operated* 8/1 A10
Taxi regulation is needed (editorial) 8/6 11
CDTA will purchase reliable buses 9/22 B1
CDTA evening schedule debuts 9/27 B2
CDTA will receive grant for telephone plan 10/25 B4
CDTA report recommends a bus fare increase 11/25 B1
CDTA fare should remain stable 12/18 A3
CDTA wants to increase ridership* 12/23 B1
ALBANY PATRIOTS (BASKETBALL TEAM)
Ready to sign Hamming as coach* 7/29 27
Birth of a basketball team* 11/14 B1
County office space is defended* 11/23 B4
Make public debut* 11/25 C1
Final roster 11/30 B12
Welcome (editorial) 12/4 A13
ALBANY PEACE AND ENERGY COUNCIL
Anti-nuclear films are proliferating 11/13 A7
ALBANY, SCHENECTADY, TROY AND VICINITY DISTRICT COUNCIL OF CARPENTERS
Albany locals sue to overturn the pact 7/27 2
ALBANY SKYDROPPING CENTER, INC.
New teaching technique* 9/30 B1
AL-CARE
Alcoholism counseling center earns state certification 12/15 B2
ALCOHOL
State budget cuts bring end to testing for diluted liquor 9/7 10
Drinking habits are changing* 10/8 A1
ALCOHOL - LAW AND LEGISLATION
New Year tavern hours may be extended with permit 11/19 B5
ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
Combat program depends on parents 10/28 C1
ALCOHOL AND YOUTH - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Colleges must warn 18-year-olds* 10/3 A1
New law to take effect 11/30 A1
Last call for 18-year-olds 12/3 A1
18-year-olds take last sips 12/5 B1
ALCOHOLISM
Hidden disease for women 7/11 D1
ALCOHOLISM - TREATMENT
The Next Step is a halfway house for women 7/11 D7
Fund raiser for The Next Step* 9/24 A7
St. Peter's Hospital programs will be relocated 10/26 B1
Help for the Vietnam veterans 11/3 B2
Employee assistance program at Hope House 11/15 B2
Al-Care earns state certification 12/15 B2
Hope House has new treatment center 12/23 B4
ALFAZINE, JANE
Nominee for UNESCO Literacy Prize 9/3 13
UNESCO Literacy Prize nominee (editorial) 9/15 7
ALL, JOSEPH
State's official upholsterer* 12/31 B4
ALIENS
Police arrest illegal aliens 8/15 C1
ALIEN'S HAIR DESIGN
Burned out barber finds helping hand 8/20 13
Barber reopens shop 8/15 19
ALLERGY
Hay fever season 8/27 1
Pollen count is needed (editorial) 8/29 B4
ALOE VERA (PLANT)
Care-all or hoax? 10/3 D1
Growing a first aid plant? 10/3 D10
ALPONY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Several sites are recommended as entries into the National Registry* 7/12 1
40-building district is granted national status 12/9 B1
ALPONY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Audit finds conflict of interest 9/2 12
ALPONY (NY) RESCUE SQUAD
Fighting for survival 7/28 2
ALPONY FAIR
Piece of Americas survives* 8/17 1
ALTECH SPECIALTY STEEL CORP.
Workers survive temperatures of 120 degrees 7/20 1
ALTERNATE ROUTE 7
Construction opponents may go to the Supreme Court 7/2
House authorizes $7,000,000 7/15 3
Congressional committee okays construction 8/13 13
New road will link Maplewood 8/25 9
Opponents take flight to the U.S. Supreme Court 9/30 B1
State receives bids 11/2 B7
AMSTERDAM (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
Vote on volunteers prompts demonstration 9/7 16
Court order keeps chief at his post 9/12 B2
Mayor-fire chief dispute continues 10/7 B4
ANKOS, BILL
Movie stuntman* 11/28 B1
ANDY'S SPORTING GOODS, INC.
Store to close 9/4 11
Guilderland store to open 9/22 B9
ANIMALS - TREATMENT
Mistreatment of cattle case is not settled 8/18 14
Concern over sick birds and crowded cages angers pet store owner* 10/30 A3
ANSWERS (REFUSE RECYCLING PROJECT)
State may trim Albany's fees 7/1 2
State offers Albany about $6,000,000 in back payments 7/3 1
Funds from the state is less than expected 7/7 3
Other communities are sending trash 8/10 10
Ash plant is ready* 8/20 14
State agrees to pay Albany $3,200,000 9/8 1
ANTS
Roses take to the air to mate with Queen* 9/26 3
APPLE
Growers predict a good yield* 7/31 1
Unemployed won't pick apples* 9/3 1
ARRANGEMENT
Assembly boundaries are redrawn 7/1 4
Legislature okays redistricting for the second time 7/2 4
Justice Department okays redistricting plan 7/4 B1
Federal court won't adopt its own plan 7/7 3
Allbany County GOP may file suit 7/13 3
Redistricting costs Jean Hague* 7/13 4
Redistricting pits GOP against itself 7/16 2
Allbany County GOP dislikes plan 7/24 4
Supreme Court refuses to block plan 7/24 4
GOP member quits commission in protest of Democratic plan* 7/28 2
Plan gives Democrats too much power (editorial) 7/29 13
Plan is sent to the Albany County Legislature* 8/6 2
Majority party to profit from realignment 10/5 A1
109th Assembly District* 10/17 B6
106th Assembly District* 10/17 B6
102nd Assembly District* 10/18 B2
104th Assembly District* 10/20 B1
42nd Senate District* 10/22 B1
42nd Senate District 10/22 B2
23rd Congressional District* 10/25 A6
105th Assembly District* 10/25 B4
99th Assembly District* 10/24 B9
CDNSERVATICN
RECYCI..JN3
EXHIBITICNS
ARlCE
ARCHI'IB:WRE
AK:HI'JE:m..RE
ASSAULT AND BA'ITERY
ARTS

Susan Edgar and Sharon Ellis at Center Galleries 7/9 20
Hyde Collection at the Carriage House Gallery 7/11 CI
Miniature carvings: 7/16 17
Cooperstown's display 7/23 23
Van Rensselaer display* 7/29 15
Hudson Valley people: Albany to Yonkers 1700-1900*
5/5 22
The Horse as art* 8/15 E1
Altamont Fair 8/20 8
J. Francis Murphy display* 8/22 F1
Mason exhibit at Skidmore College 8/22 S12
Koren display at SUNY 9/6 E1
Koren display at SUNY* 9/11 7
Art along the Corning Fitness Trail* 9/12 F1
Western Art 9/17 20
Laser art display 8/18 8
Benigna Chilla display 9/26 CI
American art at 10/1 B8
Photographs of old Harlem* 10/17 F1
Ekumon at SUNY 10/19 B5
Lettie Jochol display 10/22 C5
SUNY artists/teachers* 10/23 N9
Metzler display 10/29 C7
Arline Shulman sculpture display* 11/4 C10
Items made in Capitoland are on display* 11/10 CI
Caren Canier* 11/14 F1
High school students at St. Rose 11/18 B10
McCarty photographs 11/19 B12
Grand Central Terminal display* 11/21 F1
Amilatino, Johnson, and Canier display* 11/23 B9
McKnight silkscreen display 11/25 C7
Early American ornamental painting 11/26 B10
Suddileme/Blake display 11/30 B8
Hyde Collection in Glen Falls* 12/5 D1
SUNY student exhibit 12/7 B6
SUNY student artists* 12/9 B12
Design in Buffalo display* 12/11 11
Anusziewicz silkscreen prints 12/16 B12
Russell Sage students 12/16 B13
Display of Black women artists 12/21 B4
SUNY Cortland faculty display 12/23 B6
Ancient Inspirations/Contemporary Interpretations* 12/28 B6
Design in Buffalo* 12/28 B6
Images of Experience: Untold Older Artists* 12/31 A6

ARTS - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA

Reviewing the summer's entertainment 9/12 F1
Distribution of funding is an art 9/16 23
36 groups are selected for grants 12/17 B9
ASHFR#: RECYCLING

Colonie Town Board okays plans 8/27 14

ASPIRIN

Survey shows name brands are costly 11/6 A4

ASSAULT AND BATTERY

Party brawl results in 9 arrests 7/4 B6
Man is arrested for stabbing 7/6 B
Schenectady stabbing suspect is indicted 7/9 4
Man is arrested for knife attack 7/11 B6
Alessand worker is arrested for assaulting a guard 7/16 2
Albany man goes on a rampage 7/17 4
2 are arrested for stabbing a Schenectady man 7/21 6
2 teens are arrested in Albany 7/22 B8
Man is arrested for stabbing in Ballston Spa 8/3 2
Albany man faces attempted murder charges 8/7 4
Nassau woman knifes her brothers 8/8 B8
Woman is arrested for bar shooting 8/10 16
Woman is charged with attempt to kill her father 8/11 10
2 are arrested for stabbing a Saratoga Racetrack worker 8/15 C1
Man is stabbed by a co-worker 8/21 4
2 charged in Hudson stickup and shooting 9/3 17
Brawl figure pleads guilty to riot charge 9/4 4
3 adults and 1 youth are charged with assaulting a police officer* 9/4 8
Perrone-Norren Democratic Party confrontation* 9/11 1
3 women are arrested, policeman is bitten 9/15 10
Teen is arraigned on child assault charges 9/17 14
Man shoots wife and kills himself 9/18 1
Man is held for threatening his estranged wife 9/18 4
Woman is arrested for stabbing 9/19 B3
Man is charged after bar fight 9/21 B5
Woman is hit twice by angry driver 9/22 B2
Woman is charged in assault case 9/29 D6
Schenectady slashing is investigated 10/3 B6
Albany man is charged with punching a policeman 10/9 A4
2 are arrested after chase 10/19 B4
Schenectady Police investigate shooting 10/23 A4
Albany man is arrested for stabbing brother 10/26 B2
Albany woman is arrested for stabbing 10/26 B2
2 Albany men are arrested 10/30 A4
North Greenbush youth is charged with assaulting a policeman 11/2 B2
Surgury suspect is held for attempted murder 11/2 B4
Woman is charged with hitting an Albany policeman 11/9 B2
Selkirk man is arrested for assaulting a policeman 11/10 B4
Good Samaritan is beaten and robbed 11/18 B4
Truck is used as a weapon 11/18 B7
Wild chase in Loudonville after robbery/assault 11/19 A1

Assault gunman is a convicted murderer and parole violator* 11/20 A1

Shooting suspect is held without bail* 11/23 B2
Man is killed for allegedly shooting another's house 11/23 B4
Clinic director is arrested for verbal abuse 11/27 A3
2 brothers are jailed after fight 11/27 A4
Albany man is mugger 12/1 B4
Saratoga Springs man is shot 12/5 B4
Saratoga Ness man is shot by his son 12/7 B2
Schenectady man is arrested for stabbing a Niskayuna man 12/9 B4

6 Berlin High School students are hurt when a bottle is thrown in a school bus 12/16 B4
Elderly woman is hurt by masked man 12/19 B10
Pizza delivery man is beaten and robbed 12/20 B4
Rockefeller kin shoots his wife kills himself* 12/22 A2
Albany man is charged with assaulting a neighbor 12/24 B2
Colonie man is charged with assault and unlawful imprisonment 12/25 A4
Man is charged with assaulting a friend 12/26 B1
SUNY advisor is indicted 12/30 B1

ASSOCIATIONS

Club for reservoirs 10/23 B1

ATHLETICS

Empire State Plaza Award winners* 11/10 D1

ATOMIC EXPRESS, INC.

Airing to provide service to Long Island 12/13 B4

AVIAT'CD TURBOPROP

Voorheesville firm backs manufacturing slowdown* 11/25 D1
BUDGET HEARING
2 objections are aired at budget hearing 11/5 B2
Town Board to vote on budget 11/10 B2
Budget is okayed 11/11 B1

BETHLEHEM (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Politics helps land summer jobs* 8/16 9

BETHLEHEM (NY) - POLICE
Contract proposal remains secret 7/17 18
31st officer is added to the force 9/9 12
New police car is damaged 9/15 10
Town insurer is held liable for officer's legal fees 10/8 B2
Town Board to consider 2-year contract 12/22 B1

BETHLEHEM (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Connections help land summer jobs* 8/16 9

BETHLEHEM (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Town okays landfill regulations 7/16 2
Trash transfer site angers residents 7/29 44
Strange-tasting water is safe 8/12 16
Workers race to complete drainage project 10/29 B1
Town to sign contract with ANSWERS 11/10 B2

BETHLEHEM (NY) CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Harvith is re-elected board president 7/8 2
Board to discuss cuts in handicapped and library programs 8/4 2
Board cuts $15,000 without program cuts 8/5 2
Fire bus driver won't be rehired 8/18 9
New Scotland school tax collection fee is dropped 8/18 10
Pupil shifts will balance kindergartens 8/20 14
Closed Board meeting show district considered a court battle with the state over teacher workloads 9/2 44

BETHLEHEM (NY) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Signs contract with cable firm to provide public access 8/12 12
Computer system updating is set 8/20 24
Funding and use are up* 12/20 B1

BETHLEHEM STEEL CORP.
Thousands lose jobs* 12/28 A1
Shuttered will hurt area and related industries 12/29 C7
State seeks to avert job losses 12/31 B7

BETTERS, FRANCIS
Fishing legend of the North Country* 10/24 C1

BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER PROGRAMS
Tavern "turkey toss" fund raiser* 11/21 B2

BINDY, LUV
China's top journalist* 12/3 B1

BIOMICS
Biomedical engineering at RPI* 12/1 A1

BIQ-101 INC.
State moves to shut paper mill in pollution fight 10/1 B4

BLACKS - CIVIL RIGHTS
Springbro controversy: one year later 9/22 A1
Rugby strike kindled awareness of apartheid* 9/23 B1
KKK sticker on convent is investigated 9/25 A4
Ticket to protest Chic Corea jazz show* 12/7 B2
35 pickets Corea jazz concert 12/8 B7
Rugby protestors file suit for $9,000,000 12/17 B1

BLACKS IN THE ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Blacks are the 3rd-largest ethnic group 12/29 B4
Bloody electrician's bills* 12/5 21

BLIND, PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR THE
Deep baseball 10/4 B2

BLUE CROSS OF NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK, INC.
Seeks individual rate increase 11/24 B4
To divide operations 12/11 M4

BLUE SHIELD OF NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK, INC.
To divide operations 12/11 A4

BLUM, BARRABAR
Social Services Commissioner resigns* 7/3 4

BOWS AND ARROWS - ACADEMICS
Conductor Calvin Simons may have drowned in Lake Placid 8/23 9
Simons' body is still missing* 8/24 14
Search continues for Simons' body 8/25 12
Accounts of Simons' drowning 8/26 1
Simons' body is recovered* 9/11 15
2 hurt when boat flips in the Hudson* 9/15 9
Guiderandman drowned in the Mohawk 9/15 12
Gargiulo large is grounded* 10/21 B1

BOOK REVIEWS
Nineteenth Century Surgeon: Dr. Alden March* 8/2 3
New York Red Book 8/12 1
Murder at Cherry Hill* 8/22 B1
Thomas E. Dewey and His Times* 8/29 B2
Guide to Preparing a Resume 9/27 B1
Their Own Volcker Oral Accounts of Early Settlers in Washington County, N.Y.* 10/17 B1
Looking Back-A History of Troy and Rensselaer County, 1925-1980* 11/10 CI
Vilmain: A Tribute, the First 65 Years 11/17 B13
In the Very Name of Christ' 12/19 E3

BOOKBINDING
Bookbinder creates art from the cover in* 10/31 D1

BOOKS - CENSORSHIP
Librarians are urged to fight 10/24 B2

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD CO.
Mechanicville to become primary center 9/14 12
Upgrading plan may mean more jobs* 9/20 B1
Engineers fight to retain right to strike 9/21 B1
Engineers return to work 9/25 B1
Charged with labor law violations 11/4 B4

BOTTOM, BILL
Fireworks business 7/4 A1

BOULTER, HARRY
Halmon butcher* 3/3 B1

BRADLEYS DEPARTMENT STORES
Workers are expected to return 10/4 B6

BRENNING
Newman 2-day course 11/12 06

BRIDGES
Preservation of covered bridges* 9/5 51

BRIDONIA, NICHOLAS
"Troy physician recalls 50 years of service 8/2 2

BRIMFIELD FURNACE MARKET
Collector's market* 7/5 2

BRODERICK, EDWIN B, APARTMENTS
Elderly housing is dedicated* 9/8 10

BROOKLYN LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS
Fight to retain right to strike 9/21 B1
Engineers return to work 9/24 B1

BUFFALO
New York's lost species* 8/29 B1

BUFFALO SAVINGS BANK

BUFFALO SAVINGS BANK

BURNUP AND SIMS, INC.
Buying 40% of Canadian Corp.* 11/12 A9

BUSINESS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bills impacting business* 7/11 B3

BYRNE, WILLIAM
Hunter Mountain ranger* 10/12 B1
Index to the Albany Times Union

CABLE TELEVISION
see COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION
CAMP GOOD DAYS AND SPECIAL TIMES
Camp for children with cancer 8/22 E1
CAMP KIWANIS
Campfire Girl's camp to be auctioned 11/3 B1
Auctioned for $80,000 11/7 B8
CAMP NASHAU
Program offers nature discovery 7/5 2
CAMPAIGN FUNDS - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Mortality outweighs primary loss 8/26 16
Contributions are listed in Assembly race 9/14 12
Financial reports 10/7 B13
CAMPAIGN FUNDS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Mynihen has largest fund 7/22 3
Cuomo donation will be investigated 7/27 2
Lehman leads candidates in spending 8/24 1
Gubernatorial candidates pick up backing and money 8/26 1
Cuomo receives gifts from labor 8/27 13
Lehman has lowest fund 7/10 01
Mynihen and Stelbort lead Senate fund-raising 9/16 11
Costs to Lehman and Cuomo 10/5 B4
Lehman is second to Rockefeller in spending* 10/6 A1
How to finance elections (letter) 10/17 C4
Incumbents attract the biggest donations 10/20 A1
Lehman and Cuomo's spending levels 10/23 A3
National GOP puts limit on funding for Sullivan* 10/26 B1
Local contributions for gubernatorial candidates* 10/27 A1
Lehman sets a national record for state spending 11/30 A1
Governor's race cost $18,700,000 12/12 B1
CATIE'S
Future in New York is unclear* 8/27 A1
Limited funds for study or change 8/30 1
CANCER
Camp Good Days and Special Times* 8/28 E1
Research at W. Alton Jones Cell Science Center 8/24 19
Physician hopes for a childhood cancer treatment center 12/19 B5
CAPITAL DISTRICT PSYCHIATRIC CENTER (CDPC)
Director Nixon stresses a climate of caring* 7/6 3
Firing a nurse this summer 7/8 4
77-year-old Grace Plasari is employee of the year* 7/20 B4
Music therapy* 10/4 B4
Benefit will help halfway homes 10/26 B2
Athen's firm is low bidder on renovation project 11/8 B4
Agrees to provide screening and treatment through the Visiting Nurse Association 11/10 A6
CAPITAL DISTRICT SOCIETY FOR THE BLIND
New organization worries the Northeast Association for the Blind and the Attorney General 7/20 2
CAPITAL NEWSPAPERS GROUP
Court of Appeals rejects review of contempt case dismissal 7/3 4
Union sets contract deadline 11/9 B2
Union okay job action option 11/22 B4
Major issues in contract talks remain unsolved 12/5 B12
Tentative contract agreement 12/21 D9
CAPITAL REPORTEY COMPANY
Takes bold steps to build an adventurous season 9/26 C1
CARRY, HUGH L.
Accepts position with Manhattan law firm 12/30 A1
CARL CO., DEPARTMENT STORE
Purchases 2 Derby stores 10/22 B1
2 Derby's stores to close after futile talks 11/6 A1
To open anchor store in the Uncle Sam Atrium 12/29
Carl is confident about Atrium venture* 12/30 B7
CARPER, LEMIS
Auto mechanic who makes house calls* 10/3 E11
CARVILL, MARY
Long-time Republican 12/26 B13
CASTLETON-ON-HUDSON (NY) - DESCRIPTION
High speed train causes problems 12/6 A1
CATHERINE BIBLICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Group meets at Siena College* 8/25 15
CATHERINE CHURCH
Abortion rights group seeks to revoke tax exemption 7/22 4
Reverend Elmer offers a traditional Roman Catholic Mass* 10/16 A1
CATHERINE CHURCH - CLERGY
Seminar on older pupils 11/29 A1
CATHERINE CHURCH (ALBANY DIocese)
Contrasting churches* 8/1 B1
CATHERINE RELIEF SERVICES
Appellate Division rules as executive director* 9/10 A1
CELEBRITIES
Capital District is a haven* 8/29 E1
CELLAR FOR TEENS
Youth center seeks adult volunteers 8/11 10
CEMETERIES
Gravestone art* 7/11 D1
CENTER FOR WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT
Center receives $240,000 grant 9/13 9
CENTRAL HUDSON GAS AND ELECTRIC CORP.
Utility to sell stock to users 12/11 A1
CENTRAL WAREHOUSE (ALBANY)
Landmark is sold for $4,350,000* 7/17 3
CEREBRAL PALSY CENTER FOR THE DISABLED
Innies is dedicated* 7/8 4
CHAIKIN (JEISH HOLIDAY)
Special joy for children* 12/10 B2
CIFARITIES
New approaches to fund raising* 7/9 1
Korean orphans benefit from Noah's crusade* 11/12 B5
500 answer letters for Tots campaign 12/18 A5
Walters are opening wider in needy season even during hard times 12/23 A1
CRITCHAM (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
Appellate Division rules a trial is needed for fire truck sale dispute 11/5 B4
CRUZ, GEOFFREY
SUN conference 11/3 C1
CHEERS AND CHEERLEADING
School cheers get a new twist* 10/10 F1
CHEMICAL SPILLS
Johnstown accident refocuses jobs vs. ecology debate* 8/7 3
CHERRY, TART
Growers predict a good yield* 7/31 1
CHILD ABUSE
Medical, law enforcement, and social services agencies join in fight 8/21 4
Father of infant is arrested 10/13 B4
Cases increase 15% in 1981 10/15 B4
Father is held for beating 5-month-old daughter 10/19 B10
Father is indicted for infant battering 10/23 A4
Walk-a-thon raises money* 10/25 B1
Infant is in fair condition after beaten by father 10/24 B2
Albany man is indicted 12/15 B4
CHILD CARE CENTERS
After school care* 10/3 B1
CHILDREN
Ellis Hospital begins using a birthing bed* 7/7 2
Plans for a birth clinic in Troy 12/17 D8
Wade lifts home birth doctor's license* 12/24 B1
CHILDREN - CARE AND HYGIENE
Methods of care have changed* 7/30 1
Adult women run baby-sitting businesses at home* 12/15 A1
Shaker Heights Apartments are given conditional okay 10/27 B2
Major expansion of Colonie Center is in discussion stage 11/10 B9
Town Planning Board okays Cumberland Farms store 11/10 D7
Latham Mall owners seek waiver on wall requirement 12/8 B5
Planning Board grants tentative okay for Northway Mall renovation 12/29 C10
Theater seeks permission to divide screen 12/30 O6

COLONIE (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Rapp Road residents get house numbers* 8/21 3

COLONIE (NY) - FINANCES
Block grant is okayed 7/10 4
Town raises exemption limit for senior citizens 7/22 2
Corporate Woods Financing is okayed 9/21 B2
Tax hike may be coming 9/23 B2
Proposed budget includes tax hike and pay raises 10/1 B2
Budget calls for 2.8% tax hike 10/6 B4
Bottling firm bond is okayed 11/2 B4
Town Board okays 1983 budget 11/5 B1
Town Board okays budget for fire units 11/19 B1

COLONIE (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Talent Co. will occupy first corporate Woods office 12/14 B6

COLONIE (NY) - PARKS
Town Board to discuss possible recreation area 7/29 2

COLONIE (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Town Board okays lawsuit settlements 12/3 B1

COLONIE (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Town Board okays asphalt recycling plans 8/27 14
Town plans bond issue for landfill work 10/21 B4
Landfill work will cost $200,000 10/22 B4

COLONIE (NY) - STREETS
Truck traffic anger group 8/12 16
Town plans to remove 94 stop signs 9/16 12
Route 7 intersection to be checked for congestion 11/18 B4
Route 9 median is designed to facilitate turns 12/14 D8
Updates road building code 12/17 B1

COLONIE (NY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
see NORTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS and SOUTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS

COLONIE (NY) TOWN LIBRARY
Funding and use are up 12/20 B1

COLONIE (NY) YOUTH CENTERS, INC.
IRS lien prompts audit 12/11 A4

COLONIE CENTER SHOPPING MALL
Major expansion in discussion stage 11/10 B9

COLONIE VILLAGE (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Residents protest apartment plan 7/14 2
Planners veto Sand Creek apartment proposal 7/21 2
20-unit complex plan will be settled in court 9/17 14

COLONIE VILLAGE (NY) - FINANCES
Village wants to collect back taxes 9/15 10

COLONIE VILLAGE (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Village to pay more to use Albany landfill 11/23 B5

COLUMBIA COUNTY (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Attracts the rich and famous* 8/29 E1

COLUMBIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Workers to vote on union representation 11/1 B4

COLUMBIA DAY
Lack of observance 10/12 B1

COMMERCE
Panel recommends that the State set up a bank to finance exports 8/19 25

COMMITTEE ON ANTENNA TELEVISION
Reception areas are widened 7/23 4
Board issues service obligation ruling 7/25 B2
Cable TV group wants to reverse access ruling 7/27 4
Bethlehem Video and Public Library agree on access channel 8/12 12

Rate hike is tied to contract with Albany 9/21 B2
Schenectady Cablevision adults fault and promises upgrade 11/25 B6
Capital Cablevision construction project is delayed 12/2 B4
Federal ruling paralyzes stations from Bethlehem and Rensselaer cable networks 12/9 B1
Royalty law eliminates stations 12/10 A1
Albany Common Council tables rate hike proposal* 12/21 B1
Congress delays rate hike 12/22 D8

COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION
Schenectady Cablevision adults fault and promises upgrade 11/25 B6
Capital Cablevision construction project is delayed 12/2 B4
Federal ruling paralyzes stations from Bethlehem and Rensselaer cable networks 12/9 B1
Royalty law eliminates stations 12/10 A1
Albany Common Council tables rate hike proposal* 12/21 B1
Congress delays rate hike 12/22 D8

COMMUNITY MATERNITY SERVICE
Adoption service aids unwed mothers* 11/28 B4

COMMUNITY STATE BANK in ALBANY
Changes its name and receives an Arab capital infusion 8/4 33

COMPUTER INDUSTRY
Construction of RPI's high-tech center means 1000 jobs 7/2 3
RPI center will help science and the economy (editorial) 7/4 B4
High-tech venture between the State and industry at RPI 8/16 12
Center for Industrial Innovation convolution 10/13 B1

CONCERTS AND RECITALS
Kool Jazz Festival* 7/4 B1
Jean-Luc Ponty and Killimanjaro 7/7 23
Mitzi Gaynor 7/7 32
Terry Hartable 7/23 B2
Widespread Jazz Orchestra 7/11 B3
Chuck Mangione* 7/13 8
Sisters Brothers* 7/15 37
Concord String Quartet 7/22 21
Sergei Pears 7/22 21
Elton John 7/26 6
James Taylor 7/27 8
Philadelphia Orchestra 7/29 35, 7/30 21, 7/31 6, 8/1 F1, 8/3 16, 8/5 23, 8/7 6, 8/8 B4, 8/12 23, 8/13 6, 8/14 4, 8/15 E3
Festival of Baroque Music 8/3 18
New Philadelphia Quartet 8/3 18

Concert Hall* 8/4 B1
Doobie Brothers 8/9 14
Carol, Phillips, and Blumenthal 8/10 18
New Philadelphia Quartet 8/10 19

Santana* 8/10 19
Aretha Franklin* 8/11 19
Empire Brass Quintet 8/16 13
Toto 8/17 15
New England Woodwind quintet 8/18 16

Gordon Lightfoot* 8/18 17
Captain and Tennille* 8/19 21
Olivia Newton-John* 8/19 21
Air Supply* 8/20 4
Rick Springfield 8/21 8
Pete Seeger and Arlo Guthrie 8/23 13
Talking Heads* 8/24 18

Genesis 9/27 20
J. Geils Band* 8/27 21
Charlie Daniels* 8/28 7
Cheap Trick* 8/29 19
Emmy Lou Harris 8/31 4
Joe Jackson and Marshall Crenshaw 8/31 5
Willie Nelson* 9/1 14
Beach Boys 9/2 35

Round Lake residents are harassed after rock concert 9/8 9

Frankie Valli* 9/10
Slovak Chamber Orchestra 9/30 B7

Emerson String Quartet* 10/4 B9
The Clash 10/5 A5
Boston and Scatlap Ensemble 10/6 B8
Albany Symphony Orchestra 10/16 A6, 11/13 A7 12/4 A8
CRIME - NEW YORK (STATE)

Crime rate: one victim every minute 10/10 B1

Crime - SARCOID SPANS

Link between Times Union study and crimes lacks evidence
(editorial) 8/29 A2

CRIME PREVENTION

Police HOGC proposal 8/7 3
Distribution of proposed NOIC force is unfair
(editorial) 8/8 A2

Toward a force as mighty as crime: Police Corps* 9/12 C1
Crime Prevention Seminar and Trade Show* 10/20 B5
Increasing the number of police (letter) 10/24 F4
School children tour court and jail 11/3 B1
Group forms to lobby for anti-crime legislation 12/22 B7

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

Police put dogs through their paces* 12/15 D7
Undercover narcotic police work 12/26 B1

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Supreme Court upholds use of roving roadblocks 11/9 B4

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF

see also COURTS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Psychiatrists look at the insanity plea 8/22 E1

Inquiring a speedy trial (editorial) 10/5 A5

Court of Appeals tightens trial waiver 10/8 B4
School children tour court and jail 11/3 B1
Retired judges could break backlog* 11/5 B4

Proposed law uses services of retired judges 11/14 B10
Carey grants leniency to 9 convicts 11/20 A3

State commission recommends overhaul of the system
11/22 A1

Resolution 11/25 G3

Court of Appeals upholds peremptory jury challenges
12/15 B4

Albany will not use computer to scofflaw 12/28 B1

State system cost $3,250,000 in 1981 12/31 B2

CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Appellate Division throws out opponents lawsuit 7/30 3
Roads may be built in stages 8/31 12

Groundbreaking is set 9/24 B4

Possible conflict concerning the county's IDA lawyer
and his law partner being Court's lawyer 10/4 A1

Opponents go to court to block permit 10/21 B1

Guilderland seeks assurances on tax revenues 10/22 B6

Possible conflict of interest with county officials
10/27 B1

Transportation Department will issue permits 11/9 B1

Developers may have violated a Guilderland condition
11/10 B1

Road design to get environmental okay 11/11 B1

Road plan needs approval 11/16 B1

Special use permits expire 11/1 B1

Opponents take case to Appellate Court 11/23 B7

Public offers little support on environmental report
11/24 B7

Opponents seek new environmental hearing 11/27 A3

Guilderland issues building permit 12/1 A1

Chlorine 12/1 B5

Building permits are approved (editorial) 12/3 A1

Opponents are not through fighting 12/3 B1

Environmental permits are issued 12/4 A4

Court bars construction in environmentally sensitive
area 12/15 B1

Supreme Court declines to prohibit permits 12/24 B2

CRUICKSHANK, C. AGAN

see also NORMAN

Untold will is an issue 11/20 A1

Court orders 3rd party to handle estate 11/23 A1

Van Patten will run business interests* 11/24 B1

Key Bank withdraws as executor 12/17 D9

Court declares Mrs. Cruickshank the beneficiary*
12/23 A1

CUNO, MATILDA

New York's first lady elect* 11/14 D1

CUSTODY OF CHILDREN

Troy grandmother takes flight to Appellate Division
9/20 B4

Grandmother is ordered to surrender child 10/22 B4

D'AMATO, ALFONSE

Senator resists move to new offices* 11/29 B4

DURKIN

Former opt negative return on investment in 1981 9/28 B5

Artificial insemination has increased productivity*
12/5 E1

DUMAS, TCM

Song writer* 10/17 F1

DURST

New York City Ballet* 7/7 23, 7/8 33, 7/10 6, 7/14 25,
7/15 35, 7/16 9, 7/23 21, 11/20 A7

Twyla Tharp Dance Foundation* 7/28 22

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 9/26 B5

Edward Villela's master class 10/8 B7

American Ballet Theatre II 11/10 B4

The Nutcracker 12/22 B9

Elba dance troupe* 12/26 D2

DELAWARE (RESTAURANT)

Saratoga restaurant/take-out service* 7/25 C10

EUTHANIA - PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Workshop focuses on dying 9/24 A7

ELECTORAL

see also ACCIDENTS and OBITUARIES section, page 48
Mother and daughter die mysteriously 7/23 3

Autopsy shows mother and daughter died of natural causes
7/24 3

Delmar man is found dead in car 8/12 20

Parents seek answers in paratrooper's death 9/28 B4

Skeleton is found in an old refrigerator 10/15 B1

Saratoga County judge finds ex-law clerk dead 10/25 A1

Galway infant is discovered dead 11/11 B4

3 hunters die from asphyxiation 12/13 B2

DEER

Fall deerkill is likely to be the largest 8/20 13

Motorists kill 474/11/25 F2

DELAWARE AND HUDSON RAILWAY CO.

Sale pact is reached 7/28 36

ICC okays sale to Mellon firm 7/29 4

Unions agree to concessions for buyer 8/17 12

Final day at the Mechanicville yard* 12/17 B1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Albany county selects a ticket 7/2 2

Cornings may not continue as county chairman 8/29 A1

Voter fraud charges (editorial) 9/19 B4

Ailing Cornings to seek Albany County chairmanship
9/29 B1

Parkins challenge results in stormy session* 9/30 B1

Cornings is re-elected as chairman of Albany County
Democratic Committee 10/1 A1

Trichilo is the first woman elected as a ward leader*
10/1 B1

Breath is re-elected Bethlehem chairman 10/15 D7

Law suits are filed over Noonan/Perrone/Trichilo
political rivals 11/12 B5

Coom appoints Hennessy party chairman 11/17 A1

Polly Noonan to be named state Committee vice-chairman
12/4 A3

State leaders are elected* 12/14 A1

DENBHY'S DEPARTMENT STORES, INC.

3 stores close* 9/2 23

Carl Co. purchases 2 stores 10/22 B1

3 stores close 10/28 B1

2 more stores close after futile talks with Carl Co.
11/6 A11

DEPRESSION (PSYCHOLOGY)

Avoiding the Christmas blues* 12/16 C1

DESTRUCTION AND NONSUPPORT

Rensselaer County gets $56,000 in child aid

delinquencies 7/16 4
Index to the Albany Times Union

IRS diverts refunds to child support 7/21 4
State gets $6,300,000 from federal tax returns 8/17 9
Diligent parents to lose tax refunds 9/28 B2

DESECRATION, MILITARY
Anna Conover is apprehended in Albany 7/11 B1
Army will release Anna Conover 7/13 4
Anna Conover returns home 7/14 4

DEMONSTRATION, MILITARY
Merans native is a candidate for governor in California 11/2 B1
Relatives celebrate California victory 11/4 B5

DEMOGRAPHICS
Young actor takes on his first major role* 10/1 B7

DEPS: WILDE, KAREN
Costume designer* 7/15 15

DEP: RHFO, MARILYN
Capital Reproductive actress* 10/23 A9

DISCIPLINEMENT
Senate petitions for a nuclear freeze 7/3 4
Protestors hold a die-in 8/8 B8
20-year-old letter to President Kennedy 8/22 B1
Station's opinion 9/12 C4
Arms freeze advocates aim at Stratton 11/10 A1
Veteran's Day observance marks the future without veterans 11/12 B1
Group's anti-nuclear films are proliferating 11/13 A7
Teaching both sides in the classroom (editorial) 11/26 B4
SUNY officials request reduction of arms 12/4 A4
Ex-area man is a hostage in the Washington Monument hoax* 12/9 A1
Saratoga group delivers petitions to Rep. Solomon 12/16 D10

DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION
Davis family has problems in Berne School District 7/29 3

DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
GE suit is settled 10/3 A3
Court finds Bankers Trust not guilty 11/11 B16

DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING
Landlords agree to stop discriminating against families with children 10/16 A3

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
Court of Appeals rules they must be paid the same as county judges 12/9 B3

DIVORCE
see also CUSTODY OF CHILDREN and DESECRATION AND NONSUPPORT
Prefathers sue each other for divorce* 9/26 B1
Prefather Bakery is not involved 9/26 B4
Support groups help people cope 10/10 A1
Mediators help couples divide property 10/10 F3
Supreme Court reverses Prefather order* 12/31 B1

DOGS
Billobounds aid police 8/19 11
Hunting dogs are rescued* 9/11 3
Guilderland to take dog census 9/15 10
Police put dogs through races* 12/15 D7

DOGS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Guilderland wants to strengthen its dog control law 7/7 2
Guilderland to consider a tougher control law 8/6 2

DOILS
Helen Dungo - doll-maker* 8/1 B2

DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Valorie man is arrested after an abduction, gun-fire, and chase* 9/1 1
Vigil commemorates victim of domestic violence* 10/13 B2
Victim held vigil at Capitol to protest violence 10/14 B13

DOUBLEDAY, ARMS
Ballston Spa celebration* 10/9 A1

DOWNTOWN JOHNNY'S RESTAURANT
Files for bankruptcy* 12/10 B1

DRANNING
Man is missing after Meltowee River mishap 7/6 2
Boy drowned in Oakland Lake 7/7 4
Man drowned in the Meltowee River 7/7 4
Body of 13-year-old is found 7/8 4
Bon Secours man drowns 7/11 B6
Teen drowns in the Hudson 7/12 2
Glens Falls teen drowns in the Hudson 7/13 4
2 local teens drown 7/19 2
Divers recover body from Glass Lake 7/20 4
2 die in separate accidents 8/8 B1
Troy man is pulled from the river 8/11 10
Scheneckley boy drowns in city park 8/20 13
Teen drowns near Capeke 8/29 C2

DRUG ABUSE
see also DRUGS AND YOUTH and NARCOTIC TRAFFIC
Babushh seeks ban of caffeine pills 7/2 4
Averill Park High School fights legal drug war 7/3 4
Mother faces charges for infant's overdose 7/28 B1
Mother pleads innocent to baby drugging* 9/30 B2
Test on baby is negative, mother is held for attempted murder 10/2 A3
Mother is indicted for drugging daughter 10/9 A4
Little leaguers make anti-drug commercial* 10/14 B4

DRUGS
Youth finds cache in garbage bags 7/3 3
Appellate Division rules a pharmacy is liable for drug misuse 7/9 3
Improper disposal results in doctor's arrest 7/29 2

DRUGS - MODERATION AND ANALYSIS
Poisoned Tylenol is suspected to be in the region 10/2 A1
Visine ban is lifted* 10/13 A1
State lifts informal Visine alert 10/14 B4
State warning is switched to Tylenol capsules only 10/20 B4

Media coverage led to packaging cure (editorial) 12/5 A2

DRUGS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Cassie signs ban on look-alike drugs 7/15 4
Nassau County man is the first to be tried under the new look-alike drug law 10/8 B2

DRUGS AND YOUTH
Contact program depends on parents 10/28 C1

DRUNK DRIVING
see also TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Private use of a state car is investigated 7/16 3
Grand Jury to investigate state car crash 7/21 3
Man faces 5th arrest. 7/25 B1
Saratoga County surpenses 1981: indictments 8/5 4
DWI is charged after 7 are hurt 8/7 4
Ugandan witch doctor is arrested 8/15 C3
Driver is charged after 2 die in Sand Lake crash 8/16 12
Anti-DWI group and judge protest appeals court rulings 8/18 12
Ruling that suppresses evidence is rapped 8/19 14
Routine patrol nab 12 8/24 14

Nassau mayor apologizes to city truck driver for accusation 8/25 12

Arrests double in Albany 9/3 13

Albany crackdown nets 5 9/5 B8
19 are arrested in Albany over Labor Day weekend 9/8 10
Va doctor is arrested 9/14 10
Man is held for DWI after hit-and-run 9/18 16
4 are hurt when police chase ends with a crash 10/17 B9
Two men are held after motorcycle crash 10/17 B9

Albany police arrest 12 10/19 B4

Albany police arrest 7 10/24 B4

6 Knolls sailors have died in traffic accidents 11/7 B1

Albany dog wardan faces charges 11/9 B4

Accused dog catcher takes a vacation 11/10 B2
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Montgomery County official faces charges 11/15 B2
Driver is charged with DWI after passenger is killed 11/22 B4
Lethal woman is charged after accident 11/27 A4
Fatalities are cut by crackdown* 12/3 A1
Bethlehem arrests increase 100% 12/3 B1
Time to clamp down (editorial) 12/8 A7
Tough laws make the streets safer (editorial) 12/10 A7
Suit against Bethlehem is dismissed 12/10 B2
New Year’s Eve overearrivers will curb risk* 12/20 A1
Night Riders Inc. will provide New Year’s Eve rides 12/20 B1
Troy man is charged after accident 12/20 B2
Police beef up patrols to fight DWI 12/31 B1
Free rides are available New Year’s Eve* 12/31 B1

DRUNK DRIVING – LAW AND LEGISLATION
New law pays for itself 9/7 B3

DUANE’S (NY) CENTRAL SCHOOLS
District employee Mosher resigns under fire 7/1/36
Administrator resigns after allegations of improprieties 7/25 B4

DUCI, FRANK J.
Schenectady’s no frills politician 10/11 A1

DUPUS, BILL
Golf pro continues after kidney ailment* 7/4 B2

DURSO, RICH
Doll-maker* 8/1 B2

EAGLES
Recovered eagle is released 8/4 4

EAU CLAIRE
Registered near Northville 9/12

EAST GREENBUSH (NY) – FINANCES
Fees should be used as a source of revenue (editorial) 10/3 C4
EAST GREENBUSH (NY) – POLICE
Chief is suspended for auto use 7/27 2
State mediator joins contact talks 12/15 B4
EAST GREENBUSH (NY) CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Lunch plan is announced 8/19 12

ELECTROSHOCKING
Electronic surveillance* 10/22 A1
Ray phone extension warnings to be placed 11/17 B4

RED CROSS
Peace reviews in Egypt* 12/26 D2

EGGERT, CHARLES L.
Surgeon is honored* 11/5 B2

EDUCATION
see also ADJUTANT GROUNDS, GROUNDS AND MARKING, HOME AND SCHOOL, names of school districts, schools, and colleges; and headings that begin with the word SCHOOL

PUBLIC vs. PRIVATE SCHOOLS (editorial) 9/28 A4

EDUCATION – ALBANY MENTAL INST.
Rural and city schools lag behind in sending graduates to college 7/13 3
Declining enrollments mark the passing of baby boom years 7/21 1

Racial composition of students and teachers* 11/9 A1

EDUCATION – NEW YORK (STATE)
Enrollments continue to decline 8/22 S1
11 districts lack contracts 9/3 14
Parents protest public schools by going private* 9/6 1
As taxes rise, schools fight to keep the public’s confidence 9/5 A1
Catholic schools ride out enrollment slump* 9/1 1
Christian schools lure students* 9/8 1
Officials worry about quality and possible teacher shortage* 9/1 9
Board of Regents is considering intensive foreign language study 9/23 A1

$13,000,000 language curriculum reform plan 10/2 A3

EDUCATION – NEW YORK (STATE) – FINANCE
Financing issue is not settled (editorial) 7/1 11
Court bars using 1970 census data 7/1 4
Districts must cut back (editorial) 7/5 11
Districts brace for federal aid cuts 7/11 B4
Schools brace for federal aid cuts 7/27 3
Federal legislation would add $33,000 to aid 8/13 1
Regents recommend revisions to aid poor school districts* 11/20 A1
Inequities (editorial) 12/4 A11

EDUCATION, SCHOOLS
Rural and city schools lag behind in sending graduates to college 7/13 3
High achievers* 12/26 A1

EIGHTY EIGHT (88) ACRE NURSERY
ELEPHANT STATUES* 8/26 12

ELBOW, YANEFF, BUSSFORD, AND KEOGER FC (ARCHITECTS)
Loan concession from Albany is requested 7/21 2

EISENHEIMER COLLEGE
Closing its doors 7/23 B4

EL HELP
Albany County GOP Legislatures charge that more funding is going to urban elderly 10/8 B1
ELDERLY – CARE AND HYGIENE
Battle for nursing home beds* 10/12 B6

EIDERLINE – MEDICAL CARE
Group buys car for medical appointments 12/25 A4

ELECTIONS
Media coverage (editorial) 9/19 A2
Campaign reform (editorial) 10/8 A15

ELECTIONS – ALBANY
Bruce-Parkinson battle for commitment begins 8/11 10
Sample ballot* 10/29 B12-13

ELECTIONS – ALBANY COUNTY
Democrats select a ticket 7/2 2
Redistricting plan pits GOP against itself 7/16 A2

Rucinski’s campaign is under way* 7/21 2
Canditates file petitions 8/11 10
Assembly candidates Corness and Bain open battle with veterans issue 8/20 B1

Guilderland Democrats act to void Gordon Cannon’s petitions 8/27 14

Bain launches campaign for Assembly 8/3 10
Canann is knocked off the ballot 8/31 12

Memoirem may be up 9/10 1

Democratic Party convention may be up in court* 9/11 1
Perrone says vote theft happened 50 years ago 9/12 A1
Norcan-Perrone court session is adjourned until after the primary 9/16 B6

Rucinski asks for write-ins on the Conservative line 9/17 14

ELECTIONS – ALBANY – COUNTY

Rucinski says the Sheriff’s Department and jail have no written policies* 9/20 B2
Perrone and 8 followers are ousted 9/24 B1
Results* 9/24 A5

Judge Clyde urges death penalty 10/19 B4

Sheriff Infante denies charges of informal procedures 10/21 B7

Times Union endorses Judge Clyde (editorial) 10/26 A9

Times Union endorses Sheriff Infante (editorial) 10/26 A9

Sheriff Infante answers Rucinski’s charges* 10/26 B1

Clerk and coroner race 10/28 B1
Clyne-Effron race for judge 10/29 B7
State Senate candidate Sheehan cites goals 10/21 B7
State Senate candidate Sheehan-Holman 42nd Senate District race* 10/22 B7
Assembly candidate Lene cites goals 10/21 B7
State Senate candidate Sheehan cites goals 10/21 B7
State Senate candidate Sheehan-Holman 42nd Senate District race* 10/21 B7
Assembly candidates call for historic/recreational areas 10/22 B9
United Transportation Union endorses several candidates 10/22 B9
99th Assembly District candidates are divided on issues 10/24 B1
Stratton poses tough problem for opponents 10/25 A1
Race between Shaffer and Waldron for 105th Assembly District* 10/25 B1
Jackson criticizes McNulty 10/27 B4
Melewski calls for a garbage recycling program 10/27 B4
Times Union endorses Soltron for congressman (editorial) 10/28 A1
Times Union endorses Stratton for congressman (editorial) 10/28 A1
Rain claims Conners is misleading voters 10/28 B9
Derrico says Hollick ignored radioactive waste issue 10/28 B9
Stratton urges naval marines at the port 10/29 B10
Times Union endorses Farley, Sheehan, and Bruno for the Senate (editorial) 10/30 A13
Who's who in Capital District races 10/31 A1
Times Union endorses McNulty, Conners, Shaffer, Roberts, Howard, and Lane for congressman (editorial) 11/1 A1
Mock election at Troy High School 11/1 B1
Hollick and Derrico back a health study for the NL Industries area 11/1 A4

ELECTIONS - NEW YORK STATE
Albany County GOP supports Lehman* 7/1 A2
Dyson quits lieutenant governor race* 7/1 A4
Lehman gains 3 upstate endorsements 7/2 A4
Lehman and Conners agree on several issues 7/7 B3
Cuomo and Koch debate* 7/8 A3
Lehman hits the campaign trail 7/10 3
Koch and Cuomo lead Lehman in the polls* 7/12 A3
Koch launches a personal attack against Cuomo 7/13 1
Cuomo trails Lehman in the polls 7/13 3
Cuomo aids explain a lack of data for Koch's investigations and indictments 7/14 3
Cuomo and Lehman agree on substantive issues 7/14 3
Lehman campaign leaders may have improperly used
Rensselaer County staff and time 7/17 3
Moy尼h claims conservatives are out to get him* 7/18 B4
Cuomo and Koch differ on budget issues 7/19 3
Cuomo names upstate campaign cabinet 7/20 A4
Koch and Cuomo discuss prison conditions 7/21 3
Tully says Regan is goofing off* 7/21 4
Koch's comptroller candidate was among Cuomo's contributors 7/22 3
Lehman says he will double the size of the State Police force 7/22 3
Carey disputes Lehman's ad* 7/23 4
Clark endorses Lehman* 7/24 A4
Koch jokes about Gallagher's contribution to Cuomo 7/24 4
Cuomo candidates prepare media campaigns* 7/25 B1
Socialist Workers Party begins campaign 7/27 4
Cuomo aide revives gay story Koch 7/29 1
Lehman to seek independent line 7/30 30
Cuomo calls for public financing of elections* 7/31 4
Cuomo attacks Lehman's plan for an additional line on the ballot* 7/31 4
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ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE) (continued)

Explanation about Cuomo's aide's comments about being gay (editorial) 8/1 A2
Cuomo wants to debate Koch 8/2 4
Lehman and Cuomo differ on Marigliotta's position 8/4 4
Libertarian gubernatorial candidate vows to increase freedom 8/6 31
New York Education Association supports Cuomo 8/6 31
Klenetsky may challenge Moynihan 8/7 4
Koch is endorsed by the Building Trades Council 8/7 4
Lack of recognition for GOP Senate hopefuls 8/8 B4
Lieutenant governor candidate McCall urges state job projects* 8/10 12
Lehman's complaint fails to stop radio station's ad 8/11 16
Klenetsky files petitions to enter Senate primary 8/12 14
Brady decries growing taxes on farmland* 8/12 20
Democratic candidates level charges at Regan* 8/17 12
Lehman and Koch dissemble the cost of government* 8/18 9
Koch and Cuomo trade disloyalty charges 8/19 15
CSRA Cuomo posters are removed 8/20 16
Campaigning means camping for Senate candidate Seymour 8/21 3
Seymour is arrested at Altamont Fair 8/21 3
Gubernatorial candidates discuss crime* 8/22 A1
Times Union issue package series (editorial) 8/22 A2
Seymour arrest raises freedom of speech question 8/22 CI
Gubernatorial candidates discuss fiscal problems* 8/23 1
Lehman leads candidates in spending 8/24 1
Gubernatorial candidates discuss government bureaucracy* 8/24 9
Gubernatorial candidates discuss revenues and taxes* 8/25 1
Krupa endorses Koch 8/26 13
Gubernatorial candidates discuss the state budget practices* 8/26 1
Gubernatorial candidates pick up hawking and money 8/26 1
Seymour should be permitted to campaign at fairs (editorial) 8/27 11
Cuomo receives $18,000 from communications workers 8/27 13
Gubernatorial candidates discuss environmental regulations* 8/27 13
CSRA endorses Abrams 8/27 16
Tully criticizes Regan's work 8/27 31
Gubernatorial candidates discuss casino gambling* 8/28 1
Klenetsky ballot position is upheld 8/28 18
Gubernatorial candidates discuss state school downstate rivalry* 8/29 A1
Koch ad uses 1981 Cuomo endorsement 8/29 CS
Gubernatorial candidates discuss the governor's lifestyle* 8/30 1
Koch's ad on Cuomo's budget may not be accurate 8/30 9
Cuomo and Koch debate in Saratoga Springs* 8/31 1
Curran and Lehman debate in Saratoga Springs* 8/31 1
Publishers see no clear debate winner 8/31 9
Gubernatorial candidates discuss the future* 9/19
Koch and Lehman lead polls 9/1 12
Gubernatorial candidates comment on several issues* 9/1 20
AFL-CIO backs Cuomo* 9/2 11
Caryn permits aides to back candidates 9/2 11
United Teachers back Regan 9/2 15
AFL-CIO backs Cuomo 9/3 17
Poll says Koch has widened his lead over Cuomo 9/3 17
Records show Lehman rarely voted before 1976 9/5 B1
Koch and Cuaro offer on state pension issue 9/4 4
Finnane says Reagan didn't audit supporters 9/5 B10
Koch knocks rivals* 9/5 9
Curzan continues campaigning despite being behind* 9/6 10
Lehman is running a slick campaign* 9/6 10
Cuomo, Koch, and Curzan campaign in New York City 9/7 12
Cuomo blasts Koch's tax plan 9/8 12
Hinchey says Lehman's toxic waste ads play on fears 9/17
Lehman calls Curzan a sore loser 9/18
McCall is counting on grassroots support 9/10 30
Survey shows differences between Koch and Cuomo 9/10 30
Cuomo vows no tax hike 9/11 3
Guide to common political phrases (editorial) 9/11 13
New York City is wary of losing Koch* 9/12 BI
Union support and public pledges keep Cuomo running* 9/12 81
Daily News endorses Koch 9/12 BI
Moynihan challenges never materialized 9/13 1
Caryn may endorse Koch* 9/14 1
GOP Senate candidates* 9/14 1
Lehman has spent $7,100,000* 9/14 1
Koch and Lehman lead in poll 9/14 20
Carey is undecided on endorsement 9/15 12
Polls are not precise but they shape the races 9/16 1
Moynihan and Siebert lead in Senate campaign fund 9/16 11
Cuaro and Koch differ on spending limits 9/16 42
McCall calls DelBello a liability 9/16 42
Final week before the primary* 9/17 1
3 Democrats vie for comptroller nomination* 9/17 1
Albany women rally for Cuomo 9/17 14
Carey endorses Koch 9/17 16
Syracuse Post Standard endorses Koch 9/17 16
Lieutenant governor's race is muted in ethnicity 9/18 1
Cuaro wants to establish an agency to aid rural communities 9/18 4
Primary election rundown 9/19 AI
Gubernatorial candidates and the issues* 9/19 BI
Political unknown, Florence Sullivan, hopes for a Senate race upset 9/19 B3
GOP governor's race* 9/19 CI
Koch leads Lehman in poll 9/20 B4
Klenetsky denies anti-Semitism charge 9/21 B4
Report predict a close Democratic primary* 9/22 AI
Primary campaigns for Lehman* 9/22 BI
Primary Lineup 9/23 AI
Alling Correction may hurt Cuomo's bid in Albany County 9/23 BI
Primary election primer 9/23 BI
Lehman says Koch will be his opponent* 9/23 BI
Analysis of the gubernatorial primary* 9/24 AI
Cuomo and Lehman win primaries* 9/24 AI
Primary results* 9/24 AI
Sullivan wins GOP Senate nomination 9/24 AI
Cuomo was helped by Corning's machine 9/24 AS
Moynihan wins Senate nomination 9/24 AS
Gubernatorial race begins, close race is predicted* 9/25 AI
Lehman discounts ethnic vote as an issue 9/25 AI
Cuaro's union foot soldiers 9/25 A3
Complete vote totals 9/25 AI
Lessons from the primaries (editorial) 9/26 B4
Cuomo blasts Lehman's death penalty stand 9/27 BI
Reagan won't campaign for Lehman 9/28 B4
Cuomo wants to delete Lehman Daily 9/29 B4
GOP presses outlined at Cuomo 9/29 B8
Cuomo targets political opponents 9/30 B10
GOP resists the Liberal Party switching lieutenant governor candidates 10/2 AI
Lehman and Cuomo launch battle for ethnic vote* 10/3 AI
Congressional races pivot on economic issues 10/4 BI
Cuaro and Lehman vow support for the Polish union 10/4 BI
Scaring urges Lehman support 10/5 AI
ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE) (continued)

Lehman and Cuomo campaign costs 10/5 B4
Lehman and Cuomo give contradictory statements about
Cuomo 10/5 B4
Lehman is second to Rockefeller in campaign spending* 10/6 A1
Northrup wants to eliminate the state income tax* 10/6 B2

Comptroller candidate Gallagher seeks Democratic Party
loyalty 10/6 B7
Cuomo leads Lehman by 7%, 10/6 B7

Liberal Party gets Cuomo/DelBello on its ballot 10/6 B7
Moynihan calls Sullivan's arms stand mindless* 10/6 B7
Koch's donors are now contributing to Cuomo 10/7 A1
Cross endorsements (editorial) 10/7 A1

Cuomo criticizes Lehman's economic plan 10/7 B5
Cuomo wins New York City police backing 10/7 B5

Lehman's economic plan* 10/7 B13

AFL-CIO endorsements 10/8 B4

Comptroller candidate Tully concedes to Gallagher
10/8 B4

Lehman and Cuomo debate 10/8 B5
Poll says Cuomo and Lehman are nearly tied 10/9 A4

Cuomo and Lehman trade the blame for the possible
$900,000,000 deficit 10/12 A2

Moynihan and Sullivan differ on nuclear weapons 10/12 B2
CBS backs comptroller candidate Finneran 10/12 B6

Carey criticizes Lehman for tax cut pledge 10/13 B2
Court of Appeals rules DelBello can be on two tickets
10/13 B2

Lehman is criticized by Carey and an economist
10/14 B13

Albany Democrats hear Cuomo criticize Lehman 10/15 B4

Abram considers the Organized Crime Task Force a
proverbially 10/16 A4

Lehman and Cuomo mark each other on school aid 10/16 A4

Cuomo's and Lehman's key aides 10/17 A1

Cuomo's brain trust 10/17 A6

Lehman's brain trust 10/17 A6

Upstate and downstate issues (editorial) 10/17 C4

Sullivan continues campaign to discredit Moynihan
10/19 B4

Incumbents attract the biggest donations 10/20 A1

Big six mayors endorse Cuomo* 10/20 B2

Democratic legislative leaders support Gallagher
10/20 B2

Marchi endorses Lehman 10/20 B2

Poll says unemployment issue is helping Cuomo 10/20 B5

Sclafani-Abrams attorney general race 10/21 A1

Reagan is accused of risky pension fund investment
10/21 B7

Cuomo urges campaign reforms 10/21 B13

Moynihan-Sullivan senate race 10/22 A1

Lehman and Cuomo's spending levels 10/29 A3

Perkins concedes Family Court Judge race 10/29 A1

National CDP has not backed Sullivan fully 10/29 B6

Governor's race is close 10/24 A1

Poll shows Cuomo ahead 10/24 A6

Sullivan is confident she can beat Moynihan 10/24 B4

Rumpled, looking like the New York Times, attack Koch
and Lehman* 10/25 A2

Third parties seek voter recognition 10/25 B1

Lehman-Cuomo debate on TV 10/25 B4

Gubernatorial candidates* views on crime 10/26 A1

National CDP put limit on funding for Sullivan 10/26 B1

Gubernatorial candidates vow to attack environmental
problems* 10/27 A1

Local contributions for gubernatorial candidates* 10/27 A1

Taxes Union endorses Abrams for Attorney General
(editorial) 10/27 A7

Taxes Union endorses Reagan for Comptroller (editorial)
10/27 A7

Lehman campaigns in the Capital District 10/27 B4

Survey says voters look for sincerity 10/27 B4

Gubernatorial candidates' economic views 10/28 A1

Gubernatorial race picks up 10/28 A1

Cuomo endorses Senator Moynihan (editorial) 10/28 A1

Moynihan and Sullivan square off 10/29 B1

Gubernatorial candidates* views on welfare 10/29 A1

Lehman aide claims Cuomo pamphlet is anti-Semitic* 10/29 A1

Taxes Union endorses Lehman (editorial) 10/29 A7

Moynihan offers a fiscal cope* 10/29 B2

Sample ballot 10/29 B10-11

Gubernatorial candidates* views on budget cutting* 10/30 A1

2500 people attend a Cuomo rally* 10/30 A1

DelBello and Cuomo defend their programs 10/30 A4

Cuomo's career* 10/31 A1

Lehman's career* 10/31 A1

Who's who in Capital District races 10/31 A1

Cuomo and Lehman criticize each's campaign 10/31 B2

Cuomo: If I were elected governor* 10/31 B1

Lehman: If I were elected governor* 10/31 B1

Cuomo: If Cuomo: If I were elected governor* 10/31 B1

Cuomo: If I were elected governor* 10/31 B1

Cuomo: If I were elected governor* 10/31 B1

Cuomo: If I were elected governor* 10/31 B1

Cuomo Camp is sure he'll win (editorial) 10/31 A4

Cuomo and Lehman clash over appointment of judges and
appealing to ethnic voters* 11/1 A1

Lehman rally at airport 11/1 A1

Hot gubernatorial race means end 11/2 A1

Taxes Union's endorsements (editorial) 11/2 A7

Analysis of Cuomo win* 11/3 A1

Cuomo is elected governor* 11/3 A1

Mayer Cornning predicted Cuomo win 11/3 A1

Summation of winners* 11/3 A1

Abram and Regan win record terms* 11/3 A9

Moynihan's victory* 11/3 A9

Analysis of unofficial results shows New York City vote
gave Cuomo win* 11/4 A1

Lehman praises Cuomo in concession* 11/4 A1

Cuomo failed to equal Carey in Capital District* 11/4 B1

Minor parties did poorly 11/6 A4

Bailing the rebels* 11/7 A5

Lehman's $1,000,000 mailing almost won him the election* 11/25 F6

Lehman set a national record for state spending
11/30 A1

Governor's race cost: $18,700,000 12/12 B1

Board of Canvassers issues report result report 12/16 B2

ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE) - IAW AND LEGISLATION

Technicalities thwart "would-be" candidates 8/26 11

ELECTIONS - RINESEAR COUNTY

Who's who 10/31 A5

Family Court Judge candidates* 10/31 B1

Controversy over Judge Perkins, Right-to-Life Party
endorsement* 11/1 B1

County and local results* 11/3 A9

Perkins concedes Family Court Judge race 11/6 B5

ELECTIONS - SARATOGA COUNTY

Democrats select candidates 9/1 B5

Who's who 10/31 A5

ELECTIONS - SCHENECTADY COUNTY

Candidates are named 9/26 12

 Races for Town Justice and Town Board 10/30 B6

ELECTIONS - SCHENECTADY COUNTY

Lasak seeks new election 10/4 B2

Primary is voided; second is scheduled 10/8 B4

Who's who 10/31 A3

County and local results* 11/3 A9

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

Slats up Edison and the light bulb* 10/22 B1

ELECTRIC LINES

Power Authority to hold hearings on construction
11/11 B10
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ELEPHANT FARM, INC.
Mail order for millionaires* 9/26 H1

ELEPHANT PLANTS
Dig in to select species of elephant plants* 9/26 A8

EMPIRE STATE GAMES
Planning for 1990 games* 9/21 B1

EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
See also ROCKEFELLER, GOVERNOR NELSON A.

EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
Federal appeals court OKs plan* 9/21 B1

EMPLOYMENT
Constitution of RPI's high-tech center means 1000 jobs
7/2 3
Baby boom has caused a promotion crunch* 7/19 1
Politics helps land summer jobs in Delmar* 8/16 9
Labor has shown losses this past year* 9/5 A1
Better days are predicted NY 9/6 7
Ad campaign to attract manufacturing jobs is assailed
9/16 14
Job market 1982* 19/17 supplement
Albany Housing Authority wants to speed up construction
of new building 8/20 1
Manufacturing sector is shrinking as the service sector
is growing 12/3 9
Group's ads for jobs for willing workers 12/10 B6
6 Saratoga firms are given job training grant 12/16 B4
Survey predicts a decline in hiring 12/21 D7

EMPLOYMENT, TEMPORARY
Temporary employment agency is thriving* 11/14 D1
Shortage of temporary Christmas jobs* 12/4 A1

ENERGY CONSERVATION
Found in Warren County 7/1 3
Found in 2 Albany deaths 9/8 9

ENERGY CONSERVATION
Computer-assisted energy efficient homes* 12/9 D9

ENVIS, JAN
Football player/model 10/15 D1

ENDLESS, BONNIE
Schenectady artist* 10/11 B2

ENTRMEANN'S BAKERY, INC.
English muffin battle 11/10 A1

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Homosexuals/bishop to share communion 11/16 A1

ERIE CANAL
Future is clear* 8/29 A1
Limited funds for study or change 8/30 1

ERIE SAVINGS BANK
Takes over West End Federal Savings 7/1 33

ESCAPES
3 prisoners from Hudson Correctional Facility 7/1 3
Hunt for inmates is called off 7/2 4
Authority hunt for inmate 7/7 4
Montgomery inmate's flight is tracked 7/8 4
Rensselaer County Jail fugitive is recaptured 8/6 4
Inmate's escape was a mistake* 8/6 4

EXECUTIVES
New York leads in producing business leaders 8/3 4

EXPLOSIONS
Owners are hurt in Wilton motel blast 12/6 B4
2 utility workers are burned in transformer pot blast
12/18 B7
Man is arrested for dynamite sale 10/5 B4
EXXON, USA
Drops gasoline sales in New York 8/26 21
New dealer is forced to close* 8/27 1

FALSE ARREST
Man is arrested 12/22 B1

FALSE IMPEMENT
Isidore Zimmerman awaits settlement 11/17 B9

FARM PRODUCE
Crops may be late 7/8 1
Insects are plaguing crops 8/20 13
Farmers worry about frost damage 8/29 C1

FAIRBURY, DUKE
Invents a stronger concrete wall construction process* 7/18 D7

FASHION DESIGN
Mac-Haydn's theater in the round challenges designer* 7/15 1

FENCES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Colonie Village okays new ordinance 12/28 B10

FINCORP ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC.
Cobleskill investment firm* 8/1 D8

FESTIVAL - PAILTON SPA
Abner Doubleday celebration* 10/9 A1

PENVILIA - NEW SCOTLAND
Heritage Day celebration 7/22 3
Marks Its 150th birthday* 7/25 B6

FESTIVALS - WINDAM
Wine and craft festival 10/24 E2

FINGER INJURIES
Glens Falls man has 4 fingers reattached 8/25 10
State is sued for girl's loss 8/31 12
Doctors are hopeful about 2 of 4 reattached fingers 9/6 18
INDEX TO THE ALBANY TIMES UNION

FIRE PREVENTION
Hunter Mountain forest rangers* 10/12 B1
Wood stoves can be dangerous* 10/29 B1
Area college dormitory safety is spotty 12/26 B2

FIRES - ACCIDENTS
Gun mishap kills girl 11/25 B4
Girl dies after gun-cleaning accident 11/26 B4

FIRES - STATE
State establishes an arson fund 9/15 12

FIRES - ALBANY
Lincoln Park Homes 7/6 2
2 Clinton Avenue families are forced to evacuate 7/6 2
South Pearl Street building 7/8 2
Vagrant is arrested for arson 7/9 2
Robbery cover-up is suspected in J.B. Scott blaze 7/23 3
2 men are burned in Jay Street fire 9/12 B2
Fire is under investigation 9/13 10
Mission residents flee 10/7 B1
Mentally disabled man gives his life to help a friend
10/21 A1
Albany man is arrested for arson 10/22 B4
Man dies in house fire 11/13 B7
2 firemen are injured at State Street blaze 11/19 B1
14 are homeless after South End fire* 11/26 B1
Fire guts Delaware Avenue bar* 12/1 B1
Father and son are hospitalized after gas fire 12/8 8 B6
Consolidated Fibers at the Port of Albany* 12/14 D8
Fire kills 4, 2 are hurt* 12/19 A1
Survivor is suspicious of blaze that claimed 4 in her family 12/21 B7
Clinton Ave. house 12/30 B1
Child playing with matches is blamed for apartment fire 12/30 B2

FIRES - BALLSTON SPA
Curtis Lumber Co.* 12/30 B1
House of Deans lumber fire is probed* 12/31 B2

FIRES - BURNT HILLS
House is badly damaged 10/18 C3

FIRES - CASTLETON
Suspicious fire damages church 12/29 C10

FIRES - COXHILL
13 are hurt 9/13 12

FIRES - CLifton PARK
Fire wrecks house 10/10 B10

FIRES - COHOES
St. James Methodist Church* 7/5 1
Mill and warehouse are damaged 9/4 3
Warehouse explodes, 4 firemen are hurt 9/13 1
Mayor says fire was caused by arsonists* 9/14 9
3 fires 9/15 12
Arson 9/16 11
Arson is suspected in fire house fire* 9/18 3
Cohoes High School 10/6 B2
High School classes resume 10/7 B2
Police charge man with attempted arson 10/9 B4
2 are injured in a suspicious apartment blaze* 10/11 B1
Dog is credited in seizure of arson suspect 10/13 B4
Victims' nightmares never end 10/14 B1
Fireman is hurt fighting an apartment fire* 11/1 B1

FIRES - COLONIE
Rusty motel heating coils force guests out 10/25 B2

FIRES - CORTLAND
Teen dies in mobile home fire 12/13 B4

FIRES - EAST GREENBUSH
2 stores and an house are destroyed* 12/4 A3

FIRES - EDINBURG
Great Sacandaga fire is damaged by an arson-caused fire 7/19 4

FIRES - FULTONVILLE
Hoist is linked to blaze 7/16 4

FIRES - GLOVERSVILLE
Fire damages a tannery 8/8 B3

FIRES - GUILDERLAND CENTER
McKesson Chemical Co. 8/20 24

FIRES - PALMERTON
Dairy farmer burns* 12/1 B1

FIRES - MECHANICVILLE
House is destroyed 12/6 B4

FIRES - NASSAU
30 firemen hurt in 2 suspicious fires* 7/14 1
Rash of fires almans hamlet 7/14 1
A way of life ends with the Delson's store fire 7/15 1
Fear of arson rises 7/15 1
Residents are terrorized by arson 7/16 4
12-year-old is too young to be charged as an adult*
7/16 4
2 escape house fire 7/19 2
12-year-old faces arson charges 8/7 4
Not same place since Delson's burned 11/4 B1

FIRES - NEW YORK (STATE)
5 weekend fires claim 16 lives* 12/20 B1

FIRES - RENSSELAER
Suspicious fire is investigated 10/15 D7
Youth is arrested for warehouse arson 11/1 B4
Fire engulfs 3 homes* 11/29 A1
7 families are homeless* 11/29 B1

FIRES - ROUND LAKE
Fire causes slight damage 12/26 B3

FIRES - SARATOGA SPRINGS
Home is damaged 12/13 B2

FIRES - SCHENECTADY
10 are left homeless* 9/18 3
Couch fire forces 8 to evacuate home 7/4 B7
Man dies in apartment fire 7/5 1
Auto supply store blaze injures 2 firemen 12/21 B4
Police arrest arsonist 12/22 B4
Fire department plays Santa for 11 homeless children
12/24 A1

FIRES - SELKIRK
Dad's burning saves woman 11/7 B3

FIRES - WHITESTONE
Woman dies rescuing a dog 12/25 A4

FIREWORKS
Bottieri family business 7/4 A1
Man is arrested for illegal sale 7/4 A12
FIRST AMERICAN BANK OF NEW YORK
Receives an Arab capital infusion 8/4 33

FLEA MARKETS
Fund raising 9/27 B1

FOG
SUNY Atmospheric Sciences Research Center to study*
7/13 1

FOIL ART, AMERICAN
Gravestone art* 7/11 D1

FOOD, HENRY
Honoring the actor splints the Montgomery County village*
8/15 C1

FOOD MUTILATION AND INSECTICIDE
Blind man sues Coca Cola claiming mold in a bottle
8/27 4

Peanut and racoon are found in candy 11/2 B6
5 food stores are cited 11/2 B6
Police investigate pin in hot dog 11/4 B5
Pin in hot dog is an isolated case 11/5 B4
Contaminated baby food is investigated 11/6 A4
Recall of canned ham 11/6 A4
Contaminated baby food is found in Menden 11/12 B4
Swordfish has high levels of mercury 11/20 A3
Turkeys contaminated with salmonella 11/26 A1
Lack of refrigeration may have spoiled turkeys 11/27 A4
Supermarkets are fined for sanitation reasons 12/1 B2
Health Department links oysters to illnesses 12/29 B1
15 are treated after eating raw oysters 12/30 B1
29 in Albany County are sickened by raw oysters 12/31 B2

FOOD CONTAMINATION
see FOOD ADULTERATION AND INSPECTION and HEPATITIS

FOOD RELIEF
Program resumes in Albany 9/5 B4
Austerity at area pantries* 11/7 A1
Refer Switchboard volunteers to serve 3000 Thanksgiving meals 11/22 B1
Demand outpaces supply 11/25 A1
Thanksgiving at the City Mission* 11/26 A1
Price Chopper donates food for pantries 12/21 B1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
Albany store is made ineligible 9/16 14
Minimum basics* 11/7 A1

FOOD STORES
Gourmet shops* 12/5 F1

FOOT
Care* 10/13 C1

FOOTBALL
Monmouth High has too few players (editorial) 9/15 7
Fans are disappointed and confused 9/21 B1
Strike hurts bars* 9/28 A1
Fans learn to cope during the strike* 10/4 B1
Governor's team wins Pumpkin Bowl 10/17 B2
NFL returns* 11/21 B1
Return to normalcy* 11/22 A1

FOOD VENDOR CDS
Green Island plant recalls 120 workers 8/1 B6
Official is optimistic about the future of the Green Island plant 10/16 A1
Employee involvement program 10/26 A7

FORENSY
3 are indicted 7/14 2

FOXTROT (NY) – FINANCES
Unethical accounting 8/19 1

FOURTH OF JULY
Local events* 7/3 3
Who's open and who's closed 7/3 3
Events change with time* 7/4 B1
Fireworks and other events 7/4 B2
Holiday events 7/5 1
Fun in the parks and the city* 7/6 1

FRANK see also ADVERTISING, FRAUDULENT; MEDICAID FRAUD, and WELFARE FRAUD
Label saving for kidney treatment is found to be a hoax 7/13 4
Massaro's truck repair license is revoked in bill dispute 7/16 3
Queens man bilks parents with non-existent summer camp 7/30 2
Summer camp scam lead to an arrest 8/1 B6
Misuse of state cars and credit cards is under investigation 8/2 1
GSR reacts to the credit card scam 8/4 4
Misuse of state cars and credit cards is outrageous (editorial) 8/5 B1
Senate Committee on Investigations will probe credit card and car misuse* 8/6 1
Con artists pose as utility wokers 8/6 2

Study shows state's auditing policies promote abuses 8/8 A1
Con artists steal $5,000 from woman 8/8 B7
Home remains unfinished after 9 months* 9/7 9
Woman loses $1,000 to con artists 9/16 19
Car dealer acknowledges error 9/17 16
2 are arrested for car insurance fraud 10/7 B3
Ballston man is charged with $104,000 railroad tie scam 12/2 B9

Colonie police issue warning 12/10 B1
Reverend Meyer misses second arraignment 12/11 A3
Preacher sought in church swindle is found in Phoenix 12/19 B1

Minister to be returned to area 12/21 B9
Police seek 10 in diner film-flam 11/24 B4
Attorney General investigates Eastern Airlines/Kodak promotion 12/28 B1

FREE SPEECH
Seymour's arrest at Altamont Fair raises questions 8/22 C1
Seymour should be permitted to campaign at fairs (editorial) 8/27 11

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Supreme Court upholds Guilderland closed meeting 7/30 29
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION – LAW AND LEGISLATION
Proposed bill would limit the open meeting law (editorial) 7/14 15

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Advertising is subject to protection (editorial) 8/15 A2
TV reporter seeks to avoid identifying source to grand jury* 11/11 B1
Special prosecutor will investigate grand jury leak 11/13 A4

Protecting sources (editorial) 11/14 A2
District Attorney may have leaked news 11/18 B12
Shield law to be tested in Beach case 11/24 B2
Judge reserves decision on Beach case* 11/25 B5
Beach's report on grand jury action tests confidentiality in court 12/26 C1

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS AND FAIR TRIAL
Court of Appeals rejects review of contempt case dismissal 7/3 4

FRUIT
Growers predict a good yield* 7/31 1
Big harvest is forecasted 8/4 4

FULTON (NY) – FINANCES
State audit finds bookkeeping is lacking 10/13 B1

FUNERAL RITES AND CEREMONIES
Consumer Protection Board issues a guide 11/14 B7

GAMBLING
2 Schenectady County men are arrested 11/6 A3
Diner owners are arrested 11/11 B2
4 arrested in Schenectady 11/16 B2
5 Albany residents are arrested 11/19 B5
Elk Lodge brings bingo to Clifton Park 12/28 B10

GARDENING
Teens turn junkyard into vegetable garden* 9/12 E1

GAS, NATURAL – PRICES
Niagara Mohawk users get refunds 7/2 4
Rates are hiked 10/5A 8/4 3
Utility hikes rate 8/21 4
Expected to rise 11/17 B2

GASES, ASPHYXIATING AND POISONOUS
Nursing home residents escape ammonia fumes 8/28 4

GASLINES
Consumption is up* 8/6 1
Amerada Hess shipments are recalled 10/27 B4

GASLINES – PRICES
Prices climb* 7/1 1
No significant increases are expected* 12/19 A1
Index to the Albany Times Union

GASOLINE TAX
Increase in federal tax is recommended (editorial) 11/7 C4
Increase may help roads and transit systems 11/25 A1

GAVIT AND CO., INC.
Files for bankruptcy 12/10 B11

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Union officials hope for a large turnout to vote on pact 7/6 B2
Union okay pact 7/7 B3
Workers to receive $10,000 raise 7/8 B6
Selling Trane Co. 7/10 B9
Proposes a $220,000,000 Pittsfield plant 7/11 B4
Norgit Products Plastics Division workers are given second blood test 7/17 B3
Engineers vote on pact 7/18 B4
Draftsman okay contract 7/19 B3

Fined for unsafe conditions 8/8 B7
75 workers are laid-off due to Soviet pipeline ban 9/4 B4
To lay off 110 workers 9/19 C11
State sues over toxic wastes 9/21 B1
Firm now backs Reagan's pipeline ban 10/5 B1
Sex discrimination suit is settled 10/3 B3
Soviet pipeline turbines are seized 10/16 B1
Will produce nuclear propulsion components for the navy 10/23 A4
2 states of candidates compete for GE union control 11/9 B1
Shares $10,000,000 gas turbine contract 11/19 B4
Turbine workers launch 4-day strike 11/20 A3
Union election will be closed 12/2 B1
Union vote costs all officers 12/3 A1
Union officials expect layoffs 12/15 B1
Officials confirm layoffs 12/16 B1
Awarded $3,600,000 contract to test gas turbines 12/29 B4
Plans to eliminate 1166 jobs 12/30 A1

GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
Arbitration for car owners is extended to New York 9/22 B4
Laying off 222 at New York sites 11/1 B5

GENTLE WIND, A (BUSINESS)
Firm plans cassette for children 12/15 B3

GERMANY, WEST - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
May adopt Reagan tax cut 11/10 B2

GLENVILLE (NY) - FINANCES
State audit shows balanced accounts 10/13 B2

GOLE, WILLIAM
Pioneering grocer 9/19 B11
Price Chopper chairman of the board (editorial) 9/24 A15

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
Finding bargains 7/18 B3

GOVANN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Students create a holiday magazine 12/26 B4

GRADING AND MARKING (STUDENTS)
Education Commissioner rules that grades cannot be lowered for something unrelated to achievement 9/21 B4
Schools may drop parental notification 11/11 A1

GRAIN
Albany inspection office to close 8/3 4

GRAND UNION
A market for haves and have-nots 7/13 13

GRAPEFRUIT
Production is up 8/30 1

GRAPHIC ARTS
Production is up 8/30 1

GRAPHIC DESIGN

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Handwriting: mirror to the soul 10/24 B3

GREAT PLAINS AQUIFER
See POTTERIES SQUARE SHOPPING MALL

GREEN COLONIES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Merger with Albany Chamber 8/18 B9
Merger is announced 8/20 B3

GREEN HAVEN CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
State begins to remove guard in bribery case 9/27 B1
2 guards are stabbed 10/14 B4

GREEN ISLAND (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
John McNulty is selected as mayor 12/15 B7
Father and son McNulty to swear in each other 12/31 B4

GREENHILL AREA NEWS (NEWSPAPER)
Editorial about New York Telephone forces paper to be reprinted 8/4 B3
Editor quits and files for back pay 8/25 B10

GREENWOOD AND JOHNSONVILLE RAILROAD CO.
First minority-owned railroad in New York 11/4 B11

GREENPOINT BUS LINES
Litigation over transportation okay 10% fare hike 12/8 B4

GUILLERAND (NY) - CITY PLANNING
See also CROSSGANES SHOPPING MALL
Disagreement over rezoning McGowanville parcels 7/14 B2
Zoning Board okay sites for 3 firms 8/5 B8
Committee will evaluate Common Road development 11/12 B2
Drainage problem stalls 42-unit development 8/18 B10
Crossgates developer may build roads in stages 8/31 B1
Board of Appeals okay joining of 2 houses 9/21 B2
2 rezoning moves are defeated 9/15 B10
Town Board rejects 2 rezoning plans 9/16 B5
Environmental officials seek Pine Bush development moratorium 10/7 B6
Western Avenue business permits are okayed 10/21 B1
Planning Board rules that a new environmental impact statement is not needed for Pine Bush 11/2 B1
Flood plain zoning is okayed 12/31 B5

GUILLERAND (NY) - FINANCES
1983 budget outlook 9/22 B2
Budget has 34 cent tax cut 9/23 B2
Use of revenue sharing funds to be discussed 9/28 B2
Seeks assurances from Albany County on tax revenues in Crossgates deal 10/22 B6
Spending plan includes includes a property tax cut 11/5 B5
Town Board okays budget 11/10 B1

GUILLERAND (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
National status is granted to 35 properties and a 40-building district in Altamont 12/9 A1

GUILLERAND (NY) - MASS MEDIA
Park is named in honor of Carl Walters 7/15 B2

GUILLERAND (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Town hears views on paid vs. non-paid emergency services 8/4 B2
Paid ambulance concept is unworkable 9/5 B10
Town to consider solution to sludge problem 10/5 B2
Cost of garbage pickup to increase 12/9 B9

GUILLERAND (NY) - SUEDETS
Road reconstruction is planned 7/1 2

GUILLERAND (NY) - GENERAL SCHOOLS
New tax rates 8/25 10
New school buses are needed 8/22 B8
Voters must okay purchase of 9 buses 10/6 B2
Drop in construction costs saves the district money 10/20 B5

GUILLERAND (NY) COMMUNITY CENTER, INC.
After school care 10/3 B1

GUILLERAND (NY) - HIGH SCHOOL
Eftonoff is named dean of students 11/4 B4

GUILLERAND (NY) URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY
Bureaucracy is dismantled (editorial) 7/3 11
GUILLERAND (NY) ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS

Supreme Court upholds closed meeting 7/30 21

GULF OIL CO.

Shutting down operations in upstate New York 12/1 B9
Pullout may cause shortages and higher prices 12/2 A1

GYSY, MILA

Antique race car enthusiast* 7/10 4

GYSY, MILLIE

Virus is used to catch 7/4 B3
Plague cases* 9/30 A1

HAGEN, LAURA

Renaissance woman receives a non-traditional education* 9/2 27

HAGUE, JOAN

Assemblywoman will retire due to redistricting 7/13 4

HALPMAN (NY) = FINANCE

Town benefits from county sales tax 11/12 B5

HALLOWEEN

Fatal tricks 10/24 A1
Costumes 10/24 B1

Anti-vandalism patrols 10/26 B2
State Health Commissioner warns of dangers 10/26 B4
Parental supervision is suggested 10/31 A1

Dispirited holiday* 11/1 A1
Pin and razor are found in candy 11/2 B6

HAMILTON HILL ARTS AND CRAFTS CENTER

Graduate comes back to teach* 10/11 B2

HANDICAPPED - CIVIL RIGHTS

Run for Independence* 7/2 2
Student claims aide is a burden 7/8 6
Hearing officer rules Jean Wolff must be treated like other students 7/22 4

South Colonie student will be moving* 10/22 B1

HANDICAPPED - EDUCATION

Job training 10/9 A1

HANDICAPPED - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Carey signs bill to permanently establish the state advocate 7/25 B4

The Workshop Inc.* 8/6 D8

Adults find work at church facility* 12/5 B2

HANDICAPPED - TRANSPORTATION

Bus service begins 7/1 4

6 groups seek special transportation funds 12/14 B4

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Father seeks respite center for daughter and others 10/25 B1

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN - TRANSPORTATION

Saratoga County Public Health Committee delays bus plan 7/1 2

HARE KRISHNA

Secr member won't get jail holiday 8/19 17

HAYES, GEORGE

Prison guards* 11/7 El

HAZARDOUS WASTES

see CHEMICAL SPILLS; GASES, ASHPHYXIATING AND POISONOUS; INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RADIOACTIVE WASTE, WATER - POLLUTION

HEATING

Albany County expects $1,800,000 to aid the needy 12/1 B1

Rules limit winter shutdowns 12/6 A1

Directory of emergency aid telephone numbers 12/31 B4

HEBBERT, RACO

At 89, Cohoes physician will not retire 12/26 B2

HECK, OSWALD D. DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Foster grandparent program faces loss of funds 10/14 D7

Corrects safety hazards 10/31 B4

HELMER-DUNSTONE AND MARSH INC.

Supplying stone for the Statue of Liberty repair* 10/8 A3

HELMAN, NELL

$500,000 gift to the College of St. Rose (editorial) 10/4 A7

HELLMAN TOY THEATER

Seeks permission to divide theater 12/30 C6

HENDRICKSON, MALVEA

Second will is challenged 10/24 B3

HERMITS

Cases are traced to clams eaten at Delmar party* 7/10 1

Albany County health officials warn against eating clams 7/14 1

Restaurant reaction is varied 7/15 4

TV report on clams angers Health Commissioner 7/16 29

Fishing pirates harvest tainted shellfish 7/18 A1

Bad clams infect 3 more 7/22 1

Alert brings innoculations* 7/23 3

Health Commissioner says tainted clams may be widespread* 7/24 3

3 more cases are confirmed 7/27 3

Fish market is cited in clam purge 7/31 3

Clam dealer's case is adjourned 8/6 4

Lake George restaurant cook is hospitalized 8/10 10

Health officials give warning about clams 9/4 3

HERBICIDES

Use near the Northway defoliates trees 8/19 19

Airlorback Park hails use 12/18 A4

HERPES VIRUS

Confusion spreads as rapidly as the virus 8/29 E4

Group and magazine aids victims 8/29 E5

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

High achievers* 12/26 A1

HIGH SCHOOLS

Rural and city schools lag behind in sending graduates to college 7/13 3

HIGHLANDS HOUSE CLEAN SERVICE, INC.

House cleaning service* 9/26 F1

HICKS - ACCIDENTS

4 rescue hiker after fall* 7/12 3

Hiker plunges to death near Kaaterskill Falls 11/12 B4

HIND MOTORS LTD.

Carey sets trip to Japan to sell bus plant deal 11/10 A1

Carey cancels Japan trip 11/20 A1

Busmaker options Greene County plant 11/25 B12

Plant talks were touchy 12/4 A1

HODGES, FRANK

Children's literature expert* 10/17 F1

HODGE FOREST BOOKSTORE

Devoted exclusively to children's and adolescent literature* 10/17 F1

HOME AND SCHOOL

Making parents right a valuable experience 12/5 F1

HOMELESSNESS

Capital District agencies aid street people* 11/5 A1

Albany County Legislature to provide for shelter* 12/21 B1

HOFE R US, INC.

Real estate brokers sell custom-built homes* 11/28 B4

HOMOSEXUALITY AND CHRISTIANITY

Episcopal bishop to share communion 11/16 A2

HOMOSEXUALS - CIVIL RIGHTS

Voters' drive is launched 9/15 15

California activist cites progress 12/6 B6

HOMOSEXUALS - DISEASES

see ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME

HOMOSEXUALS - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Apparent Division rules in favor of adoption of lovers 7/9 2

HOPE HOUSE, INC.

Drug rehabilitation (editorial) 9/23 A1

Arlene Reed-Delaney is named to the board* 9/28 B2

Employee assistance program for alcohol and drug abuse 11/15 B2

Drug treatment accreditation* 11/18 B2

New satellite rehabilitation center 12/23 B4
Gilderland to hold hearings on ban 7/13 2
Moreau couple will continue fight 7/13 4
Chemicals are found in coagulating leachate at the Sand Lake dump 7/17 1
Exchange program recycles wastes 7/18 B1
Recycling wastes through exchange (editorial) 7/23 13
Lewis family is homeless from PCB pollution* 7/28 1
Judge rules that a chemical firm can not be investigated as a possible source 8/5 4
Soil testing is stopped 8/5 4
Dornumef is ordered to remove oil 8/6 2
Malta family makes 4th move 8/8 B8
Cleanup begins at Moreau dumpsite 8/10 12
Found at oil storage site Clifton Park* 8/17 9
Clifton park couple fears using their well 8/23 10
Lawsuit seeks to block dredging PCBs from the Hudson 8/28 3
State to check wells for pollution 9/5 B8
Toxic site is identified in Clifton Park 9/14 9
Mystery dumper is sought in Clifton Park* 9/15 9
State seeks GE over toxic wastes* 9/21 B1
Illegal dumpers face new detective suit 9/28 B1
High toxic levels are found in wild fowl 9/30 A1
Exposing migratory fowl may be a health hazard 10/13 B4
EnCo plans to rank sites 11/8 B5
Safe disposal is Compo's goal 11/14 B1
Clifton Park well to be tested* 11/14 B3
Clifton Park well water is tested 11/15 B2
EnCo to hold hearings on selecting cleanup sites 12/7 B2
Charges against Dornumef are dismissed 12/14 B13
Local sites on federal cleanup list* 12/21 A1
Reagan is slow on cleanup (editorial) 12/26 C4
EPA denies funds for Hudson River PCB cleanup 12/31 B1
INDUSTRIAL WASTES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Gilderland bans hazardous waste storage 7/14 2
Carey delays cleanup funding 7/30 4
INSURANCE - PREMIUMS
Baby is transported by helicopter from Albany to Washington, D.C. 10/1 B1
INFECTIOUS DISEASES
ECO virus airmen 10/14 B1
Swine flu settlement is awarded 11/18 B1
INSTITUTE OF MAN AND SCIENCE
Institute plans open house 8/9 10
INSURANCE - CRIMINAL AND DANGEROUS
Psychiatrists look at the insanity plea 8/22 B1
INSULATION (HEAT)
Energy funding is aimed at low-income housing 12/28 B2
INSURANCE - ADJUSTMENT OF CLAIMS
Firms work in the wake of disaster 11/14 E11
INSURANCE, AUTO-OIL
Supreme Court favors in favor injured drivers 10/5 A1
INSURANCE, HEALTH
State wants to shift costs to workers 7/25 A1
State unions are skeptical of new plan 7/27 3
Carey's proposal to have the workers pay is a good one (editorial) 7/31 15
State workers may pay their own costs 11/18 B1
State workers to pay 11/19 A1
Carey plan (editorial) 11/21 C4
Albany County executive admits notification error 11/24 B1
New program for state workers (letter) 12/12 J4
INSURANCE, LIFE
Industries seek minor- loosening for profit chase 12/12 C3
INSURANCE, MALPRACTICE
Ruling offers new option 8/11 12
INTERMAGNETICS GENERAL CORP.
Major share is sold 9/16 25
Registers stock option 9/18 11
Plan to raise $13,500,000 by selling stock 10/30 A11
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORTATION CENTER
Who will finance the project* 7/11 B1
Parking Authority is revived to aid in the development 7/30 A1
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.
Letter bomb scare 12/31 B5
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 87 (I-87)
Norway phone signs will be installed 8/18 12
Use of herbicides defoliates trees 8/19 19
Emergency phones are fixed 11/7 B4
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 787 (I-787)
Traffic pattern to change 7/26 2
IPOLITI, TOMMY
Accordian virtuoso* 8/15 F1
ISRAEL, LASZLO
Hungarian porcelain sculptor* 11/5 C1
ISRAELI-ARAB RELATIONS
Jewish leaders discuss the war* 8/7 3
U.S. Marine mission hits home* 8/30 1
Area Jewish leaders are divided over Arafat's meeting with the Pope 9/14 1
Israeli reporter says Reagan should shelve his peace plan 10/23 A3
Pro-Arab drive begins in Albany 10/26 A1
2 Middle east views are aired at SUNY 10/38 B3
National pro-Arab campaign ends in Albany 11/9 A1
Pro-Arab drive is called a success 11/10 B4
Peace leader describes options 12/6 B2
ITALIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY CENTER OF THE CAPITAL DISTRICT
10th anniversary celebration 10/10 B1
JACKSON, BRIAN
Determined quadrilateral* 7/2 2
JAMAICA - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Ex-premier says the debt is high and the people are poor* 11/10 B2
JANDER, DAVID
Active musical conductor* 12/4 A8
J.R. SCOTT'S NIGHT CLUB
Refund arrangements are set 7/25 B2
Owner wants to reopen 8/13 16
Year end opening is scheduled 9/10 16
Preparing to reopen 10/26 B1
JEWISH WITNESSES
Ministry baptized* 7/11 B1
JEWS AND GENTILES
Anti-semitic incident is reported 9/20 B2
Rebels says posting of anti-semitic material was as isolated incident 9/21 B7
JEWS, SOVIET
2 SUNY groups plan Sviransky vigil 11/8 B4
Students protest Soviet Jewry plight* 11/9 B11
Couple is reunited in Schenectady* 12/26 B1
JOHNSON (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Acid spill refocuses jobs vs. ecology debate* 8/7 3
JOHNSON (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Searches for new landfill 8/10 10
JOURNALISM - OBJECTIVITY
Reporting particular is a delicate issue (editorial) 10/3 A2
Anti-Israel bias (editorial) 10/31 A2
JUDGE, JOEY
Horse handicapper* 8/20 24
JUDGE
Supreme Court overturns judicial equal pay ruling 8/6 3
Court of Appeals rules Aldrich may stay on bench pending appeal 11/12 B4
Proposed law uses services of retired judges* 11/14 B10
Pay raises (editorial) 12/19 C4
JUDGES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Carey vetoes age extension bill 7/9 4
Carey signs bill creating 96 judgeships 7/14 4
JUDICIAL
Retired instills pride in the young* 12/27 B1
JUDICIAL ETHICS
Judge Leff is censured for refusing assignment 9/1 12
Commission on Judicial Conduct recommends that Pulver be
removed from office 11/19 B4
Commission recommends censure of Judge Stafford 11/23 B2

JUKEBOXES
Being elbowed out by technology* 8/18 1

KHALED, MEIR
Lecture divides SUNY Jewish community* 10/26 B1
Khaled may speak in Albany again? 11/5 B2

KAPLAN, BENNY
Produces handmade mementos of horse racing* 8/30 12

KELLY, ALBERT D.
Typewriter artist* 11/25 F9

KELLY, GRACE
Local theatrical people are stunned to learn of her
death 9/16 5

KILLED BY RACIAL VIOLENCE
Hampered by many (editorial) 9/16 9

KENDALL DAY CARE AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Making playgrounds* 10/17 B1

KEY BANK, INC.
Buying Bankers Trust Co. 7/10 9
Seeks merger with Depositors Corp. 8/21 11
Acquires Bankers Trust Co. of the Binghampton region
9/11 4
Main bank sale is near 9/15 19
Discount brokerage services 9/30 B15

KEY TRUST CO.
Subsidiary growth is expected via blend concept 8/12 25

KIDNAPPING
Florida father is arrested 7/9 4

KIDNEY - TRANSPLANTATION
Patient comes halfway around the world for help* 8/21 4

KIGL, RONALD
Jobless man and son survive in a burned-out home* 10/12 B1

KIND’S DEPARTMENT STORE, INC.
5 outlets close 8/22 C4

REORGANIZATION
Closes 5 stores 8/23 12

KRONOS ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY
Ban on anti-nuclear leaflets is challenged* 8/31 9
Workers prepare to strike 9/15 12
Workers walk off their job to protest safety 9/16 11
Radioactive vessel will be trucked to site 11/25 B9
Radioactive vessel is hauled away* 11/30 B1

KNOX (NY) - HISTORY
Pillbox capital of the world* 12/15 C1

KOREAN, ERNEST
Cartoonist: to display works at SUNY* 9/5 B1

KU KLUX KLAN
Group protests WTSE interview 7/19 23
KKK sticker on convent is investigated 9/25 A4

KULIK, JOSEPH
Albany institution will be missed (editorial) 7/31 15

L’ESPERANCE TILE WORKS
Tile producer* 8/15 B3

LABAN, ROY
Amsterdam researcher is jailed in Poland 11/12 B1


Unscathed in Poland expulsion 11/14 B4

LABOR DAY
Solving the employed and unemployed (editorial) 9/5 C4

LABOR SUPPLY
Manufacturing sector is shrinking as the service sector
is growing 12/9 A1

LABOR UNIONS
Group to protest union busting 7/21 4

Have shown losses during the past year 9/5 A1

LAKE CHAMPLAIN
"Champ" is difficult to photograph* 7/25 A3

LAKE GEORGE
To celebrate George’s birthday 8/28 4

Lakeside Middle School 8/29 C5

LAKE GEORGE SCULPTURE GARDEN
Offers sculptures’ schoolyard* 8/29 B3

LAKE PLACID VILLAGE (NY) JAIL
Chef hanged himself 12/28 B4

LAMAR, JACK
Fitness buff* 9/29 C1

LANGUAGES, MODERN - STUDY AND TEACHING
Board of Regents is considering intensive study 9/23 A1

$1,000,000 curriculum reform plan 10/2 A3

New state proposal (editorial) 10/24 F4

Officials say it’s the key to education 10/31 B3

LATRIM CIRCLE MALL
Planning Board puts buffer zone on hold 7/7 2

Planning Board delays action until a traffic report is
prepared 7/21 2

Planners delay action on exit 7/28 2

Expansion conditions are outlined 8/4 37

Planning Board okays expansion 8/18 10


LAWYERS - MALPRACTICE
State bar lists disciplinary actions 9/29 B2

Lezley is censured a 3rd time 11/3 B4

Imposter is indicted on 3 felony charges 12/21 B8

LEGAL AID SOCIETY OF NORTHERN NEW YORK, INC.

Fund cuts forces director to fire himself* 10/10 B7

LEGIONNAIRE’S DISEASE
Case is reported 9/23 B2

LEHRMAN, LEWIS E.
Records show he rarely voted before 1976 9/5 B1

LELA COMPUTER SITIORS
New Pearl Street computer store 11/16 B5

LEONARD HOSPITAL
President Brown resigns 7/14 36

2 Nurses hospital administrators accept new positions
3/7 14

LIBEL AND SLANDER
Mayor Ducu sues Schenectady Gazette for $1,000,000
9/23 B4

LIBERAL PARTY
Suues Koch for $1,000,000* 9/21 16

Rebirth (editorial) 10/24 F4

LIBRARIES - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Funding and use are up* 12/20 B1

LIGRS
South Coloney outbreak 11/26 B1

LITTLE FOLKS' SCHOOLS, INC.
Acquired by the U. S. Shoe Corp. 8/6 29

LITITZ, CORA LTD
Monseur Rhume contestant* 7/4 C1

LIVER - TRANSPLANTATION
Infant needs a new liver to survive* 8/19 16

LIVING RESOURCES CORP.
Finds work for disabled adults 12/5 B2

LIBRARY
CSERA spends more than any other group 12/7 A1

CSRA (editorial) 12/10 A7

LOTTERY
See NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY

LOWELL, DAVID
Prison system philosopher-in-residence* 7/18 B1

LUMBER AND LUMBERING
Adirondack forest preserve is loaded 9/28 B7

An argument for felling trees 10/7 C1

For an unaltered Adirondack Park (letter) 10/31 F4

Benefits of the forest preserve (editorial) 11/28 F4

LUNG - DISEASES
Johns-Manville bankruptcy styles suit* 9/3 13

Stillwater child can be saved if Minnesota trip is
financed 12/29 B1
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Benefactions send infant to Minneapolis for surgery 12/28 Al
LYNX
Researcher wants to return animal to the Adirondacks* 12/5 B2
MAILS, THE (BUSINESS)
House cleaning service* 9/26 H1
MAIL-ORDER BUSINESS
Couple abandons Wall Street career to start Ghent firm* 9/17 B1
Catalogs are now specialized* 10/17 E1
How they got your name 10/17 B4
How to order by mail 10/17 E5
MANSONA, JOHN
Saratoga Racetrack manager 8/6 3
MARTIOTTI, JOSEPH
Resigns legislative positions 8/12 11
MARPA COLLEGE
Parking proposal 9/14 13
MARINE ACCIDENTS
Richard Lepann dies in Navy mishap 8/14 20
MARRIAGE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Supreme Court upholds teen-marriage law 10/5 A1
MARRIAGE CUSTOMS AND RITES
Reverend Bruner will officiate at wedding of Vice President Bush's daughter* 9/1 10
Wedding after parachute jump 11/7 B1
MARTINDALE, R. PETER
New director of the Circle Repertory Co.* 8/1 FL
MASSACHUSETTS DIESEL ALLISON, INC.
Garage's license is revoked in bill dispute 7/16 3
MARTON SHIPYARD CO., INC.
Cohose owner wants to move south due to problems with bridges and locks 10/20 B1
MCDONALD DOUGLAS CORP.
Albany schools will train 320 computer operators 7/14 2
MCKAY, JOHN J.
Part of Albany official retires* 12/28 B2
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Awarded $1,000,000 Army contract 11/7 B12
MECHANICLEVille (NY) POLICE JAIL
Cell monitor aware of suicide 12/29 B1
MEDICARE
Swan may cost the State $300,000 7/9 1
Blue says the State cannot afford the Reagan plan 7/16 4
Federal government to pay New York's bill* 9/13 1
MEDICINE FRACED
Physician is indicted 10/12 B4
MEDICAL CARE - COSTS
New York's hospital costs are higher and patients stay longer* 7/11 A1
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
see also ALBANY MEDICAL CENTER and NURSES - MALPRACTICE
Board disciplines medical professionals 9/29 B4
Albany Medical Center is fined for infant death 10/28 B1
$3,000,000 Ellis Hospital leg amputation award case 11/5 B4
Regents discipline professionals 11/23 B2
MEDICARE
State is unaffected by new plan 10/8 B2
MEDICINE - STUDY AND TEACHING
Residents at Albany Medical Center* 7/28 3
Loan buy-out provision needs further revision (editorial) 10/20 A7
MERRY'S GARDEN (CEMETARY)
Appellate Division orders Supreme Court hearing 11/11 B10
MENANDS VILLAGE (NY) - FINANCES
State audit criticizes operations 11/17 B2
MENANDS VILLAGE (NY) - HALL
Removal will improve access for the disabled 9/9 12
MENTAL ILLNESS
High unemployment and recession are cited as causes of mental hospital crush* 12/19 B8
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED - INSTITUTIONAL CARE
Council on State Priorities says relocation is crucial 12/31 A1
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED - INSTITUTIONAL CARE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Carey signs bill that provides day programs 7/25 B4
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
Tom Paxton benefit concert* 11/3 CL
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN - INSTITUTIONAL CARE
Father seeks respite center for daughter and others 10/25 B1
MENTALLY ILL
see INSANE, CRIMINAL AND DANGEROUS
MERCYNT SERVANT
Life on the sea* 12/28 B1
METRIC SYSTEM
Industry to take conversion lead 8/24 1
MG AUTOMOBILE
National meet 9/17 21
MIDNIGHT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bill waits for the governor's okay* 7/2 12
Reimbursement by insurance companies (editorial) 7/20 11
MILITARY SERVICE, COMPSULSORY
Registration opponents protest 7/2 4
The willing and the resisters* 8/25 9
Peace coalition wants to end sign-up 10/18 B2
9 area residents are arrested at DC protest 10/19 B2
Local sign-up is low 12/10 A1
MILK, HUMAN
Milk bank in Greenville* 7/22 1
MILLAY, JOLLY FOR THE ARTS
Poet's working memorial* 10/3 FL
MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES
Nevada residents are upset over Concord Hill mining plan 12/21 A1
MIRANDA, RAFAEL CANCEL
Puerto Rican nationalist speaks at SUNY* 10/29 B5
MISCONDUCT IN OFFICE
see also CONFLICT OF INTERESTS and CORRUPTION IN POLITICS
Patronage jobs have increased while the work force has shrunk 8/1 A1
Misuse of state cars and credit cards is under investigation 8/2 1
CSA reacts to the credit card scam 8/4 4
Misuse of state cars and credit cards is outrageous (editorial) 8/5 11
Albany County DA investigates misuse of credit cards and cars 9/2 11
MISSING PERSONS
Psychic reading spurs Fulton County manhunt 9/29 B5
Search spurred by psychic is fruitless 10/3 B7
Tamy Horton is reported missing* 11/11 B1
Tamy Horton may be traveling to Arizona* 11/12 B4
Remains of John St. Leger are found* 11/26 B1
Police seek Ravenna woman* 12/5 B9
Auburn father offers $28,000 for information about daughter 12/25 A4
MOBILE HOMES
Couple sues saying home is a health hazard 8/27 24
Waterford couple sues due to health hazard 11/16 B4
MOHASKEN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Gym assault results in a $4,000,000 lawsuit 11/14 B6
MONEY POLICY
Agents find $900,000 of illegal currency on a banana boat 8/25 9
Honduran seaman remains in jail as his ship sails 9/9 11
MONTGOMERY COUNTY JAIL
Authorities hunt for escapee 7/7 4
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48 pounds of cocaine are seized from a banana boat* 9/8 A1
Albany cocaine trade* 9/12 A1
Drugarage results form speeding arrest* 9/22 B1
2 state workers are charged with marijuana sale 9/25 A3
Radiologist and nurse are arraigned 9/25 A4
3 Saratoga County men are jailed on federal charges
11/7 B11
Bail is set 2 more 11/8 B1
1 suspect is freed on bail, others seek bail reduction
11/9 B4
2 make bail in federal case 11/11 B10
5 men including 3 brothers are arrested in Colonie
11/14 B1
Bail is set for arrested brothers 11/16 B4
2 are arrested in $250,000 cocaine raid 12/13 B1
Bailists set for suspects in largest upstate cocaine seizure 12/14 B4
2 are indicted in $250,000 cocaine case 12/16 B10
Undercover work 12/26 B1
NASSAU, CORP
Possible $300,000,000 loss 11/30 D7
NASSAU (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Not the same since Nelson's burned 11/14 A2
NASSAU JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER AND CONGREGATION
Rural synagogue 9/19 C9
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT FOR COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP ALBANY CHAPTER)
New leader cities goals 12/17 B1
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
Missmanagement may have caused debts 9/23 B2
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE (ALBANY COUNTY AIRPORT)
Refurbished office and new equipment 8/25 10
NEDZISKI, JANETTE
Handwriting expert* 10/24 D1
NEW SCOTLAND (NY) - FINANCES
State audit pleases officials 12/16 D10
NEW SCOTLAND (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Perva Bush gets water district grant 8/11 10
Work begins on Perva Bush water project 10/20 B2
NEW YEAR'S EVE
Overnighters will curb drunk risk* 12/20 A1
Nighthawks, Inc. will provide rides 12/20 B1
Free rides are available* 12/31 B1
Many celebrate New Year 12/31 B1
NEW YORK FARM BUREAU
Richard McGuire is re-elected president 12/11 A4
NEW YORK RIB BOOK (PUBLICATION)
Latest edition will be published 8/12 1
NEW YORK (STATE) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Economy weathered the recession 7/1 33
Better days ahead for employment 9/5 C1
State hires a team to deal with problems of business*
9/12 B7
No change is seen 9/28 B1
Unions protest policies 10/17 B2
New ideas for recovery 10/24 F1
Cuomo takes on a mixed bag 12/26 B10
NEW YORK (STATE) - FINANCES
Albany ANBESS fee may be trimmed 7/1 2
Legislature's expenses rise 22% in 10 years 7/4 A1
Legislature closes a financially taxing session* 7/4 B1
Hidden budget process (editorial) 7/4 B4
Legislature's budget goes unrevised* 7/5 1
The $1,000,000,000 legislature (editorial) 7/7 15
Study shows the State is ill-equipped to handle an emergency 7/8 1
Meyniel says the State fails to get its fair share 7/26 3
Public relations employ hundreds and costs millions*
9/8 A1
Study shows auditing policies promote abuses 9/8 A1
New bill-paying system is expected to cut delays 8/8 B8
Large press office sells legislation to the public*
8/9 1
Liberal dispenser of taxpayer's money (editorial) 8/12 9
1981-82 deficit is $338,000,000 8/13 14
Leading state in per capita spending 8/16 1
Bond rating stays the same 8/18 28
State is in lower third for bond rating 8/19 22
Carey orders a hiring freeze, a ban on capital construction, and cancels a music festival 8/28 1
Reagan's veto means an $80,000,000 loss in aid 9/1 9
Carey takes drastic measures to cut spending (editorial) 9/2 9
Independent audit will probe the State's fiscal affairs*
9/9 1
Study shows the state has been hit by federal cuts
9/18 1
Carey seeks new fees and taxes 10/1 B4
$300,000,000 Dormitory Authority investment turns sour
10/3 B1
Private firms will review Dormitory Authority 10/12 B6
Carey's predicted deficit (editorial) 10/17 C4
Deficit may delay local aid funds* 10/19 A1
Comptroller says credit card system is a disaster
10/23 A1
Impact of recession on revenue* 10/24 A1
Credit card systems will be changed 10/24 B1
State may need to borrow to pay its bills 10/27 A1
State to borrow $350,000,000 11/9 B4
Dormitory Authority to recover invested funds 11/10 B9
Credit rating hits new low 11/11 A1
Macy's cuts the credit rating on short-term bonds
11/13 A3
Carey proposes a 5-day furlough for state workers
11/23 B1
Carey's furlough plan gets negative reactions 11/24 A1
Democrats and Republicans exchange blame for problems
11/25 B8
Legislators to discuss fiscal problems 12/3 B4
Dormitory Authority reaches agreement to recover
$221,000,000 12/7 B4
Carey calls for a $362,000,000 tax hike, budget cap, authority to impose local aid, and furlough state workers
12/11 A1
Carey and Democratic leaders reach a plan to close the budget gap 12/14 A1
Inflation hurts needed income 12/19 A1
State needs to borrow $500,000,000 to fill budget gap
12/21 A1
State relies on inflation-sensitive taxes (editorial) 12/24 N7
Scrip lawsuit is scrapped 12/24 C5
NEW YORK (STATE) - FINANCES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Assembly bill okay to legalize improper funding 7/1 4
Senate okay improper transfer of funds 7/2 2
NEW YORK (STATE) - INDUSTRIES
State hires a team to deal with problems of business*
9/12 B7
Effort to retain businesses (editorial) 9/17 11
Carey sets trip to Japan to seal bus plant deal 11/10 A1
Carey cancels Japan trip 11/20 A1
Hino Motors options onsite plant 11/2 B2
Hino Motors talks were touchy 12/4 A1
NEW YORK (STATE) - INDUSTRIES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bills impacting business* 7/11 B8
NEW YORK (STATE) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Report advises to spend more on training managers 7/9 3
Project helps executives switch agencies 7/12 3
Log payrolls to be implemented 7/15 4
Center evaluates workers' skills* 7/19 3
State wants to shift health insurance costs to workers
7/25 A1
Unions are skeptical of new health insurance plan 7/27 3
Carey's proposal to have the workers pay for their health insurance is a good one (editorial) 7/31 15
Patronage jobs have increased while the work force has shrunk 8/1 11
Misuse of state cars and credit cards is under investigation 8/2 1
CSEA reacts to the credit card scam 8/4 4
Carey authorizes his aide's absence at full pay plus expenses at Harvard* 8/5 1
Misuse of state cars and credit cards is outrageous (editorial) 8/5 11
Senate Committee on Investigations will probe credit card and car misuse* 8/6 1
Carey plans a partial hiring freeze 8/8 Al
Study shows auditing policies promote abuses 8/8 Al
Employers seek to stop delayed-pay plan 8/9 11
Tuition and leave for Carey aide may violate state rules 8/16 9
76 youth aides face loss of jobs 8/16 12
Prison work breeds disciplinary actions 8/17 1
3 agencies are responsible for 78.8% of the grievances 8/20 13
Carey orders a hiring freeze 8/28 1
Albany County DA investigates misuse of credit cards and cars 9/2 11
State pays $6,200 commuting expenses for one official 9/3 1
Travel expenses (editorial) 9/9 9
Employees group files suit to rescind funding of Carey aide at Harvard 9/10 13
Secretary of State Basil Paterson resigns* 9/16 14
New ranking system for job hopefuls 9/20 21
PRI seeks to stop delayed-pay plan 9/28 21
PRI loses bid to stop layoffs 9/29 Al
Changes are proposed in the state health plan 10/4 21
Rules for political activity 10/14 24
Agency chiefs at joint-law panel 10/19 21
Leg pay proposal angers Management-Confidential group* 11/1 81
Legislature considers pay hikes for legislators, judges, and other officials* 11/9 Al
Pay hikes for legislators (editorial) 11/10 Al
Workers face health care costs 11/16 81
Workers to pay health plan costs* 11/19 Al
Carey health insurance plan (editorial) 11/21 C4
Carey proposes a 5-day furlough 11/23 81
Carey furlough gets negative reactions 11/24 Al
Court allows challenge to state-funded leave and youth tuition for Carey aide 11/25 85
Court holiday is ordered, CSEA may protest 12/1 81
New health care program (letter) 12/7 J4
Work or shrink dilemma (editorial) 12/12 J4
CSEA files pay hassle grievance 12/15 81
$6,500,000 plan to train managers 12/21 81
Scrip lawsuit is scrapped 12/24 C5

NEW YORK (STATE) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Tier 3 pension issue is unresolved for new workers 7/1 3
Legislature to tackle Tier 3 problem 7/2 1
Tier 3 is extended 7/3 81
Analysis of Tier 3 ruling 7/4 81
Carey signs Tier 3 extension 7/8 3
Carey vetoes bill that would make legislators' addresses confidential 7/24 4

NEW YORK (STATE) - PARKS - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Carey signs bill noting urban parks* 7/22 38
NEW YORK (STATE) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Legislature closes a financially taxing session* 7/4 Al
Legislature continues trend toward 6-month sessions 7/5 4
Joint relations freeze Carey's programs 7/12 3
Hoff's replacement will head Carey's transition 7/28 3
Patronage jobs have increased while the work force has shrunk 8/1 11
Public relations employs hundreds and costs millions 8/8 Al
Large public relations office sells legislation to the public* 8/9 1

Lame-duck decisions (editorial) 8/15 B4
Carey's absence from Albany costs the taxpayers $1,000,000/year (editorial) 8/27 11
Carey permits aides to back candidates 9/2 11
Senator D'Arato and business leaders swap views 9/14 12
Secretary of State Paterson resigns* 9/16 14
Larry Duck governor to pay for personal trips* 9/26 Al
Forum on the impact of Reagan's New Federalism 10/6 B2
Cuomo's and Lehman's key aides 10/17 Al
Carey vacation bills are unpaid 10/21 85
Redistricting increases Senate and Assembly majorities 11/3 A8
Advice for the new governor (editorial) 11/3 A9
Corning's bedside is Cuomo's first victory stop 11/5 Al
Cuomo visits Corning in Bosto* 11/6 Al
Cuomo plans to reshuffle major officials 11/7 Al
Relations between Cuomo and the Legislature 11/7 Al
Carey praises his gubernatorial record* 11/7 B4
Cuomo's ad pledges unity* 11/9 B4
Cuomo sets trip to Japan to seal bus plant deal 11/10 Al
Cuomo transition team begins planning 11/10 Al
Transition advisory team begins its work 11/14 Al
John Gerity joins transition team 11/15 B2
Cuomo appoints Hennessy Democratic Party Chairman 11/17 Al
Montinarro and Murphy are named to Cuomo's screening team* 11/17 B4
Cuomo to oust EnCon commissioner Flacke 11/18 Al
Cuomo names team to select criminal justice appointments 11/18 B4
Rappleyea is elected minority leader 11/19 B4
Carey cancels Japan trip 11/20 Al
Cuomo is taking charge of transition 11/22 Bi
Cuomo appoints economic development team 11/23 B4
Cuomo plans low-key inauguration* 11/29 Bi
Status of special session is not certain 11/30 Bi
Cuomo selects Bishop Sullivan to head selection team for health and human services positions 12/1 B4
Cuomo names Alice Daniel to counsel post 12/2 B9
Cuomo selects a budget director, secretary, and special counsel 12/3 B4
Polly Noonan to be named Democratic Committee vice-chairman 12/4 A3

New legislators, Tedesco and McNulty, begin jobs early* 12/5 B1
Legislators return for lame duck session 12/6 B1
CSEA spends more on lobbying than any other group 12/7 Al
Carey calls special session 12/8 B4
250 are invited to party to honor Carey 12/8 B4
Inner circle of advisors is the key to Cuomo's administrative style 12/9 Al
Transition team seeks top talent 12/9 Al
Cuomo farewell* 12/9 Bi
CSEA lobbying (editorial) 12/10 A7
Cuomo names Scruggs-Lefitch as Commissioner of Housing and Community Renewal* 12/10 B4
Official to centralize the control of state-owned cars 12/11 A1
Cuomo appoints Gail Shaffer as Secretary of State 12/11 A3
Stricter controls on state cars (editorial) 12/12 J4
Aim of special session 12/13 B9
Local merchants toast the return of legislators 12/14 B1
Inauguration plans call for more guests at lower costs 12/15 B1
Matilda Cuomo tours the Executive Mansion 12/21 B4
Taxpayers pay for officials' Christmas cards* 12/22 B1
Carey makes lane duck appointments 12/23 B1
Transition team submits 40 names for top administrative jobs 12/23 B1
Cuomo takes on a mixed bag 12/26 B10
Inauguration festivities* 12/30 B1
Cuomo fills 3 administrative posts 12/31 B2
Official upholsterer prepares for Cuomo* 12/31 B4

NEW YORK STATE - PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Union protests shift of office to downtown 9/13 J4
State may spend $250,000 to replace windows 12/1 B4
Albany firm is low bidder for Education Building renovation 12/8 B4

NEW YORK STATE - STATISTICS
Statistical portrait* 11/24 A1

NEW YORK STATE - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Road repair costs are expected at $4,500,000,000 7/14 A4
Buses authorized $8,000,000 for road construction 7/25 3
State is urged to shift funds to road repair 9/21 B4
Gas tax increase may increase money for roads 11/25 A1
Reagan says the key to infrastructure repair is long-term planning 12/9 B16
Projects would cost millions* 12/15 A1

NEW YORK STATE COURT OF APPEALS
Too busy to define and clarify the law 7/30 1
Seeks to control the selection of cases 10/12 B6
Governor will select judges* 11/7 B4
Cuomo announces 12/26 B14
Commission on Judicial Nominations sends Cuomo 4 names 12/16 A1
Women are seen as inevitable 12/17 A1
Nominating panel says nominations are complete 12/21 B13
All-male nominating list stands intact 12/23 B1
Cuomo to seek judicial selection change 12/30 C6

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
Cuomo to cut commissioner Placke's 11/8 A1
Hinchey rejects commissioner job* 11/23 B7

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF MENTAL RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENT DISABILITIES
Laying off 198 employees 9/11 12

NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF BUSINESS PERMITS
State pays officials' $6,200 commuting bill 9/3 1

NEW YORK STATE POLICE
Promotions are announced 7/27 2

NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Carey vetoes periodic review law 7/22 B8
Former member sues to gain access to documents 8/19 14

NEW YORK STATE SHIPYARD
Tolls will be dropped in 1996 7/17 4
Toll to end in 1996 7/20 3

NEW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY
Regional offices to move to South End 12/29 B4

NEW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Commissioner Blum resigns* 7/3 4
Webb is named acting commissioner* 7/20 4

NEW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Commissioner Kranov resigns 10/14 D7

NEW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY OF ELECTRICITY
Union protests shift of office to downtown 8/13 14

NEW YORK STATE DOMESTIC AUTHORITY
Officials expect to recover $300,000,000 from bankrupt film 8/14 3

NEW YORK STATE ELECTRIC AND GAS CORP*
Customers to receive refunds 7/20

NEW YORK STATE EMPLOYEES FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Bank failure costs credit union $60,000 8/3 4

NEW YORK STATE FAIR
Attendance record is set 9/6 18

NEW YORK STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT COUNCIL
Group forms to lobby for anti-crime legislation 12/22 B7

NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE
Expenses rose 22% in 10 years 7/4 A1
Budget goes unapproved 7/7 5
Continues trend toward 6-month sessions 7/5 4

NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY
F.D. Roosevelt papers are returned to the archives 10/5 C12

NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY
Marks 6th year and $1,600,000,000 sales 9/8 12
Lottery winners* 9/12 B1
Delmar woman wins $333,921 9/21 A1
Wagering increases upstate after Delmar woman's win* 9/28 A1

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM
Officials want to realign exit 24 8/6 3

NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF BUSINESS PERMITS
State pays officials' $6,200 commuting bill 9/3 1

NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF DEPARTMENTAL REHABILITATION AND DEVELOPMENT DISABILITIES
Laying off 198 employees 9/11 12

NEW YORK TIMES UNION
Local sites won't be affected by layoffs 12/8 B4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION POLICE
Promotions are announced 7/27 2

NEW YORK TIMES UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Carey vetoes periodic review law 7/22 B8
Former member sues to gain access to documents 8/19 14

NEW YORK TIMES UNION SHIPYARD
Tolls will be dropped in 1996 7/17 4
Toll to end in 1996 7/20 3

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY
Regional offices to move to South End 12/29 B4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Commissioner Blum resigns* 7/3 4
Webb is named acting commissioner* 7/20 4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Commissioner Kranov resigns 10/14 D7

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY OF ELECTRICITY
Union protests shift of office to downtown 8/13 14

NEW YORK TIMES UNION DOMESTIC AUTHORITY
Officials expect to recover $300,000,000 from bankrupt film 8/14 3

NEW YORK TIMES UNION ELECTRIC AND GAS CORP*
Customers to receive refunds 7/20

NEW YORK TIMES UNION EMPLOYEES FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Bank failure costs credit union $60,000 8/3 4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION FAIR
Attendance record is set 9/6 18

NEW YORK TIMES UNION LAW ENFORCEMENT COUNCIL
Group forms to lobby for anti-crime legislation 12/22 B7

NEW YORK TIMES UNION LEGISLATURE
Expenses rose 22% in 10 years 7/4 A1
Budget goes unapproved 7/7 5
Continues trend toward 6-month sessions 7/5 4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION LIBRARY
F.D. Roosevelt papers are returned to the archives 10/5 C12

NEW YORK TIMES UNION LOTTERY
Marks 6th year and $1,600,000,000 sales 9/8 12
Lottery winners* 9/12 B1
Delmar woman wins $333,921 9/21 A1
Wagering increases upstate after Delmar woman's win* 9/28 A1

NEW YORK TIMES UNION MUSEUM
Officials want to realign exit 24 8/6 3

NEW YORK TIMES UNION OFFICE OF BUSINESS PERMITS
State pays officials' $6,200 commuting bill 9/3 1

NEW YORK TIMES UNION OFFICE OF DEPARTMENTAL REHABILITATION AND DEVELOPMENT DISABILITIES
Laying off 198 employees 9/11 12

NEW YORK TIMES UNION SHIPYARD
Local sites won't be affected by layoffs 12/8 B4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY
Promotions are announced 7/27 2

NEW YORK TIMES UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Carey vetoes periodic review law 7/22 B8
Former member sues to gain access to documents 8/19 14

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY OF BUSINESS PERMITS
State pays officials' $6,200 commuting bill 9/3 1

NEW YORK TIMES UNION LOTTERY
Marks 6th year and $1,600,000,000 sales 9/8 12
Lottery winners* 9/12 B1
Delmar woman wins $333,921 9/21 A1
Wagering increases upstate after Delmar woman's win* 9/28 A1

NEW YORK TIMES UNION MUSEUM
Officials want to realign exit 24 8/6 3

NEW YORK TIMES UNION SHIPYARD
Local sites won't be affected by layoffs 12/8 B4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY
Promotions are announced 7/27 2

NEW YORK TIMES UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Carey vetoes periodic review law 7/22 B8
Former member sues to gain access to documents 8/19 14

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY OF BUSINESS PERMITS
State pays officials' $6,200 commuting bill 9/3 1

NEW YORK TIMES UNION LOTTERY
Marks 6th year and $1,600,000,000 sales 9/8 12
Lottery winners* 9/12 B1
Delmar woman wins $333,921 9/21 A1
Wagering increases upstate after Delmar woman's win* 9/28 A1

NEW YORK TIMES UNION MUSEUM
Officials want to realign exit 24 8/6 3

NEW YORK TIMES UNION SHIPYARD
Local sites won't be affected by layoffs 12/8 B4

NEW YORK TIMES UNION UNIVERSITY
Promotions are announced 7/27 2

NEW YORK TIMES UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Carey vetoes periodic review law 7/22 B8
Former member sues to gain access to documents 8/19 14
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.

- Begins laying cable for fiber optic transmission 7/13 29
- Editorial in Greenwich Area News notes paper to be reprinted* 8/4 3
- Removing pay phones 8/6 B1
- Customers may buy phones 8/12 20
- Unplugging the pay phones (editorial) 8/13 11
- PSE seeks to stop pay-phone openings 9/28 B7
- Customers may purchase phones 9/1 19
- New long distance plan is proposed 10/5 D7
- Restructuring may cause for twin billing 10/6 A1
- Plan could save customers $200,000,000 10/7 B13
- NEWMAN, WILLIAM S. BREWERY CO., INC.
  - Public sale of stock 9/29 B11
  - 2-day brewing course 11/12 D6

NEWSPAPERS

- Clarkin collects old editions 9/23 C1
- Columnists give views on repeats 10/17 E1
- NEXT STEP, INC.
  - Halfway house for women alcoholics* 7/11 D7

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORP.

- Plans to convert Clemont plant to coal fired 7/8 4
- Rate hike aids earnings 8/1 B4
- New winter billing system 11/19 C1
- NEW YORKER, INC.
  - Provides rides for New Year's Eve celebrants 12/20 B1
- NISKAYUNA (NY) CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
  - Students score high on national tests 12/23 B5
- NL INDUSTRIES, INC.
  - Radioactive cleanup is stalled 7/30 4
  - Niagara Mohawk asks for radioactive cleanup 8/5 2
  - State sues to resolve cleanup 8/7 3
- Agrees to test water for radioactivity 8/13 16
- 2 groups schedule cleanup rally 8/28 4
- Protesters demonstrate at waste site* 8/30 9
- Test ground water for radioactivity 9/9 14
- Neighbors testify about radioactive materials* 9/10 13
- Labor Department to act on cleanup application 9/23 D7
- Niagara Mohawk awaits license to remove radioactive soil 10/7 B1
- Niagara Mohawk will begin cleanup 10/19 B1
- Radioactive soil cleanup is set 10/22 B4
- Niagara Mohawk removes radioactive soil* 10/27 B1
- Plans to report on ground water conditions 11/10 D7
- State cleanup suit begins 11/15 B4
- Judge reserves decision 11/16 B4

NOBEL PRIZE

- Cornell professor wins physics prize 10/19 A1
- SUN professor nominated Wallenberg for peace prize* 12/3 E2

NOBLE, GIL

- TV newcomer is serious about his heritage* 12/1 B2

NORMANSKILL (RIVER)

- Dye is the cause of red coloration 11/30 B1
- Color is caused by dye used to tint ash extract pink 12/1 B4

NORSK BANCER, INC.

- Set to pay $51,000,000 for Maine bank 9/23 D7
- To acquire Nassau Trust Co. 12/16 B17
- Applies to establish a mortgage banking subsidiary 12/28 B9

NORTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS

- Board okays workers' compensation self-insurance plan 7/13 2
- Bus driver case tightens hiring policy 8/5 3
- Board to vote on tax increase 8/2 20
- Board sets tax rate and gives superintendent a raise 8/17 10
- Enrollment is 7% above prediction 9/14 10
- Enrollment decreases 10/9 2
- Attendance incentive for teachers 10/21 B1
- Cautioned on school closings 11/2 B6

Incentive to keep teacher attendance up (editorial) 11/7 C4
- Board okays purchase of 3 buses 12/7 B4

NORTH GREENBUSH (NY) - FINANCES

- May sue the county for share of sales tax* 11/13 A3

NORWICH SAVINGS BANK

- Acquires 2 alliing Massachusetts banks 10/14 B15

NORTHERN IRELAND

- Conflict draws call to arms at Schenectady meeting 11/8 B2

NORTHERN MILL

- Owners seek funds to alter Korvette's site 7/19 4
- Colonial delays action on bond bid 7/20 4
- Renovation bond request must be revised 8/3 2
- Gets $4,500,000 restoration aid* 8/24 11
- Colonial Planning Board grants tentative renovation okay 12/29 C10

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

- see ATOMIC POWER PLANTS

NURSES - MALPRACTICE

- Board of Regents disciplines 4 12/21 B6

NURSING HOMES

- Battle for beds* 10/12 B6
- O'CONNELL, ANNE
  - Actress of the 1800's is her model and inspiration* 7/2 18

O'BRIEN, SUSAN

- Troy teacher urges reading, writing, and discipline* 9/5 B1

OCCUPATIONS

- see DENTISTS and OCCUPATIONS section, Page 48

OBSCENITY (LAW)

- see also PORNOGRAPHY
- Schenectady theater operator is ousted 9/17 21
- Colonial man is arrested for obscene phone calls 10/10 B6

NEOPLASTIC, DANGEROUS

- Hazards on the job 11/21 B1

OFF TRACK BETTING (OTB)

- Rensselaer County has a shortfall of $4,000,000 9/11 4
- Regan warns to cut costs 10/28 A1

OLYMPIC FACILITY, TAKE PLACE

- New agency Lakes control 10/14 B2
- Named as the Olympic training site* 10/29 A3
- Preparations are under way in the Olympic Regional Development Authority 11/13 B7

ONIDENTIX SYSTEM CORP.

- Dental firm plans outlets in the Capital District 7/13 29

ONONDAGA INDIANS

- Ancestors are buried 11/28 B1

OPERA

- Fans thrilled during summer of 1962* 8/29 B1

PAIN - CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION

- Lab keeps works of art alive* 10/24 B1

PALACE THEATER

- Targeted for fireproofing 8/4 2

PAPER MAKING AND TRADE

- Carol Kowit creates works of art* 9/19 B1

PAWLE ON

- Carey grants clarence to 9 convicts 11/20 A3

PARRY, FLORENCE

- Celebrates 100th birthday* 7/28 5

PARRIS' CHILD AND FAMILY CENTER

- Merger is announced* 8/4 4

PASSPORTS

- Price hike causes unusual rush 12/31 B4

Paternity

- Solon's mother denies paternity 9/19 C1
- Solon says paternity lawsuit is a lie 9/20 B2
- Paternity lawsuit is still viable 11/25 B1

PATTERSON, BASIL

- Secretary of State resigns* 9/16 14
PROPERTY TAX
see also names of cities, counties, towns, and villages
with the subheading FINANCIAL
Assessment challenges are now easier and cheaper 7/2 4
County officials expect hikes 9/14 9

PROSTITUTION
Man is arrested by Albany police 7/15 4
Youth is charged with propositioning an officer 8/20 14
Albany woman is arrested 9/10 14
Man and teenage girl face charges 9/23 B2
3 are arrested at motel 12/31 B4

PRESIDENTIAL-HAVER SECURITIES, INC.
New name and offices for brokerage firm 11/9 D7

PSYCHOLOGY, APPLIED
Aviation psychology* 9/12 EL

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES FEDERATION
Pro-Member slat defeats Kraemer 7/2 1
President Kraemer's style was rejected 7/3 3
Outgoing leader loses libel action 7/30 4
Deficit may result in a raise in dues 9/15 9
Union seeks to stop delayed-pay plan 9/29 B1
Union loses bid to stop layoffs 9/29 A1
Dues are increased 334 10/14 B4

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Not precise but they shape the elections 9/16 1
Rating the election polls* 11/7 A5
Performance in election 1982 (editorial) 12/5 CL

PUBLIC PROSECUTORS
Court of Appeals rules they must be paid the same as county judges 12/9 B3

PUBLIC RELATIONS
State employs hundreds and costs millions* 8/8 Al
Large press office sells legislation to the public* 8/11 1

PUBLIC TELEVISION
see TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

PUBLIC UTILITIES
RSC chief says utilities seek fair hikes* 9/11 3
Rules limit winter heating shutoffs 12/6 Al
New York will lose $660,000,000 in federal funds 10/29 B4

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
Book production using a computer* 9/19 EL

PUNISH, TON
Coleskill investment counselor* 8/1 D8

QUALITY CONTROL
Product quality decline is accepted 11/28 Fl

QUEENSURY (NY) - POLICE
Chief vows to save the force 12/16 D10

RACISM
Klu Klux Klan activities are on the rise 7/17 4

RADIO BROADCASTING
Changes in the ratings 7/16 10
Rotterdam wins FM rights 10/7 B11

RADIOACTIVE WASTE
see also NL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Massachusetts initiative may damage efforts to establish a regional dump 10/ B4

RADIOACTIVE WASTE - TRANSPORTATION
Group wants to halt transportation across the state 9/5 B4
Vessel to be trucked from Knolls lab 11/25 B9
Vessel is hauled from Knolls* 11/30 B1

RAILROADS
Antrak family fair 10/10 B1
First minority-owned railroad in New York* 11/14 El1
High speed trains cause problems in Castleton-on-Hudson 12/6 A2

RAILROADS - MODELS - EXHIBITIONS
Collectors show* 11/15 A1

RAMPAGE TNN OF AFRICA
Under new management 11/17 B15

RAPE
see also SEX CRIMES
Troy man is charged with Albany rape 7/16 2
Schenectady policeman faces more charges 7/19 4
Teen is arrested at Saranac lake 7/20 4
Guilderland woman is attacked while asleep 7/21 3
Albany man is arrested 8/6 2
SCHuylerville man is arrested 8/6 2
3 are arrested in Schoodack 8/9 B10
Mental test is ordered for the headstart janitor 8/10 10
Headstart janitor is indicted 8/11 16
Father and son are charged 8/14 4
Empire State Plaza rapist is hunted* 8/26 14
Ulster County man is arrested for sex assaults 8/28 4
Woman reports Bethlehem rape, but rejects assistance 9/6 10

Woman is raped in Albany 9/14 9
Troy man is charged with raping a 12-year-old 9/17 14
1 man is arrested, second is sought 10/2 A8
Failed attack prompts escort service 10/5 B1
2 Albany men are charged with rape and kidnapping 10/6 B4

Home man is accused of child-rape try 10/16 A4
Police charge woman with false report 11/13 A4
Columbia County man is arrested 11/20 A4
Fort Edward teen is charged 12/9 B4
Burglary-rape suspect is held 12/12 B2
Albany man is indicted 12/18 A4

RAPE - LAw AND LEGISLATION
New law ends resistance issue 7/23 4
First trial under new law 10/7 B4
Rapist is sentenced under the new law 10/22 B1
Judge Harris says new law fails in goal 10/29 B7

RAVENA (NY) - FINANCES
Mayor says the state audit was ridiculous 10/22 A5

READER
Jane Algozzine is a nominee for UNESCO literacy prize 9/3 13
UNESCO Literacy Prize nominee - Jane Algozzine (editorial) 7/15 7

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Carey okays curb on sales-pitch contests 8/3 3

RECORDINGS - REVIEWS
Fear of Strangers* 9/3 9

RECYCLING
see INDUSTRIAL WASTES and REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL

REDUCING
New Gastroplasty operation* 7/18 3
State warns about stack blockers 10/2 B8

REFERENDUM - WASHINGTON COUNTY
Legislated gambling 10/31 B1

REFERENDUM - WATERVILLE
Legislated gambling 10/31 B1
Gambler wins 11/4 B2

REFUGEES, TAIWAN
To be freed within weeks 7/1 3
Mark holiday in federal prison 7/5 4
Officials make plans to set them free 7/28 4
Release from prisons is expected 8/14 4
3 will be released from Ray Brook 8/20 14
Freedom may be fleeting for those released* 8/21 3
13 leave Otisville facility 8/24 15
Must prove they are political refugees (editorial) 8/26 9

All New York destinees to be freed 9/18 4

REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
see also names of cities, counties, towns, with the subheading PUBLIC WORKS
Waste explosion overwhelms landfills 8/9 9
Engineering firm is cashing in on solutions 8/9 12
Recycling and other alternatives* 8/10 9

Guilderland sues resident to remove junk 9/7 16
Owner to clean junkyard 9/22 B4

RENO, NEV.:

Discloses net worth and earnings 7/27 4

RELIABILITY

Product quality decline is accepted 11/28 F1

RELIGION

Influence of the baby boom generation* 7/25 A1

RENSSELAER (NY) - FINANCIES

Mayor's budget seeks tax cut 7/11 B2

Common Council may override the mayor's budget vetoes 8/3 2

Budget plans initiate fears of tax hikes and layoffs 9/27 B1

RENSSELAER (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

Gorack resigns as alderman 11/27 A4

RENSSELAER (NY) - POLICE

City Justice Department will review brutality charges 7/27 2

Death investigation is called inept 8/18 9

Ex-medical examiner defends death investigation 8/19 11

Police chief criticizes state commission for not consulting him 8/21 4

RENSSELAER (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

City officials may have procured in the mayor's files* 7/10 1

Mayor wants to make his job full-time 7/11 B2

Part-time mayor (editorial) 7/21 15

ODP mayor fines 3 Democratic workers* 7/29 3

War escalates as mayor looks out assessor 7/30 3

Political parties are battling* 8/1 B1

Treasurer denies breaking into mayor's office 8/5 2

Democrats claim the mayor is out-of-town* 8/14 3

Wife says the mayor is on duty* 8/17 10

Missing mayor (editorial) 8/19 9

Fixed officials take grievance to Supreme Court 8/31 12

Mayor is accused of ignoring court 9/21 B7

Mayor did not appear in court because it was a transparent political move 9/23 B4

Mayor Henry faces 3 criminal charges 12/1 B9

Mayor to be arraigned* 12/2 B5

Mayor denies charges 12/4 A4

Mayor loses hospital job 12/10 O6

Mayor loses hospital job 12/14 D7

RENSSELAER (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT

Fire torch destroys 1 house and damages 3 others 12/14 D7

RENSSELAER (NY) VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE, INC.

Seeks volunteers 12/10 B1

RENSSELAER CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH

Used car showcase* 12/5 E11

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) - FINANCIES

Troy and county debate sales tax transfer* 7/24 3

Supreme Court dismisses transfer of funds lawsuit* 10/5 B1

$2,200,000 may be borrowed to cover deficit 10/12 B2

County to vote on sales tax hike 10/14 B1

Budget proposals 10/15 B2

Troy City Council delays vote on sales tax agreement 10/16 A3

Defeat of sales tax hike is blamed on partisan politics 10/19 D7

Democrats criticize Murphy's budget preparation 10/23 M4

Leader seeks to stop taxpayer panic 11/1 B2

Mayor moves to cut to reduce deficit 11/6 A3

North Greenbush may sue for share of sales tax* 11/3 A3

Troy repeals city sales tax* North Greenbush may sue for its sales tax share* 11/13 A3

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) - HISTORY

Book looks back over 50 years* 11/10 CL

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

Despite protests 13 are laid off 7/2 3

County Executive defends salary and perquisites* 7/7 1

Legislator's household earns $68,624* 7/9 1

Officials with relatives on the payroll 7/25 B1

Legislator Dworsky charges that workers have been hired since the job freeze 7/31 4

Laid-off workers get unemployment benefits 8/26 12

Murphy says pay raises to bring layoffs 9/29 B6

Union aide calls Murphy a liar on pay-rise/layoff connection 9/30

CSP calls on past* 10/4 D7

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Legislator Dworsky charges County Attorney Hanig has a conflict of interest 7/10 3

Suspected-Dworsky feud is to heat up 10/11 B1

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) COURT

District attorney says Judge Dwyer must appear before a grand jury 9/3 14

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) JAIL

Sheriff seeks early release for 12/10/7 B2

Earl-release plan is postponed 10/8 B2

Baby stays with mother behind bars 10/17 B7

Appellate Division hears case to trim jail terms 10/20 D7

Court denies early release from overcrowded jail 10/27 A1

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) JUNIOR MUSEUM

Director resigns 7/2 16

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) MEDICAL EXAMINER

Death investigation is called inept 8/18 9

Ex-medical examiner defends death investigation 8/19 11

Police chief criticizes state commission for not consulting him 8/21 4

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

Sheriff's deputies* 9/26 B6

Salary and perquisites are lawsuits* 8/1 Bl

Sheriff's files* 10/20 B13

Sheriff seeks early release for 12/10/7 B2

Earl-release plan is postponed 10/8 B2

Baby stays with mother behind bars 10/17 B7

Appellate Division hears case to trim jail terms 10/20 D7

Court denies early release from overcrowded jail 10/27 A1

Deputy hearing is delayed* 7/21 4

Grand jury doesn't indict deputies 7/29 1

Deputies' gun hearing continues 8/10 10

Under sheriff says the deputies knowingly broke the law 8/11 9

Sheriff admits that the Department owns unregistered guns 8/12 11

Officers comply with gun registration law 8/17 9

Sheriff pledges reform (editorial) 8/24 9

Deputies are found guilty in gun cases 10/13 B1

Deputy gets indemnification for written case, is investigated 10/19

Assault report is investigated 10/19 B5

Sheriff is threatened with arrest by Troy police 10/21 B2

Grand jury report calls for written procedures and more training 10/27 B2

District Attorney will investigate leak of grand jury report 10/29 B1

Investigator, guilty in gun case, resigns 11/5 A3

TV reporter seeks to avoid identifying source concerning the dismissal of an official* 11/11 B1

Special prosecutor will investigate grand jury leak 11/13 A4

District Attorney may have leaked news 11/18 B2

Shied law to be tested in Beach case 11/24 B2

Judge reserves decision on Beach case 11/25 B5

Grand jury report urges dismissal of lieutenant* 12/10 O6

Beach's report on grand jury action tests confidentiality, goes to court 12/26 B1

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

see also COMPUTER INDUSTRY

High-tech venture between the State and industry 8/16 12

34
Receives $3,100,000 grant to develop a helicopter rotary wing 9/2 B4
GE presents part of $390,000 gift 9/4 4
Fall semester begins* 9/7 9
Center for Industrial Innovation convocation 10/13 B1
Moshovitz is named director for new studies 11/11 B8
Biomedical engineering* 12/1 A1
RENT CONTROL - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Carey okayed rural rent subsidy program 7/31 4

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Annual training session for teenagers* 9/12 11
Saraloga re-elected Albany County chairman 10/5 A1
Rensselaer GOP elects Kay Phillips chairwoman* 10/15 B1

RESCUERE WORK
see also EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Hero is too busy saving lives to get names 9/26 B1
Telephone rescue plan 9/2 A1
Delayed gratitude is expressed 10/4 B2
Elderly couple are rescued from Rensselaer County woods 10/6 B4
Mentally disabled man gives his life to help a friend 10/21 A1
Saratoga County sheriff wants to centralize services 11/12 B4
RETAIL TRADE
see also EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
REMEDIATION, BARS, ETC.
Battle of the burgers* 10/17 B1
Mexican food* 11/7 E1
RESIDENTS (EMPLOYMENT)
Labor Department’s guide 9/27 B1

RETAIL TRADE
How the baby boom generation spends its money* 7/24 1
Luxury items are selling best* 8/9 C1
Christmas sales may make or break merchants* 11/14 B1
Day after Thanksgiving rush* 11/27 A1
Local merchants tout the return of legislators 12/14 B1
Last-minute Christmas shoppers spur sales 12/24 A1
Scramble for last-minute Christmas gifts 12/25 A3
Christmas buying buxys stores* 12/28 B9

REUNIONS
10 years out of high school 7/25 E1
Former Empire State Plaza residents 9/23 B9
Former South Mall residents reminisce* 9/26 B1

RICKY, GEORGE
Sculptor* 10/22 C6

RILEY, PETE
Schenectady salutes NBA coach 9/23 D1

ROADS
see also names of roads, streets, and highways; and cities and towns with the subheading STREETS
2 roads are selected among the state’s worst 8/4 21
ROADS - MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Repair costs are estimated at $4,500,000,000 7/14 4
Refusing blacktop saves money* 7/18 A1

ROBBERY
3 teens are arrested for mugging 7/1 2
1 teen is held, 2 more are charged 7/2 2
Nellis is charged with bankbook blinging 7/14 4
Indictments are issued in 2 investigations 7/22 4
Teen is arrested for Albany house burglary 7/22 30
$6,200 are stolen from residence 7/30 2
3 Grafton teens are accused of $1,000 theft 7/30 4
Man is arrested for rug theft 8/1 B6
Union National Bank in Latham 8/10 12

Police describe car used in Colonie bank holdup 8/11 16
Jewel thieves net $150,000 in Saratoga 8/12 1
Police have no leads in Saratoga jewel theft 8/13 14
Pair nabs $13,000 in bank holdup 8/13 16
2 jewel thefts are reported in Saratoga 8/15 05
$30,000 in cash and jewelry are stolen 8/16 15
$75,000 necklace is stolen 8/21 12
2 Saratoga jewel thefts surpass $300,000 8/22 C1
Troy woman’s $40,000 buried treasure is missing 8/24 11
Saratoga jewel thefts (editorial) 8/26 7

4 men are arrested for $50,000 theft 8/25 10
8 jewel thefts are unsolved 8/25 12
Berlin silver, jewelry theft is canceled 8/26 14
Link between Times Union study and Saratoga’s crimes
lacks evidence (editorial) 8/29 A2
2 Saratoga homes are robbed 8/30 1 B3
Bandit shoots priest’s brother* 9/2 14
2 charged in Hudson stickup and shooting 9/3 17
Third suspect is indicted in 1978 theft 9/9 19
7 homes are burglarized off New Scotland Ave, 9/14 12
Man is charged with larceny 9/16 14
Schenectady bank is robbed 9/16 14
Hitchhiking couple is sought for robbery 9/17 14
4 Albany men are held for supermarket robbery 9/19 C4
4 more homes are burglarized in Albany 9/21 B5
Man arrested here faces Rhode Island murder charges 9/23 B1
9 homes in Albany 9/23 B4

Albany County worker faces criminal possession charge 9/23 B8
Bank photos aid in stolen check arrest 9/24 B4
2 armed men rob Schenectady bank 9/25 A4
3 men are arrested for 2 Albany burglaries 9/28 B2
Second arrest is made in state payroll theft 9/30 B13
Search for stolen paintings continues 10/7 B3
Airplane is stolen from Athens Airport 10/20 B1
Clifton Park bank is held up 10/30 A3
Attempted murder suspect is tied to 150 area thefts 11/13 B1
2 Marine Midland Banks are held up, only 1 pays off 11/6 A3
9 face Waterford shoplifting charges 11/6 A4
Valle’s manager is charged with theft 11/6 A4
Mechanical man is arrested for purchasing cars with
worthless checks 11/9 B5

Massachusetts bank robber faces woman to Colonie
11/11 A1

FBI is looking for Massachusetts robber in Chicago 11/12 B4

1-A county, 3 county, 5-state crime wave 11/13 A9
Wild chase in Loudonville after robbery/assault 11/19 A1

Armed gunman is a convicted murderer and parole
violator 11/20 A1

Shooting suspect is held without bail* 11/23 B2

Police seek 10 in diner film-flam 11/24 B4

Troy man is accused of murder attempt and robbery
11/25 B4

Police have no clues in $200,000 Hudson gem theft
11/26 B4

Troy police catch escaping burglar 11/27 A4

Man is held for highway trailer theft 11/30 B4

Colonel jewel theft is investigated 12/3 B4

Nude burglar is robbed 12/4 A4

Gunman robs Schenectady bank 12/17 B5

3 Montgomery County men are arrested for bank heist
12/18 B7

Man is arraigned for Glenmont bank holdup 12/21 B4

Burglars steal jewelry from Albany home 12/24 B2

Man is held for selling stolen property 12/26 B4

2 are jailed for Saratoga burglary 12/28 B4

Clothing is stolen from 3 Albany stores 12/28 B10

2 men are accused of Washington County burglaries
12/29 B2

Saratoga County reports burglary arrests 12/29 B4

2 are arrested, 1 is sought for Deli burglary 12/29 B4

Armed men rob Bethlehem gas station 12/30 B2

2 men are held for robbing an Albany woman 12/31 B4

ROBOTS
Knob engineer will design a robot for the Watervliet Arsenal* 8/22 05

ROCKEFELLER, GOVERNOR NELSON A, EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
Possible security risk 8/27 13

CSFA and the State to discuss security 9/9 14
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CSEA and the State discuss safety 9/10 13
Reunion for former residents 9/23 B9
Former residents reminisce* 9/26 B1
ROCKEFELLER, NELSON A.
SUN conference 12/1 B4
SUN conference discusses Medicaid mistake 12/11 A3
Aide recalls his governorship at SUN conference
12/12 A1
ROCKEFELLER, NELSON A. INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT
SUN institute is dedicated* 10/7 B1
Architects do detective work to restore townhouse* 10/10 F1
ROSH HASHANA (JEWISH HOLIDAY)
Jewry to observe the New Year 5743 9/17 13
ROTTERDAM SQUARE SHOPPING MALL
Dual plans to ask Reagan to block construction 7/26 2
Housing on site is set 8/6 4
Decision on environmental permits is due in October
8/21 9
Pending is need for mall condemnation plan 10/23 A4
Environmental hearings are ordered reopened 12/4 A4
ROUND LAKE MOBILE HOME COURT
New management wins praise 7/12 3
RUSSIANS IN THE ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Tversky family finds promise of a future in Albany* 12/9 E1
RUSSELL SAGE COLLEGE
Enrollment is steady 8/22 99
SAILING
Lake George Sailing School* 8/2 3
ST. MARY'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
Found not liable for injury 7/9 2
ST. PETER'S HOSPITAL
Executive health program* 7/25 C10
Hospital and builders settle out of court* 10/14 B1
Helen Ryan wins injury lawsuit* 10/29 A3
2 alcohol rehabilitation programs are relocated 10/26 B1
SAINTS
Katari Tekawitha sainthood* 10/18 B1
SALES TAX
Gasoline sales tax collection is changed 9/2 12
SAI ON
Ladder has been successful* 10/10 A1
Fish ladder (editorial) 10/19 A7
SALAMONE, KATHLEEN
Niskayuna actress* 10/10 C9
SALVAGE
Historic ships found in Lake Champlain* 12/2 A1
SAVANNAH
Christian Kettle drive begins* 11/21 B5
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - FINANCES
Agency okays loans for 2 non-manufacturing ventures
7/26 3
Demonstrators protest sales tax loopholes* 8/14 1
Receives $1,700,000 in sales tax funds 10/14 B5
Sales tax benefits Waterford and Halfmoon 11/12 B5
$50,000,000 budget is announced 11/16 B5
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - HISTORY
Re-enactment of the Battle of Saratoga* 9/19 C2
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
County is violating EnCon trash disposal standards
12/13 B1
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - STATISTICS
Statistical portrait* 11/24 A1
Ethnic composition and economic data* 12/27 A1
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Public Health Committee okays handicap bus plan 7/7 2
Commuters will ride on 7 new buses 11/13 A4
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) FAIR
Showmanship at the fair* 7/21 1
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) JAIL
Gets permission to bunk 2 prisoners in 1 cell 7/2 3
Double-bunking is working 8/16 1
Panel urges an end to double bunking, sheriff vows a
fight 9/30 D7
Double-bunking is successful (editorial) 8/25 7
Gas smell empties the jail 9/9 20
Ruling ends double-bunking 10/8 B1
Double bunking experiment was a peculiar failure
(editorial) 11/11 A1
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) OFFICE FOR AGING
Director wants to alter meal catering service 11/11 B2
Sheriff wants to centralize emergency services 11/12 B4
SARATOGA LAKE
No quick solution to the weed problem 7/10 3
SARATOGA NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK
Stillwater park is threatened by development 8/4 2
Expansive is not settled 9/10 B2
Compromise on land acquisition is reached 10/1 B2
SARATOGA PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (SPAC)
Attendance is up 8/4 23
Post-concert maintenance 8/8 C1
SARATOGA RACE TRACK
see HORSE RACING
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Civic center/hotel complex deal is almost complete
7/24 4
City Council okays civic center 8/1 B1
City Council okays upgrading of skating rink roof
11/13 A3
Agency to acquire land for hotel/convention center
12/29 B4
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Millionaires' row* 8/15 F1
Landmarks* 8/25 21
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Rest Side Historic District is approved for register
11/30 B4
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - SPORTING RINK
City Council okays upgrading 11/13 A3
Officials decide not to open 11/24 B7
SCHOFIELD JEWELERS, INC.
Watchmaker closes Westgate Plaza shop* 9/19 E11
SCHOFIELD FAIR
40,000 attend 9/6 9
SCHOFIELD STATIONARY STORES
Expands after 3-year hiatus 10/31 C12
SCHENECTADY (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Low income housing project angers residents* 8/19 14
Professional office complex proposal angers neighbors
11/1 E1
SCHENECTADY (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Welcome signs are proposed 11/24 B4
SCHENECTADY (NY) - FINANCES
Study indicates that the sales tax could end some
property tax levies 9/10 16
Budget may eliminate 7 jobs 9/29 B1
Mayor proposes a $29,900,000 budget with 2 tax options
11/2 A3
City Council is stymied for funding for city budget
10/5 E7
Sales tax is okayed 10/29 B1
Sales tax hearing 11/3 E2
Mayor will veto sales tax 11/5 B5
Prizes paid for uniforms and equipment* 12/6 A1
SCHENECTADY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Union Street district is listed in national register
12/31 B5
SOUTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS

Student claims aide is a burden 7/8 6
Hearing officer rules Jean Wolff must be treated like other students 7/22 4
3% tax increase 8/4 2
Librarian is named teacher of the year 8/4 37
Teacher negotiations to begin 8/20 14
Board wants to ban fund-raising by elementary school students 8/23 9
Board and teacher go to fact-finder to resolve differences 8/27 1
Student fund-raising issue is unresolved 9/14 3
Mechanics are happy with flexible summer schedule 9/9 19
School building is sold to town for $130,000 9/22 24
New superintendent wants to increase enrollment 10/18 11
Girl's soccer teams are slighted 10/20 24
Handicapped student will be moving 10/22 12
Fact finder rules in teacher's contract dispute 10/22 26
Teachers to discuss stalled contract talks 11/5 6
Teachers to resume contract talks 11/9 23
Students may be put on honor system about showing parents report-cards 11/10 27
May drop parental notification of grades 11/11 4
Residents okay new buses 11/19 11
Lice outbreak 11/25 1
Pre-teen after-school program 12/1 10
Tentative agreement with teachers is reached 12/8 4
Vandalism and theft tops 12/7 8
Teachers okay contract 12/10 11
Declining enrollment may force restructuring 12/14 17
Board ratifies teacher's contract 12/15 12
Teachers to get $7 raise 12/16 11
Administrators plan contract negotiations 12/22 26

SOUTH END COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER

Doctor treats body and spirit 7/26 1

SOUTH END SCENE (NEWSPAPER)

Celebrates 5th birthday 10/26 12
5th anniversary (editorial) 11/12 11

SPRING

Flat Rock Spring is retired, another will be restored 7/13 3

ST. PETER'S CHURCH

Former priest who claims he is a victim 7/26 1

STATE STREET BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB

New less-traditional women's organization 11/5 6

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Public university is a good investment (letter) 7/25 24
Faculty workload standards are sought by the State 8/3 3
O'Leary defends faculty workloads 8/4 3
Sharon Penney is nominated to be vice-chancellor 8/4 14
Sharon Penney is selected to become vice-chancellor for academic programs 8/17 12
Jerome Komisar is appointed provost 8/25 10
Impasse is declared with contract talks 8/26 14
PSB rejects fact finding 9/14 10
State and UUP reach contract agreement 9/21 11
Board of trustees is realigned 9/23 21
Enrollment is near record 10/13 14

SOUTH COLONIE COLLEGE

Student performs laundry study 8/6 4
11 are elected to the Board of Associate Trustees 8/20 14

SOUTH COLONIE LANDSCAPES

Billboards worry the Albany Historic Sites Commission 9/10 14
Colonie landowner wants to end dispute 9/11 20
Colonie landowner takes stand 9/14 10
Farmer vents wrath on zoning rule 9/15 10
Farmer continues fight 9/22 3
Colonie Board of Appeals denies variance for a 26-square-foot sign 9/29 82
Colonie lounge must remove sign 12/9 713

SOUTH COLONIE LANDSCAPES—LAW AND LEGISLATION

Proposed Colonie law will have a grandfather clause* 9/16 12

SOUTH COLONIE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Adoption* 8/18 21
Coping with divorce or death 9/5 1
Different forms of parenting* 9/6 14
Advantages* 9/7 21
Children's views of dating* 9/8 17
Communication problem* 9/9 27
Women raising their children alone are a growing poverty group* 10/17 12

ST. ANNE'S COLLEGE

Summer classes, workshops, and seminars 8/4 13
Enrollment shows an increase of men 8/8 30
New nickname* 10/23 1
New sports center 10/24 15
Business students face executive selection 11/21 813
Robert Carter is named art curator* 12/9 5

ST. ANDREW'S COLLEGE

State Police diving troop tests new equipment 12/27 22
SKIS AND SKIING

Scout develops trail for Eagle Scout project 12/15 22
Warm weather upsets ski operators 12/28 1

SKIS AND SKIING—EXHIBITIONS

Snow Expo 11/7 9

SKYDIVING

New teaching technique 9/30 1

SKYDIVING

Handicapped by computer 8/27 16
SLAGMAN'S HOBBAU, INC. (RESTAURANT)

Seeking money to avoid foreclosure 8/12 14

SLEEP

Habits, not heat, rob us 7/27 1

SMITH AND VALENCY PC

Engineering firm is cashing in on solid waste solutions 8/9 12

SMITH, PHILIP

Internationally-recognized bookbinder 10/31 11
SMITH, W.H., PAPER CORP.

Bond okay clears way for sale 12/15 8

SNORKING

Campaign to stop 11/17 11

SNORKING

Old Forge resort seeks for snow 12/8 26
Dance produces snow in Old Forge 12/3 12

SMITH, GLORIA

Children's photographer 8/15 1

SMITH, JON

Baby boom generation may encounter a different system 7/26 1

SOCIALISM

Democratic Socialists try to win over Americans 10/26 12

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

Campaign for state offices begins 7/27 4

SOUND RECORDINGS

Shops that specialize in hard-to-find records 10/10 19
Several Capital District groups have made LPs 10/24 1

SUNY ADIRONDACK COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Student claims aide is a burden 7/8 6
Hearing officer rules Jean Wolff must be treated like other students 7/22 4
3% tax increase 8/4 2
Librarian is named teacher of the year 8/4 37
Teacher negotiations to begin 8/20 14
Board wants to ban fund-raising by elementary school students 8/23 9
Board and teacher go to fact-finder to resolve differences 8/27 1
Student fund-raising issue is unresolved 9/14 3
Mechanics are happy with flexible summer schedule 9/9 19
School building is sold to town for $130,000 9/22 24
New superintendent wants to increase enrollment 10/18 11
Girl's soccer teams are slighted 10/20 24
Handicapped student will be moving 10/22 12
Fact finder rules in teacher's contract dispute 10/22 26
Teachers to discuss stalled contract talks 11/5 6
Teachers to resume contract talks 11/9 23
Students may be put on honor system about showing parents report-cards 11/10 27
May drop parental notification of grades 11/11 4
Residents okay new buses 11/19 11
Lice outbreak 11/25 1
Pre-teen after-school program 12/1 10
Tentative agreement with teachers is reached 12/8 4
Vandalism and theft tops 12/7 8
Teachers okay contract 12/10 11
Declining enrollment may force restructuring 12/14 17
Board ratifies teacher's contract 12/15 12
Teachers to get $7 raise 12/16 11
Administrators plan contract negotiations 12/22 26

SOUTH END COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER

Doctor treats body and spirit 7/26 1

SOUTH END SCENE (NEWSPAPER)

Celebrates 5th birthday 10/26 12
5th anniversary (editorial) 11/12 11

SPRING

Flat Rock Spring is retired, another will be restored 7/13 3

ST. PETER'S CHURCH

Former priest who claims he is a victim 7/26 1

STATE STREET BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB

New less-traditional women's organization 11/5 6

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Public university is a good investment (letter) 7/25 24
Faculty workload standards are sought by the State 8/3 3
O'Leary defends faculty workloads 8/4 3
Sharon Penney is nominated to be vice-chancellor 8/4 14
Sharon Penney is selected to become vice-chancellor for academic programs 8/17 12
Jerome Komisar is appointed provost 8/25 10
Impasse is declared with contract talks 8/26 14
PSB rejects fact finding 9/14 10
State and UUP reach contract agreement 9/21 11
Board of trustees is realigned 9/23 21
Enrollment is near record 10/13 14
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Trustees propose a room and tuition hike 10/28 B4
Warran to retire from Board of Trustees (editorial) 12/11 A13
Trustee James Warren retires* 12/15 A2
Restrictive cage of administrative controls (letter) 12/19 C4
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center to study fog* 7/13 1
O'Leary defends faculty workloads* 8/4 3
Liberal education courses are now required 8/22 85
President O'Leary is optimistic despite cuts 9/5 C1
Center for Women in Government receives $240,000 grant 9/13 9
Applications are up, enrollments are down* 9/13 10
Atmospheric Research Center receives grant to study acid rain 9/13 12
Students campaign for a polling place* 10/1 B1
Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government is dedicated* 10/7 B1
Possible polling place suit 10/8 B1
Students sue for polling place 10/9 A4
Community-University Day 10/9 A6
Polling place (editorial) 10/10 C4
Architects do detective work to restore Rockefeller Institute townhouse* 10/10 F1
Supreme Court Justice reserves decision on polling place 10/15 D7
Supreme Court Justice denies polling place 10/19 B2
SUNY will get polling place in 1983 10/22 B1
Court of Appeals to hear polling-place suit 10/23 A4
Kahane lecture divides Jewish community* 10/26 B1
Court of Appeals denies polling place 10/26 B4
2 Middlesex views are aired* 10/26 B1
William Moore will replace Bob Ford as athletic director 11/3 D1
Student newspaper refuses draft ads 11/6 A4
CSA protests lockout 11/25 B14
Workers protest lockout 11/26 B2
STERILITY
Endometriosis is striking more women* 7/25 C1
STILLWATER (NY) - CITY PLANNING
$5,000,000 residential complex is submitted to the planning board 10/1 B11
STRAUTON, SAMUEL S.
Discloses income and tax paid 8/24 12
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
Hits home for people in rural areas* 12/26 D1
STRESS AND LOCQUES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Rescinding the Taylor Law (editorial) 8/17 7
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
Aid delay plagues campuses* 9/21 B1
Board of Regents eases financial aid standards 10/23 A4
STUNTS, SUSAN
Aviation psychologist* 9/12 B1
STYVESANT PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
Cultivates a style of specialty shopping* 10/31 B1
SUICIDE
Edward Fuller's body is recovered from the river 7/10 4
Albany police rescue woman from River 7/11 B7
Albany man leaps to death 7/21 4
4 die in 2 murder/suicides 7/26 1
Violence rises with temperatures 7/27 1
3rd murder/suicide 7/29 1
Thornrike left note before killing daughter and self* 7/30 3
Police rule Carroll's death a suicide 7/31 4
Bus driver Robillard is found dead* 8/4 1
Man is critical after hanging attempt in Albany lookup 8/20 14
Attempt victim is being guarded 8/21 4
Boy is found dead in a Schenectady motel 8/27 17
Man shoots wife and kills himself 9/18 1
Rensselaer police respond to threat* 9/22 B1
Ex-area man hangs himself in Florida jail 10/2 A4
Man is hospitalized after bridge leap 10/12 B6
Body is found on the Mohawk River bank 11/17 B4
Drowned man is identified 11/18 B2
Search for body in Hudson River is halted 11/20 A4
Remains of missing Colonie man* 11/26 B1
Saratoga take man is found dead 11/26 B2
Albany man kills his ex-girlfriend, her boyfriend, and himself* 12/5 A1
Nassau County Albany Sheriff's Office 12/5 F1
Danger signs 12/5 F7
Rockefeller's kin shoots his wife and kills himself* 12/22 A2
Montgomery County Jail prisoner hangs himself 12/25 A1
Inmate hanging is investigated 12/27 B1
Chef in Lake Placid hangs himself 12/28 B4
Mechanicville TV cell monitor asserts attempt 12/29 B1
SUPERMARKETS
Middlesex store prompts old-style shopping 12/19 B11
SURGERY
Hospital program allows children to be with parents after surgery 12/8 B16
SUTTER, ROBERT
Collects antique woodworking tools* 7/30 17
SWIMMING - ACCIDENTS
see also DOMINION
9 are injured by chlorine bubbly 7/24 3
Near tragedy at Colonie pool* 7/28 4
SWINGE'S FURNITURE
Closes; new operation is possible* 9/29 B11
SYNDICATES
Nassau Jewish Community Center 9/19 C9
TACO IN-TELEPHONE CORP.,
Only independent telephone company in the state* 7/4 D10
TAGGINS PAPERS, INC.
Firm threatens to end strike by moving south 8/19 11
Workers vote to continue striking 8/22 C1
Firm will move south. 350 will lose jobs 8/23 1
Pickets remain despite announced closing* 8/24 14
Move is cancelled as workers end their strike* 8/25 1
Anatomy of the strike* 8/26 11
TAX EVASION
Pensioner man admits tax evasion 10/23 B6
Liens are brought against legislator 12/30 B2
Legislators contacts federal authorities to discuss tax liens 12/31 B5
TAXATION - NEW YORK (STATE)
State outpaces the nation in tax burden* 8/15 A1
Most heavily taxed state 11/12 B1
TAXICABS
Erratic fares* 8/1 A1
Albany businesses are family operated* 8/1 A10
Regulation is needed (editorial) 8/6 11
TAXICABS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Court upholds denial of Howell's licensing 11/19 B5
TEACHERS
Possible shortage in the future* 9/8 9
TEAMSTERS UNION
Officers of local 294 are being challenged* 8/22 C1
Election signs are destroyed 8/23 12
Labor official requests an investigation into 1979
expense accounts 8/29 C1
Settle on election issues* 10/8 B5
Agreement outlines procedures for election 10/9 B6
Campaign flyer angers candidates 10/16 A3
Bennett slate sweeps election* 10/18 A1
Vote tally is contested* 10/19 B2
Shooting at Robillard home is investigated* 11/26 B1
Vote counts long-time official 12/24 C5
TEGAKWITA, KIMBERLY
Sanctuary* 10/18 B1
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Taconic Telephone Corp. 7/4 B10
New York Telephone lays cable for fiber optic transmission 7/13 29
Removing pay phones 8/6 B1
Unplugging the pay phones (editorial) 8/13 11
New York Telephone customers may purchase phones 9/1 19
PSC seeks to stop pay-telephone removals 9/28 B7
New long distance plan is proposed 10/5 D7
Restructuring may call for twin billing 10/6 A1
Plan could save customers $200,000,000 10/7 B13
New York Telephone changes rules on 3rd party booth calls 11/2 B4
Suit says Bell customers subsidize Sprint and MCI users 11/10 B4
Switching problem silences 47,000 telephones 11/11 B2
Pay phone extension warnings to be placed 11/17 B4

TELECOMMUNICATIONS - PRICES
State officials say rate hike is not justified 7/26 1
New York Telephone will continue to remove pay phones until the charge is raised 8/4 4

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
3-D broadcasting fades 7/4 B5
3-D glasses are in short supply 7/9 4
Movies in 3-D* 7/10 3
How to watch 3-D TV* 7/18 B1

TELEVISION BROADCASTING OF COURT PROCEEDINGS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Senate rejects cameras in the courtroom 7/2 4

TELEVISION BROADCASTING OF NEWS
WGBH is local leader 12/16 B6

TELEVISION IN EDUCATION
Public TV fights for funds and programs 10/3 F1

TEMPEER UNIFORMS, INC.
Theraplay engagement film is thriving* 11/14 D1

THANKSGIVING DAY
Refer Switchboard volunteers to serve 3,000 meals 11/22 B1
Traditions and fellowship* 11/25 H1

THEATER REVIEWS
Phyllis Diller show 7/1 22
I Ought to Be in Pictures* 7/4 B5
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum 7/9 18
Zooz 7/9 18
Story Theater* 7/15 36
Private Lives* 7/19 12
Funny Girl 7/17 6
Don Pasquale* 7/23 21
The Swan 7/24 7
Remove Your Toes 7/27 8
Best Little Whorehouse in Texas* 7/29 34
Milk and Honey 7/29 34
Towards Zero 7/30 21
Tales of Hoffmann* 7/31 6
The Sound of Music 8/4 22
Sweet Charity* 8/7 5
The King and I* 8/7 6
The Hollup 8/10 18
They're Playing Our Song 8/11 18
Madame Butterfly 8/12 22
You Never Can Tell* 8/13 9
You Never Know* 8/17 14
Annie 8/18 16
Tartuffe* 8/19 20
Angels Fall 8/24 18
Brigadoon* 8/25 18
Music Man 8/26 22
 Ain't Misbehavin' 8/27 21
On Golden Pond 8/28 6
Walt Disney's Great Ice Odyssey* 8/29 F1
Cavetoll 9/1 14
Miss Firecracker Contest 9/1 14
South Pacific 9/2 34
The King and I* 9/3 7
Tuka* Theater (Ekimo life and culture)* 9/16 17
I Love My Wife 9/15 26
Peter Pan 9/15 26, 9/16 22
Domes at Sea 9/18 8
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead 9/22 B9
The All-Time Good-Time Knickerbocker Follies 9/25 B8
Starting Here, Starting Now 10/2 B6
Annie* 10/6 B6
1 Do, I Do 10/7 B10
Exit Who? 10/11 B5
Amadeus* 10/13 C5
The Fantasticks 10/6 A6
The Deviners 10/6 B5
Behind the Broken Words 10/19 B6
Equus* 10/19 B6
Sweet Charity* 10/25 B6
Fanny 10/29 B6
Sea Mark 11/1 B6
Romeo and Juliet* 11/2 B11
The Night That Othello Spent in Jail 11/4 C10
Barnum 11/5 B9, 11/6 A4
The Misanthrope 11/12 B11
Calamity Jane 11/14 B9
Pirates of Penzance 11/15 B5
Shenandoah 11/18 B11
The Baccare* 11/20 B8
The Robber Bridegroom 11/21 B4
Tartuffe 11/29 B10
Oliver* 12/3 B8
Elephant Man 12/6 B6
Wizard of Oz 12/8 B12
Snoopy 12/19 B8
Stocks and Bondage* 12/15 B10
You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown 12/17 B10
Nowell Sing We Clear 12/22 B8
THOMS, S.B., INC.
English muffin battle 11/10 A1

THOMPSON, ELEANOR SCOTT
Saratoga author* 11/25 F11
THOMPSON, MARGARET ROBERT
Claverack author* 12/19 E1

THOUGHT AND THINKING
Baird College program teaches teachers how to teach writing and thinking* 11/14 D1
TRIP IT SHOPS
Stretching the dollar* 8/29 C1

TROY triway
see NEW YORK STATE TRIPWAY

TICHY, JOHN
Guitarist* 11/24 B5

TILES
L'Esperance Tile Works* 8/15 B8
TIMES UNION (NEWSPAPER)
Newspaper is restructured 8/8 A2
Link between Saratoga's robberies and newspaper story lacks evidence (editorial) 8/29 A2
Christmas Fund contributions are requested (editorial) 11/25 A19
TOBIN PACKING CO.
Albany County begins foreclosure 10/14 B1

TOGETHER DATING SERVICE
Refunds overcharges 10/15 B4

TOURIST TRADE
Slumping Canadian dollar hurts Adirondack tourism 7/29 1
 Catskills' smaller resorts are caught in a downhill slide 8/6 B8
Albany County Convention and Visitors Bureau kicks off a new campaign 9/15 19
Troy tourism office to open 9/20 B4
Troy visitor and tourism center* 9/27 B1
TOYS
Buying toys for infants* 8/29 B1
Build anything competition* 9/25 A3

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
see also DRUNK DRIVING

Drunk car seat results in a tragedy 7/2 B1
Police report few holiday accidents 7/5 3
Relatively safe July 4th weekend* 7/6 3
2 die in separate accidents 7/7 4
Man killed in Saratoga crash 7/9 4
Faultless prompted the Times Union's quest for a comment from the mother whose child was killed (editorial) 7/11 A2

Women injured in Glenville crash 7/12 2
Private use of a state car is probed in fatal wreck 7/16 3
Crash claims 2 lives in Hoosick Falls 7/18 B4
Teen dies in Athens crash 7/19 2
Mother and son die in Queensbury crash 7/20 4
Grand jury to investigate state car crash 7/21 3
Galway woman is killed in crash 7/25 B2
Albany girl dies after Delmar crash 7/28 2
Fort Ann driver dies in crash 7/29 4
Tailgate monitoring cuts accidents 7/29 4
Hit-and-run victim is critically injured* 8/1 B2
Hit-run driver is sought 8/2 2
2 hurt on Dunansburg roads 8/2 2
2 hurt in Ballston crash 8/2 4
Tips fail to aid search for hit-run driver 8/3 3

Donnelly faces manslaughter charge for accident with state car* 8/5 3
2 hurt in Glenville crash 8/6 2
DMV is charged after 7 are hurt 8/7 4
43 are hurt when bus flips on Northway* 8/9 1
Man dies in motorcycle accident 8/13 A1
Armed men assist crash victims* 8/10 9
Motorcyclist is killed 8/11 12
Driver is charged with leaving the site 8/11 10
Man dies in tractor-trailer crash 8/15 A1
2 die in Sand Lake crash 8/16 12
Horse trailer tips over* 8/21 4
Crash kills truck driver 9/2 18
2 teens die and 2 others are hurt 9/5 B2
9 die in 3 separate accidents 8/15 A1
Man dies in Albany crash 9/8 14
Girl and man die in separate accidents 9/12 B2
Fatal crash in Colonie 9/16 15
Cow and car collide* 9/17 13

Man is in serious condition after hit-and-run 9/18 4
Bicycle-vehicular accidents* 9/22 B4
Several mishaps result in 1 death* 9/24 B1
Man is killed and several are hurt in crashes 9/26 B1
Man is hit by car on 1-787 9/26 B4
Woman is injured in Stillwater collision 10/25 B2
Man is injured in Saratoga car-crash 10/25 B2
Shagbark woman is injured in one-car crash 10/25 B2
Susan Solomon is charged with hit-and-run 10/27 B1
Motorcyclist is injured in Milton 10/28 B2

Driverless truck wrecks cars* 10/29 B1
2 school buses in separate crashes* 10/29 B4
Motorcycle crash kills Troy woman 10/31 B7
2 are hospitalized after Northway accident 10/31 B5
Nassau man dies in Waterford crash 11/7 B8
Schenectady man dies in 2-car crash 11/12 B2
Rensselaer man is killed on Massachusetts Turnpike 11/13 A4
Young man is killed in Albany County crash 11/13 A4
Hoosick Falls woman dies after car-motorcycle crash 11/13 B7

Man is serious after Hoosick crash 11/15 B4
Man is killed by auto in Schenectady 11/16 B1
Pedestrian is killed in Schenectady 11/17 B4
Fire truck and car collide in Saratoga 11/22 B1
Driver is charged with DWI after passenger is killed 11/22 B4
2 pedestrians are killed separate accidents 11/22 B4
Concrete beam trugs 2 11/23 B4
Hudson Falls man dies in 3-car crash 11/23 B4
Rescue workers save man who fell from his car* 11/25 B1
State Police try to trim tragedies* 11/25 B1
Death toll falls 18% 11/25 B2
First snowstorm causes accidents* 11/27 A2
Increase during Christmas shopping season 11/28 B2
Freezing rain helps raise the holiday death toll 11/29 B1

Glen Falls woman dies in car-truck crash 11/30 B4
Truck kills man fighting his son 12/2 B4
Columbia County man dies after 1-car accident 12/4 A4
Collins County man is injured in car-motorcycle mishap 12/5 B2

Kroll's laboratory sailor is killed 12/6 B1
Liquor Authority official dies in crash 12/8 B4
Motorcyclist who lost leg is awarded $1,000,000 12/10 B4
4 are injured in a 2-car Niskayuna crash 12/13 B2
Oil truck hits fork with collision with car 12/16 B7
3 are hurt in 2-car Glendale collision 12/17 B8
Box is critically hurt when hit by car in Johnstown 12/18 B7
Congressman's daughter is indicted for hit and run 12/19 B10

Blairalles cause several minor mishaps 12/20 B1
Albany man dies after being hit by 2 cars 12/20 B2
3 injured in Colonie mishap* 12/22 B1
Driver and dog are saved from car in pond 12/22 B4
2 are hurt in Bethlehem school bus-car collision 12/22 B4

Icy road crash kills Kinderhook driver 12/22 B8
Man dies after Putnam crash 12/23 B2
Glenville man dies at the wheel 12/28 B4

Iciy road crash kills Kinderhook driver 12/22 B8
Man dies after Putnam crash 12/23 B2
Glenville man dies at the wheel 12/28 B4

Tractor trailer hits 5 cars 12/28 B4
South Glens Falls woman is killed when hit by car 12/20 B4

Motor fireman is injured when truck overturns 12/31 B5

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Route 7 intersection to be checked for congestion 11/18 B4

Route 9 median is designed to facilitate turns 12/14 B8

TWIPS
see HOMELINESS

TREES
Sail salt to be studied to assess the damage 9/22 B8
Albany scraps its free planting policy 10/27 B1

TRIALS (AGNITA)
Embezzler is sentenced 10/1 B4

TRIALS (AJAMIAN)
Dismissal is expected in drug case 9/2 19

TRIALS (ALVANIAN)
Muder indictment is reinstated 7/23 I
Court reinstates murder charge 12/15 B7

TRIALS (ANDREWS)
Slasher loses bid to suppress evidence 8/20 16

Juries are selected 8/31 12
2 victims identify the defendant 9/1 9

Alibi witnesses appear 9/2 17
Defendant denies guilt* 9/3 13

Alibi is the focal point of final testimony 9/4 3

Jury pondered verdict* 9/8 9

Jury is sequestered for second night 9/9 11

Jury is sequestered for 3rd night 9/10 13

Jury remains sequestered* 9/11 3

Found guilty of assault* 9/12 A1
TRIALS (ARMSTRONG, C.)

Maintenance men nets prison term for burglary 7/16 2

TRIALS (ARMSTRONG, K.)

Robbery suspect fails to raise bail 11/4 B6
Grand jury gets attempted murder case 11/6 A4
Indicted by grand jury for shooting 11/10 B4
Charged with Clifton Park burglaries 11/13 A9

Pleads guilty to gun possession 11/25 B16

TRIALS (ASSIS AND GROAN)

May serve life sentences for cocaine sale 11/9 B5

TRIALS (BASTLTER, GRUCCI, AND POMONE)

Trio pleads guilty to gambling* 10/14 B4

Sentenced to prison for gambling 10/28 B1

TRIALS (BEASLEY)

Sentenced for sale for cocaine 10/8 B1

TRIALS (BOAD)

Found guilty of theft of pay checks 9/22 B4

Retarded aide is sentenced for robbery 10/13 B2

TRIALS (BRANCO)

Pleads guilty to lesser drug charges, may testify against others 12/18 A4

TRIALS (BRESSNER AND WENDER)

Female undercover agent tells of cocaine probe 7/22 4

Narcotics agent tells about bagged conversations 7/23 4

Bressner testifies that he did not profit from drug sale 7/24 4

Acquitted of selling cocaine but found guilty of possession 7/28 4

Bressner is sentenced 8/11 16

TRIALS (BROEN)

Pleads guilty to drug charges 8/18 28

Sentenced to 5 years probation 9/8

TRIALS (CABIN)

Ex-County aide is paroled 11/25 B4

TRIALS (CHAMBERLAIN)

Pleads guilty to gambling 11/27 A4

TRIALS (CAREY)

Larceny-swindling trial begins 9/14 10

Business owner testifies about threat 9/15 12

Found guilty of swindling 9/16 14

Sentenced for larceny 9/30 B2

TRIALS (CELESTE)

Assault trial begins 7/13 4

Woman testifies about abuse of child 7/14 4

Jury is deadlocked 7/15 43

Found guilty of child abuse* 7/16 4

Sentenced for child abuse* 8/4

TRIALS (CHANDLEY)

Male nurse's sex conviction is upheld 7/30 2

TRIALS (CHRISTIAN)

Acquitted of murder attempt 9/23 B4

Sentenced for shooting ex-girlfriend 10/30 A4

TRIALS (CODY AND PISICITTI)

Flinflan case begins 10/14 B5

Flinflan case goes to trial 10/15 B6

Flinflan artists are found guilty of grand larceny 10/16 A4

Maximum sentences are given 10/28 B6

TRIALS (COOTER)

Differing laws apply in sodomy cases 10/27 B5

Found guilty of sodomy 10/28 B7

Sentenced for sodomy 11/11 B12

TRIALS (COTSEI)

Pleads guilty to forged-check charge 8/18 28

TRIALS (GUILFORD)

 Bail is denied 11/23 A1
 Court hears police tape at preliminary hearing* 11/30 A1

Indicted for murder 12/2 B4

Judge Mowihan will preside 12/3 B2

Police transmit tape 12/7 B1

Bail is granted 12/9 B1

TRIALS (D'ANGELO)

Pleads innocent to hit and run 12/22 B1

TRIALS (DONNELLY)

Alcohol-related car crash case begins 11/10 B1

Co-workers testify that he didn't seem drunk 11/11 B1

Found guilty of manslaughter 11/16 A1

Sentenced to 5-15 years for DWI fatality* 12/1 A1

Returns to state job 12/2 B1

TRIALS (DIESEL AND DOW)

Lawyers argue that they should not be sentenced due to gang affiliation 7/31 4

TRIALS (DLM)

Pleads innocent to murder charges 11/5 B1

Bail hearing produces the prosecution claim that she sought to enlist the services of a second man* 12/22 B1

TRIALS (FARLEY)

Sentenced for 2nd degree murder 11/10 B4

TRIALS (FERGUSON)

Pleads guilty in assault case 9/1 12

TRIALS (FINNEGAN)

Assemblyman pleads guilty to drunk driving* 12/24 B4

TRIALS (FRAZIER)

Plead guilty to forgery 11/2 B4

TRIALS (GARDY AND SCHRATZ)

Jail guards testify about perjury allegations 7/1 4

Guards plead innocent to perjury 7/3 4

Perjury trial begins 11/17 B4

Inmate testifies at perjury trial 11/18 B9

Jury in deliberations 11/19 B2

Guilty of perjury 11/20 A3

Convictions cost guards their jobs 11/24 B4

TRIALS (GIRGAM)

Pleads innocent to nursing home sex abuse charges 10/6 B4

TRIALS (GUILD)

Murder suspect refuses advice to get a lawyer 12/27 B1

Murder suspect is sent to mental center 12/28 B1

TRIALS (HALLIFAN)

Jailed because of bail setup snag 9/2 44

Inferior beating conviction is upheld 12/3 B2

TRIALS (HARRIS)

Court of Appeals hears appeals* 10/15 B1

TRIALS (HENRY)

Pleads innocent to political corruption charges 12/4 A4

TRIALS (HOLNESS)

Cultist says search was illegal 8/6 4

TRIALS (HONAS)

Pleads innocent to baby drugging* 9/30 B2

Test on baby is negative, mother is held for attempted murder 10/2 A3

Indicted for drugging daughter 10/9 A4

Mother is freed in baby-drugging/suicide by case 12/23 B12

TRIALS (HUNTINGTON)

Pleads innocent to murder charges 11/5 B1

Pleads guilty to killing Raymond Ely 12/4 A3

Sentenced to 17 years to life 12/21 B10

TRIALS (JANVIER)

Pleads innocent to counterfeiting 11/6 A4

TRIALS (KENG)

Murderer seeks to spend holiday with family 11/17 B1

May get Thanksgiving furlough 11/19 B2

Reunion site may be changed 11/20 A4

TRIALS (KING)

Outpatient is found innocent because of insanity in 8's case 7/29 4
TRIALS (TACIRF)
Pleads guilty to beating his daughter 12/24 C5

TRIALS (TANGREDI AND TANNY)
Pair admits guilt for loan fraud 8/31 12
Fined $15,000 for defrauding a small Canajoharie bank 10/2 A3

TRIALS (TAMISI)
Jail arsonist is sentenced 12/16 B4

TRIALS (TANGKINS)
Sentenced to 2 to 6 years for attack 10/15 B6

TRIALS (TRESCY)
Pleads innocent to murder* 11/27 A4

TRIALS (TAYLOR)
Pleads guilty and admits another crime 11/17 B8
Sentenced for attack on 92-year-old janitor 12/2 B7

TRIALS (VALENTI)
FBI is investigating the police chase 9/4 ?

TRIALS (WANDEBURGH)
Covered seller is sentenced 8/20 16

TRIALS (WARREN)
Pleads guilty to jewelry theft 12/17 B2

TRIALS (WATERS)
Sentenced to prison for DWI 8/21 3

TRIALS (WEDFORD)
Supreme Court orders new trial 12/17 B5

TRIALS (WHITE)
M urder dismissal is sought 12/9 B4

TRIALS (WHITE)
Appellate Division reduces sentence in DWI deaths 7/16 3
To serve 60 days for DWI fatalities 9/30 B5

TRIALS (WHITNEY)
M urder conviction is upheld 10/29 B2

TRIALS (WILLIAMS, D.)
Found guilty of assault 10/30

TRIALS (WILLIAMS, R.)
Lawyer pleads guilty to unlawful imprisonment 10/30 A4
Sentenced for unlawful imprisonment 11/25 B2

TRIALS (WILSON)
Found guilty of manslaughter 10/29 B5
Sentenced for manslaughter 12/2 B4

TRIALS (WINFIELD)
SINY advisor is indicted for assault 12/30 B1

TRIALS (WYNKOWSKITZ)
Bid check trail begins 10/24 B4

TRIALS (YOUNG AND YOUNG)
Plead guilty to manslaughter 10/6 B2

TRIALS (ZEHRER)
M urder retrial is set 7/15 4
Jury selection for retrial* 9/9 14
Jury selection is continued 9/10 16
Jury selection is complete 9/14 12
First witnesses are called* 9/15 9

Medical examiner testifies* 9/16 14
M istrial bid is denied 9/17 13

Police testify about his confession 9/18 3
Jury hears about the confession* 9/21 B1
Policeman’s notes stirs the defense 9/22 B4
Zeher to testify* 9/23 B4

Defense presents a surprise witness 9/24 B1
Fellow cable supports Zeher’s testimony 9/25 A3

Pathologist says victim was strangled 9/28 B4
Witness tells about murder scenarios* 9/29 B5

Downey is quizzed 9/30 B4

Jury continues deliberations 10/1 B1

Found not guilty 10/2 B1

Freedom bid is denied* 12/7 B1
As costs mount, public defender assumes representation 12/8 B5

TROY (NY) - FINANCES
Deficit should be reduced 9/10 30
Budget carries a $2.90 property tax increase, City
Council delay vote on sales tax agreement* 10/16 A3

Waltex developers seek bonding for hydro plant 11/6 B5

City repeals sales tax 11/13 A3
Prices paid for uniforms and equipment* 12/6 A1

TROY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Barden Iron Co. becomes tourism center* 9/27 B2

TROY (NY) - HISTORY
Book looks back over 55 years* 11/10 C1

TROY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
City drops charges facing ex-clerk 9/4 4

TROY (NY) - PARKS
Riverfront Park is dedicated 9/25 A4

Dedication of Riverfront Park 9/26 B4

TROY (NY) - POLICE
FBI is investigating Valenti case 9/4 3

Officer guilty in arson case is fired 9/24 B2

Man is awarded $20,000 for false arrest 12/16 D10

TROY (NY) - PUBLIC HEALTH
HVCC to get more water 12/11 A4

GE will pay to install HVAC rain 12/13 B1

New Troy main causes HVAC fire danger 12/23 B4

TROY (NY) - FIRE DEPARTMENT
11 vacancies will be filled 8/9 10

TROY (NY) - HIGH SCHOOL
Mock election 11/1 B1

TROY (NY) - SCHOOL DISTRICT
Board okays principal rotation plan 7/9 2

Teacher layoffs are tied to additional state aid 7/17 18

Special school aid saves the jobs of 43 teachers and 20

Special school aid saves the jobs of 43 teachers and 20

Sides 7/27 3

Plan to hire an architect is rejected 9/21 B6

TROY (NY) VISITOR AND TOURISM CENTER
Office to open 9/20 B4

Visitor and tourism center* 9/27 B1

TROY MUSIC HALL
Director Mark Schuyler resigns 9/6 21

TROY SAVINGS BANK
Officials disclose insurance deal 12/11 A1

TVRS ROY FAMILY
Russian immigrants find promise of a future in Albany*

TYPEWRITING
Art* 11/25 F9

ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
Regulations are needed (editorial) 8/28 11

UNDER SWINGING (SHOPPING MALL)
Seek to fill empty space* 11/29 A1

New York City investors are set to purchase* 12/18 A3

New York City investors withdraw their offer 12/23 B4

Carl Co. to open anchor store 12/29 B4

Carl is confident about venture* 12/30 B7

UNEMPLOYED
Listings misrepresent opportunities 8/20 1

Reagan’s tax bill means increased benefits 8/21 3

Rate holds firm 9/1 17

Jobless won’t pick apples* 9/3 1

Labor Day celeb. reacary high levels 9/7 1

New benefits are available 9/13 12

High jobless rate in Fulton County 10/1 A1

Factory jobs are lost* 10/9 A1

Jobless seek dignity in work* 10/9 A3

Jobless man and son son survive in a burned-out home* 10/12 B1

New York is faring the best of the 10 largest states* 12/20 A1

State rate holds steady, Capital District rate rises 10/30 A1

Jobless rate rises 10-year high 11/6 A1

Construction workers 11/8 A1

4,000 have benefits cut 11/20 A3

Rural, urban, and suburban rates* 11/30 A1

State rate hits 9.9% 12/4 A1

Unemployment is cited as a cause of mental hospital

crush 12/19 B3

State rate rises to 9.9% 12/31 B7
UNION STATION

see URBAN RENEWAL - ALBANY

UNION BROTHERHOOD OF PENSIONERS AND JOINERS OF AMERICA
District council seat is shifted to federal court 7/30 30
Will return to court to overturn contract 8/5 38
Fails to overturn collective bargaining contract 8/4 3
Catskill county local joins suit 8/6 31
Lawsuit against contractors is proceeding 9/1 12
Contract is upheld 10/11 B4
Anatomy of the strike* 8/26 11

U.S. ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Galbraith blames Reaganomics for poor economy* 10/19 B1
Nobel laureate criticizes Reaganomics 12/2 B1

U.S. - POPULATION
Baby boom generation comes of age* 7/18 AI
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FEDERAL GRAIN INSPECTION SERVICE

Albany office to close 8/3 4

U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY MARCHING BAND
Stratton may have used his influence to secure the band for Troy* 8/19 1
Troy is emeshed in a band war 8/18 10
Pentagon officials side with Troy* 8/19 1
Massachusetts men gain in 8/24 14
Band battle ends happily 8/25 10

UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, INC.
Faculty workload standards are sought by the State 8/3 3
O'Leary defends faculty workloads* 8/4 3
Impasse is declared with contract talks 8/6 14
HBB rejects fact finding 9/14 10
State and USF reach contract agreement 9/21 B1

UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, INC.
Seeks more money in the recession 11/15 AI
Exceeds its goal 12/8 B2

UNIVERSITY CLUB
Common Council President Whalen resigns 10/3 11
SUNY President O'Leary resigns 12/15 B1

UNMARRIED COUPLES
Paternity figure faces eviction from husband* 8/14 3
Judge stays wife's eviction* 8/20 16
Common law wife's home is in jeopardy 9/16 19

URBAN RENEWAL - ALBANY
$20,000,000 Pastures construction begins 7/6 1
Pastures project is becoming reality (editorial) 7/9 11
Agency considers a developers fee 7/10 4
Who will finance the bus terminal/parking garage* 7/11 B1
Hampton Hotel Plaza renovation plans are to be heard 7/20 2
Hampton Hotel Plaza passes environmental review 7/21 2
Corbett attacks officials for Union Station failure* 7/21 6
Funding cuts are proposed 7/23 2
Restrooms planning is in final phase 7/23 2
Inniskail Brewery may become an office building 7/29 2
Rehabilitation plans are cut* 7/29 2
Parking Authority is revived to aid in the development of a transportation terminal 7/30 1
New guidelines will help stretch funds 7/30 2
Agency adopts a fee schedule for developers seeking federal grants 8/4 2
Lark Mart 82 raises funds 8/8 B2
Renovation of 65 Pastures sites is proposed 8/18 9
3 projects compete for federal funds 8/18 10
Union station project is still under state scrutiny 8/27 14
Bids are taken for renovating Thatcher Homes 8/31 10
Historic designation may help South End rehabilitation 9/3 14
Frozen funds will be available 9/11 3
Pastures improvements contract is awarded 9/13 12
First Pastures home opens 9/20 AI
II buildings will be auctioned 9/22 B2
Result of South End project is unveiled 9/30 B2
Cutbacks jeopardize projects 9/17 13
Pastures is cutting out the middle-class from the South End 10/2 A4
Hearing concerning the sale of Pastures properties 10/5 B1
Hoag's Brewery may be converted into medical offices 10/6 B1
Albany agency okays tool-borrowing plan 10/6 B4
Councilmen and Pastures developers meet privately 10/14 B2
Common Council okays Pastures project 10/19 B1
26 Pastures area buildings are sold 10/20 B4
Low income sites are urged for Pastures 11/4 B2
Question of moderate-income housing for Pastures is unresolved 11/5 B2
Several projects improve downtown* 11/6 B1
2 groups seek low income housing loans 11/17 B4
Agency okays 2 projects 11/17 B7
Arbor Hill groups want rehabilitation 11/24 B1
Private money is secured for Pastures rehabilitation 12/15 B4
$1,000,000 HUD grant for Pastures 12/22 D8

URBAN RENEWAL - SCHENECTADY
Study recommends developments for shopping, housing, and research 11/9 B1

URBAN RENEWAL - TROY
Lansingburgh receives a new old look* 9/9 11
Downtown revitalization has progressed and has been delayed 10/3 17
Big revitalization plans (editorial) 10/12 A7
City Council okays $100,000 loan to rehabilitate downtown hotel 11/7 B6
Citizens' task force recommends projects* 12/13 B1

USAIR AIRLINES
Walkout is imminent 8/5 3
Strike is averted 8/9 10
Union fought concessions 8/10 12

VAN BORNE, MARTIN
Kinderhook plans a birthday celebration* 9/30 B1

VAN RENSSELAER FAMILY
Book recalls 1827 murder* 8/22 B2

VANDALISM
Mayor closes Schenectady pool 7/17 4
Time slasher is jailed 8/14 4
3 are arrested for Niskayuna High School thefts 9/26 B10
Car-window shoot-outs are investigated 11/20 A4
Albany youth faces 18 counts 12/18 A5

VETERANS
Women vets force the VA to change its ways* 7/6 3
Pathfinders Institute helps Vietnam vets 7/26 2
Vietnam veterans group announces programs 9/30 D7
Alcoholism treatment for Vietnam vets 11/3 B2
State plans a memorial for Vietnam vets* 11/5 B1
Camp will address the needs of Vietnam vets* 11/19 B1
Final mission: Vietnam War Memorial* 11/21 C1

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
Florist regularly donates flowers to the chapel* 9/6 9
Hospital gets fraud Krishna collection 7/9 3

VETERANS' DAY
Honorig Vietnam vets* 11/7 C1
Parade protocol honors World War I vets 11/8 B1
Local activities* 11/11 AI
Truhter (editorial) 11/11 A1
Vietnam vets are honored* 11/12 A1

VETERINARY MEDICINE
First aid for pets* 9/29 C1
Chiropractor aids animals* 10/27 B1

VIDEO GAMES
Merchant is charged with having an unlicensed game 11/6 A4
Arcade glut leaves operators fighting for profits
11/7 B1

Demand is greater than supply 11/27 A3

VIDEO GAMES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Albany Common Council will consider new legislation
9/9 12

Common Council introduces a new ordinance 9/10 14
Restrictions are passed by the Rensselaer Common Council
10/21 B1

Albany Common Council okays law 11/16 B4

VETERANS VETERANS OF AMERICA (ORGANIZATION)
Chapter denies being unresponsive to veteran's issues
10/7 B6

VILLA MARY IMMACULATE (NURSING HOME)
Denial 40-bed increase 11/3 B7
Sale of dollhouses to aid home* 11/29 B2

VILLA DIANE INSTITUTET
Book about former students will raise funds* 9/30 C1

Pictorial tribute 11/17 B13
Alumni attend fund raiser* 11/22 A1

VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF ALBANY, INC.
Set strike deadline 9/29 B5

Tentative contract settlement 10/1 B4
Contract is okayed 10/3 B7

CPR agrees to provide screening and treatment 11/10 A6

VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
Colonie buses are selected for small business training
program 11/11 B15

VOLUNTEER IRM AND BISLUE CRPS
Rocking-chair raises funds 12/12 B10

VOLUNTEER LITE (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Salem Hill residents protest sewage disposal rate hike
plan 7/28 2

Village and developer are split on sewage rate 8/17 10

Tentative sewage rate accord 8/18 10

VOLUNTEER LITE (NY) CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Voters to decide energy conservation plan 11/29 B2

Voters okay energy conservation plan 12/1 B2

VOTER REGISTRATION
Groups aim to increase minority voters 7/17 4

Black registration adds 150 names 10/7 B1

VOTING
Suit seeks to extend upstate hours 7/24 4

Supreme Court is asked to extend primary hours 7/30 4

Justice Kahn sets statewide primary election hours 8/3 1

Panel to appeal ruling on voting hours 8/4 4

Justice Green rules varied hours are illegal 8/18 12

Leahman and Koch gain top lines for the primary 8/19 15

Appellate Division reserves decision voting hours 9/2 44

Extend primary hours are upheld 9/3 17

Court of Appeals upholds voting hours 9/11 1

Voting machine places cause problems* 9/24 A5

Handicapped voters get help at the polls 9/24 B4

SUNY Albany students campaign for a polling place*
10/1 B1

Possible SUNY polling place suit 10/8 B1

SUNY students sue for polling place 10/9 M4

SUNY polling place (editorial) 10/10 C4

Supreme Court Justice reserves decision on SUNY polling
place 10/15 D7

Supreme Court Justice denies SUNY polling place 10/19 B2

SUNY will get polling place in 1983 10/22 B1

Court of Appeals to hear SUNY polling-place suit
10/23 M4

Court of Appeals denies SUNY polling place 10/26 B4

Guilfordian Latin education program uses computerized
balloting 10/30 A3

High turnout 11/3 A9

Proposal to increase interest (editorial) 11/30 A7

WASHINGTON COUNTY (NY) - HISTORY

New oral history book* 10/17 B1

WASHINGTON COUNTY (NY) FAIR

Judging cows* 8/25 9

WATER - POLLUTION

Johnstown acid spill refocuses jobs vs. ecology debate*
8/7 3

Lawsuit seeks to block dredging PCBs from the Hudson
8/28 3

State to check wells for carcinogens 9/5 B5

State moves to shut paper mill 10/1 B4

Groundwater pollution may be the most serious
environmental problem (editorial) 10/6 A7

Deadly dioxin is found in Hudson River fish 10/16 A3

Pumpkin sale aids the environment 10/18 B8

Environmental groups cite polluting firms 11/24 B2

Dye is the cause of red coloration 11/30 B1

Namus Kill color is caused by asbestos dye 12/1 B4

ERDA denies funds for Hudson River PCB cleanup 12/31 B1

WATER BIRD

High toxin levels make them hazardous to eat 9/30 A1

Ending migratory fowl may be a health hazard 10/13 B4

WATER PAPER

Rensselaer County wants to form power corporation 9/5 B1

Waterielt project is hazard for winter 10/15 B7

Saratoga County may establish an agency to reduce rates
10/19 B1

Wiltex developers seek bonding for Troy project 11/6 B5

WATER SUPPLY

State's resource is in danger of contamination 9/26 B1

Quality management is Cuomo's goal 11/4 B1

Bacteria is found at the Waterielt Arsenal 11/18 B1

Arsenal ride all bacteria 11/19 B8

Arsenal bacteria test is negative 11/23 B4

Capital District systems need $56,000,000 repairs*
1/28 A1

Drought is predicted* 11/28 A1

WATERFORD (NY) - BUILDINGS

Victorian mansions* 10/6 C1

WATERFORD (NY) - PINNERS

Town benefits from county sales tax 11/12 B5

WATERFORD-HALIFAX PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Computer is dedicated 9/13 9

WATERTOIT (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT

City and firemen are near agreement 12/17 D8

WATERTOIT (NY) HOUSING AUTHORITY

Acting executive director resigns 7/27 4

WATERTOIT (NY) SCHOOL DISTRICT

Lists criteria for free lunches 8/26 12

WATERTOIT ARSENAL

Worker group moves to improve production 7/4 D10

Knock engineer will design a robot* 8/22 C5

Women are taking over specialties* $2/4 12

High PCB level is found 10/12 B1

Bacteria is found in the water 11/18 B1

Bacteria is cleared from water supply 11/19 B6

Congress okays bill for capital improvements 12/21 B4

New legislation means $8,000,000 in business 12/30 B7

WATS, HEATHER

Ballet dancer says dedication took time to develop*
7/22 13

WCDN (RADIO STATION)

SUNY station increases transmitting power 9/23 B13

WHEATHER - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA

Hot and humid* 7/7 1

Hot but no record 7/8 4

Near-record heat and humidity 7/19 1

July's rain comes at once 7/29 3

Heavy rains cause flooding* 8/3 1

Downpour causes damage 8/10 16

Chilly temperatures* 8/14 3

Temperature drops into the 30's 8/23 1

Farmers worry about frost damage 8/29 C1

Winds cause power outages 8/29 C1

Record low-temperatures 8/30 1

Almanac predicts snowfall 9/2 11

Few warm days to come 9/2 11

46
Severe winter is predicted* 9/20 Al
Snowflakes predicted* cold winter* 9/29 Bl
Hall storm 10/10 R2
Winter's early arrival* 10/19 Al
Dry Indian Summer 10/30 A3
High temperatures prompt ice rink opening 11/2 B1
Balmy temperatures 11/4 B4
Balmy days are over 11/5 Al
First hint of winter 11/6 A4
Chilly Canadian air arrives 11/14 B2
First snowstorm* 11/27 Al
Warm spell 12/5 Al
Winter descends* 12/10 Al
Bitter cold* 12/11 Al
2-inch snowfall 12/21 Bl
Starting to look like Christmas 12/24 B1
Christmas was a toasty 53 degrees 12/26 A1
High temperatures and high winds 12/27 Al
Warm temperatures upset ski operators* 12/29 Bl

W𝓮 sábado is used at the Saratoga Nursery* 7/19 3

WEEKS
Radio personality* 10/3 Fl

Welfare Fraud
Inquiries save Albany County $464,241* 7/7 4
Rensselaer County welfare examiner is suspended 8/28 3
Welfare examiner is under investigation for depositing checks 9/2 12
Rensselaer County Democrats seek investigation 9/5 B2
Rensselaer County women resigns 11/15 B5
Northville woman is charged 11/15 B4
2 merchants are charged with food stamp misdemeanor 12/12 B2
Tippler helped police with food stamp arrest 12/14 D7

WELLS CIVIL
Subsidized by Albany taxpayers* 12/8 Al
Albany to rent hike 12/23 B1
City officials discuss ways to reduce deficit 12/24 Bl

WEST END FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Takem over by Erie Savings Bank 7/1 33

WESTERN TURNPIKE ROUTE RAND
Fighting for survival 7/28 2

WESTERN UNION
Albany office ends 24-hour service 12/27 Bl

WESTMINSTER, KBB
Radio-TV therapist* 12/19 Bl

WESTON, DONALD
Author details success* 11/17 Bl2

WHY (RADIO STATION)
Provides aid for troubled consumers* 7/21 17

WHITE, BRENDA BLACK
Post in spirit and deed* 9/10 21

WHITESPACE MOUNTAIN
Ideal for studying clouds* 8/23 9

WHITNEY, CORNELL VANDERLIT
What makes Sonny run* 8/8 DI

Wife Abuse
see Domestic Relations

WILDLIFE - CONSERVATION
4 Hudson River estuary sites are selected 10/12 B2
For an updated Adirondack Park (letter) 10/31 F4
Benefits of the forest preserve (editorial) 11/28 F4

WILMERE SHOPPING MALL
Permit needed for condemnation plan 10/23 A4

WILEY, RANFORD
Pulitzer Prize-winning author* 8/15 EL

WINN MILLS
State and industrial experiments* 12/26 B1

WINE AND WINEMAKING
Albany area restaurant wine lists are improving 9/26 B2
State wines improve every year* 10/19 Cl
Quality of the crop is excellent* 11/14 F3
Prices are down* 12/19 Al

Winter - Safety Measures
Official spots detail safety precautions* 12/1 B2

Well Dressing
No violations are found on Albany County political phone tapes 10/27 Bl

Witchcraft
Area residents practice 10/31 Bl

WMTF (TELEVISION STATION)
Public TV fights for funds and programs 10/3 Fl

WNYT (TELEVISION STATION)
Kirk's contract is not renewed; Neville wants to be released* 8/8 Al
General Manager Carvin resigns 9/10 23
New director resigns, general manager is appointed 10/15 B6

WOLFF, JOHN
Radio-covered student claims aide is a burden 7/8 6
Hearings officer rules she must be treated the same as other students* 7/22 4
Hearing officer will be moving* 10/22 Bl

Women - Civil Rights
see also Sex Discrimination
Workshop series focuses on problems* 9/17 6

Women - Employment
Arsenio employees are taking over specialty jobs* 9/24 12

Wood as Fuel
Biomass energy plantation 8/20 16

Woodworking Tools - Collectors and Collecting
Churchmen collects antique tools* 7/30 17

WORMAN, GEORGE
State lifts home birth doctor's license* 12/24 Bl

Workshop, The, Inc.
Rehabilitation for disabled persons* 8/8 D8

World War, 1939-1945
Veteran finally gets medal 7/3 4

WKCR AM (RADIO STATION)
Group protests KKK interview 7/19 23

WKBW (TELEVISION STATION)
GE puts station up for sale* 11/16 Bl

Writing - Study and Teaching
Bard College program teaches teachers to teach writing and thinking* 11/14 D1

Writing, WNY (TELEVISION STATION)
Begins broadcasting 7/31 13

Wynnekill (NY) School District
Teachers to work without contract 9/7 10

X-rays - Law and Legislation
State will investigate abuse reports 10/20 B4

Xicton Corp.
Acquired by National Semiconductor Corp. 7/1 33

Yard Sales
Rugby Road war* 7/8 3

Young Adults
Baby boom generation comes of age* 7/18 Al
Baby boom has caused a promotion crunch* 7/19 1
Baby boom generation returns to school* 7/20 1
Declining school enrollments mark the passing of baby boom years 7/21 1
Baby boom generation begins to battle the bulge 7/22 1
Baby boom generations' housing dreams have been shattered* 7/23 1
How the baby boom generation spends its money* 7/24 1
Influence of the baby boom generation on politics and religion* 7/25 Al
Baby boom generation may encounter a different social security system 7/26 1

Zapf, MAN
Actor talks of his trade 11/21 F1
Index to the Albany Times Union

ZONING
see names of cities and towns with the subheading CITY PLANNING

OBITUARIES

ZYGLEWICZ, DAVE
Boxing comeback* 9/26 C1

Brophy FM 10/28 B12
Brosky R 8/7 B10
Bromley EE 9/29 B6
Brown JF 12/15 D7
Brunelle K 12/13 B8
Bruner S 9/19 C3
Bruno R* 7/136
Bruno V 8/11 B6
Bryan A 12/5 D5
Buckland HW 11/1 C7
Burdick GL 11/13 B6
Burke JM 12/18 B6
Burke MS 11/12 D8
Burns W 9/14 D3
Burke J 9/5 B3
Burke J 7/23 33
Burns JC 8/18 B4
Bussey A 7/28 B6
Busta A 8/20 B6
Byrnes L 10/1 C6
Byrnes M 9/24 B7

Caffarella J 10/4 B8
Calderone F 10/4 B8
Coldwell L 12/13 B8
Coldwell W 11/23 C8
Calonello D 9/21 D8
Cameron D 9/16 42
Cameron I 12/10 D7
Cameron L 8/25 20
Canfield S 9/25 B5
Campaigne WM 11/1 C7
Campochiaro HV 7/11 B9
Canam M 11/30 D5
Caperonis P 8/18 B8
Caplan I 10/30 D6
Cardamone T 9/21 D8
Carey J 12/17 B8
Carey T 7/14 37
Carlson K 10/7 D8
Carlsson L 10/30 D7
Carpenter J 10/1 C6
Carragan GH 7/27 33
Carella D 12/28 D5
Carroll H 7/13 36
Carroll JT 7/25 B8
Carroll M 10/14 D7
Carroll SM 8/1 B4
Carter M 9/24 B5
Casid D 8/14 20
Cassara J 11/10 D7
Catricala A* 9/14 33
Cavenagh L 11/17 D7
Centofanti S 11/17 A17
Ceriuti I 7/16 22
Chase MP 11/24 C5
Check SJ 12/15 D7
Cheney JG C6
Christian KB 10/18 C6
Chung 12/16 B8
Cibulas EA 10/6 D7
Cicchinelli F 7/19 22
Cicchinelli M 11/13 B6
Ciccone M 10/17 B3
Clark A 12/5 D5
Clark H 8/11 B6
Clark LJ 7/10 18
OBITUARIES

Clarkson DE 9/12 B6
Claxton WF 11/29 C6
Cleary R 12/2 D8
Clements G 12/12 B8
Clement E 10/26 B10
Clifton A 9/15 16
Coburn K 7/17 19
Colding FW 12/28 D6
Cohen M 12/30 B4
Colaneri AT 11/4 B6
Colarussi M 8/16 24
Cole H 11/16 B12
Coleman M 11/21 DB
Coley T 10/12 D8
Collins VM 12/6 B5
Colonna V 10/3 B3
Cones F 12/16 D9
Connery B 9/27 B10
Conner L 12/5 B11
Connor M 12/22 D7
Connors A 12/4 B6
Connors FW 12/7 D6
Connors W 7/19 22
Conroy T 8/22 22
Conte J 11/11 B12
Conway J 12/4 B6
Cooney PJ 12/11 B6
Cook D 8/23 B
Cook EM 10/3 B3
Cook J 10/2 B8
Cook P 7/31 22
Coon K 9/25 8B
Cooney J 7/26 21
Cooper AG 7/29 42
Cooper C 12/22 D7
Cooper G* 11/11 B12
Coppola MA 8/8 B12
Coreno W 7/12 22
Corley B 10/21 D8
Costigan M 12/17 B8
Cotter J 7/18 B8
Cotugno M 9/24 B5
Couchot L 12/23 D8
Coughlin M 12/19 H2
Covert MD 10/3 B6
Coven K 10/18 C6
Cox M 11/23 C8
Crispino MW 12/13 B8
Crozier J 11/14 D7
Cunningham J 7/14 37
Cunningham R 10/27 D7
Cymia K 10/5 D6
Czech P 9/3 28

Daley T 7/8 38
Dasiukowicz VS 12/2 D8
D'Aurizio J 9/13 14
Davidson BW 7/7 35
Davie C 11/2 D6
Dawson MJ 7/7 35
Davin JJ 11/7 B5
Davis 9/16 42
Dayton BG 12/17 D8
Dayton E 11/26 A10
Dearstyne WD 7/20 32
Decker H 10/4 B8
DeClerq A 10/14 D7
Deecher PJ 10/12 D8
DeFilippo S 7/17 18
DeLair M 10/12 D8
De La Mater H 11/22 B7
Delaney JN 8/4 36

DeLuca M 11/13 B6
DeMario M 7/26 21
Dembo M 7/23 33
Demers W 9/17 28
Denegar J 12/6 B5
Danzig S 8/19 22
Devenpeck D 8/29 C4
Dever G 10/25 C5
Dewine JE 9/24 B5
DeWitt R 7/15 42
Deyo I 10/25 C5
Desenpeck D 8/28 18
Diamonte J 6/5 18
D'Inceo 9/12 C9
DiChristopher A 9/8 20
DiBacco 9/20 B8
DiBello DL 10/19 D6
Dickinson AM* 8/29 C4
Dickson H 8/31 16
Dickson J 10/9 B6
Diliberto J 7/21 35
Dilworth L 8/5 30
Dingle RW 12/27 C5
Dinning MB 12/4 8
DiNovo 9/6 18
D'Jimsa JE* 7/3 6
Dolan JF 7/21 35
Dolezel HA 9/19 C3
Donahue M 10/8 C6
Done GW 8/9 25
Doney WF 1/9 D7
Dolcini M 11/19 B4
Donohue M 8/14 20
Dorn ME 7/8 38
Doucette L 11/13 B6
Douglas S 9/4 8
Downs TB 11/9 38
Downey LR 12/21 D8
Downing M 8/4 36
Downs G 8/10 16
Doyle E 9/14 33
Drake C 9/5 37
Dreibold J 7/11 89
Driscoll J 11/16 D5
Dubinsky D* 9/18 3
Dubois RM 7/15 42
Dufresne L 5/27 31
Dumas PB 8/24 19
Duffy P 10/26 B10
Dufty FB 12/31 B5
Duncan S 11/4 B5
Duncan CH 7/18 B8
Dunham FE 7/12 22
Dunn AC 8/14 20
Dunn CW 8/30 12
Dunseath W 7/12 22
Dunson GW 10/9 B6
Dupre R 10/20 D7
Durivage CA 7/28 26
Dvorsky P 8/18 28
Dwyer JF 7/29 42
Dwyer P 9/19 C3
Dwyer R 12/29 C9

Eagan J 11/11 B12
Eagan M 8/11 16
Eagle M 9/4 8
Ebel W 7/29 42
Eccles W 10/8 C6
Edgell M 8/19 20
Edgley J 8/24 20

Egnor WS 8/4 36
Eldridge C 8/27 31
Ellis C 9/8 20
Elwood A 12/22 D7
Emery E 9/17 28
Emigh BT 8/15 B12
Emile RD 9/17 28
Emslie WH 7/11 3
Engel E 10/18 C6
Engel HA 11/4 C5
Entroto HA 8/27 31
Basilone R 8/25 20
Esposito S 7/36
Estrada W 7/24 B8
Etkin EB 12/15 D7
Eycleshimer RW* 7/28 26

Fagan T 10/11 C5
Fagins AL 12/8 D7
Fairchild E 9/17 28
Falzone AG 9/14 33
Falzano C 8/17 31
Fargason J 10/15 B6
Farley E 10/8 C6
Farrell BM 12/5 B11
Paulkner EC 8/24 20
Fay EC 9/1 33
Feeney B 7/27 33
Feleren L 9/12 B6
Ferber AC 11/29 C6
Ferret GW 11/22 B7
Fiaschetti H 12/9 C9
Filippini CB 12/3 C8
Finch KA 10/27 D7
Fink E* 10/23 B6
Finkelstein E 7/7 35
Finkle G 12/25 A12
Fish W 9/17 28
Fisher S 8/5 38
Fisk H 10/8 C6
Fitzgerald H 10/9 B6
Fitzgerald JR 12/9 D7
Fitzgibbon M 9/21 D8
Planigan A 10/13 B8
Planigan H 12/29 C9
Pleming MM 7/21 35
Flinton D 7/14 37
Flood JW 9/14 D8
Flood WC 12/1 D8
Flynn C 11/21 B11
Foley M 11/13 B6
Folsom KJ 9/28 D5
Forbes SE 7/2 28
Ford AE 10/7 B8
Ford J 11/29 C6
Ford M 11/17 D7
Forgett PC 8/1 B4
Forino V 11/20 B6
Forkel C 10/16
Forster J 11/2 22
Fortuna T 7/27 33
Powler V 11/15 B10
Fox ED 10/15 B6
Frampton A 1/4 B6
Francis D 6/12 20
Franklin DM 7/29 42
Frazier JL 10/10 B14
Fredericks S 9/17 28
Freeman B 8/10 16
Freder T 10/29 D6
Freyl RL 7/4 B3
Friends RW 10/25 C5
Gardner E 12/27 C5
Gaffigan W 12/4 B
Frisbee C 9/4/8
Fuin J 9/30 D7
Galarneau GP 11/1 C7
Gallucci H 11/27 B7
Gandorw V 7/16 D2
Ganser C 9/4 B
Gapp KE 4/12/21 D8
Gardner KE 12/17 D8
Gardner J* 9/15 1
Gardner R 12/1 B
Garner WL 8/15 B12
Garman R 11/13 B6
Garriott P 7/22 39
Gaverske W 7/13 30
Geary M 10/6 D7
Gefkin D 9/13 14
Geller R A 9/13 14
Gerry JM 12/8 D7
Gerstenberger A 12/31 B5
Giacchetti 9/16 42
Goodell H 7/B 3B
Garion W 7/3 6
Garrison R 12/16 B6
Garner E 12/16 D9
Gariepy E 12/16 B6
Gardner J 12/16 B6
Gardiner E 12/16 D9
Gordon M 7/3 6
Gorcyja A 11/1 C7
Gildea J 12/2 D8
Giles RM 8/22 C5
Gimlan R 7/21 35
Glatz MT 8/20 31
Glenn GE 12/13 B8
Glickman R 7/20 32
Glauser M 7/14 37
Gold AA 7/21 35
Guldin L 12/24 C5
Goldstein A 8/23 B6
Golinski RM 7/15 42
Gold T 10/1 C6
Goodell H 7/8 38
Godsell HA 10/6 D7
Goryca E 11/29 C6
Gordon M 7/3 6
Gosstola W 11/1 B12
Gould CG 7/17 33
Graham B 10/7 B7
Graham JA 10/28 B12
Grant IJ 10/15 B6
Gras M 8/26 24
Graves J 10/26 B10
Gray K 12/3 B6
Greeley DA 11/16 D5
Green E 11/13 B6
Green I 11/11 B12
Green P 12/7 B5
Geenan EA 10/7 D8
Greenburg E 11/14 B5
Greenfield R 11/6 B5
Gregoreiq 9/27 B10
Griffin L 7/18 B8
Grimes M 12/28 D6
Grimmer L 11/4 B6
Groark T 7/1 D7
Groob counselors 11/10 D7
Gross B 11/27 B7
Groom J 8/6 30
Gross M 10/10 B14
Grossman WB 7/28 26

HEUMANN TL 10/13 B8
Hill B 7/12 22
Hiller EJ 9/1 33
Hilton G 11/30
Himan R 9/31 14
Hoblock AM 8/6 30
Hockridge M 10/31 F7
Hoff BS 9/25 B7
Hoffman A 12/16 D9
Hoffman H 8/7 31
Hoffman M 10/19 D6
Hoffman M 9/15 16
Hoffman WC 12/29 C9
Hoffman M 10/31 F7
Hogan PT 12/8 D5
Hogan R 11/23 C8
Hohenstein RW 8/18 2B
Holden L 12/13 B7
Holian E 7/18 C8
Holgren RA 10/13 B8
Holton AJ 12/13 B8
Honsinger A 11/3 D8
Hopeck A 11/9 D8
Horgan M 8/10 16
Horchmiller A 12/11 C5
Horn Jr 12/9 D7
Hosier A 10/11 C5
Houser WJ 7/24 B
Howard D 10/8 C6
Howard E 10/8 C6
Hoyer J 11/6 B5
Hreboneta P 10/20 D7
Hubert M 8/9 25
Hufflker K 12/7 D6
Hughes RT 12/24 C5
Hughes RL 10/11 C5
Hullihan JE 12/22 D7
Hunt C 11/7 D7
Hunt D 10/20 D7
Hurd D 8/10 16
Husing R 9/16 2B
Hutton O 10/26 B10
Hutton RS 10/19 D6
Hyne C 9/20 B8
Ickes PE 12/13 B8
Igoe E 7/2 2B
Illing PL 11/22 B7
Ingraham N 11/9 43
Jabbour D 12/16 D9
Jacobs A 7/9 28
Jacobsen W 8/3 25
Jackson J 11/29 C6
Jantz GI 12/8 D5
Jarrett EH 13/15 B10
Jeffs CL 10/13 B5
Jerome T 11/29 C6
Jesco DA 10/13 B8
Jimpon D 7/29 42
JMoudsky N 12/8 D7
Jobin NC 10/3 613
Johnson PO 9/29 D6
Jones E 8/17 31
Jones R 12/28
Jordon J 11/21 B12
Kadela S 12/14 D7
Kahn M 8/24 20
Kalendek R 12/20 C7
Kambourelis V 7/30 29
Kaplan S 7/1 36
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Karytinos F 12/1/1 D7
Katz J 12/29 C9
Kaufman S 12/24 C5
Kavanaugh E 10/26 B10
Keck WJ 10/4 B8
Keeler E 10/1 C6
Keil BT 10/29 D6
Kennedy J 8/10 16
Kennedy K 7/22 38
Kelly G* 9/15 1
Kelley N 8/30 12
Kellogg I 12/7 D6
Kenny E 9/6/6 42
Kent E 11/30 D5
Kepner J 7/21 35
Kern J 11/7 D7
Kerwin F 12/27 D5
Kesseler I 10/4 B8
Klenie M 8/15 C7
King AF 12/2 D6
Kingsbury C 8/9 25
Kingsbury DG 10/23 B6
Kinisky A 10/29 D6
Kippin MC 8/19 D8
Kirby 8/30 13
Kirchner W 12/9 D7
Kir R 11/19 B8
Kirsch E 10/30 B6
Kite M 9/6 18
Klein A 8/25 20
Kleinhaus A 12/29 C9
Klementowski J 7/17 18
Klym M 7/9 28
Knouse R* 10/8 C6
Koch M 8/13 22
Koloss T 10/30 B6
Koper JT 10/26 C5
Kruger C 8/30 13
Kruse H 7/9 28
Kuchesky M 9/19 C3
Kukl J 7/31 1
Kutasy W 11/12 C6
Kyer G 12/24 C5
Kzirian V 7/14 37

LaBrake G 9/5 B3
LaBrie L 9/9 D6
Lacrosse M 8/6 30
Lacy K 7/26 C4
Laeyt M 10/11 C5
LaGrange JE 7/21 35
Laler E 11/23 C8
Laird NW 10/1 C6
Landers E 10/29 D6
Lane J 12/13 B8
Landry P 11/7 B5
Lanoue F 10/10 B14
Lanzillo FL 10/15 B6
Lapham E 12/19 H2
Larkins E 10/14 D7
Laroo MA 7/23 33
Lasky F 12/2 B8
Laub JM 7/17 18
Lauper W 7/20 32
Lauteborn 8/17 31
Laver W 7/15 42
Laviano J 12/26 B8
Lawn G 12/7 10
Lecuyer J 12/18 B6
Lehrman CA* 7/21 35
Lembo JA 7/10 18
Lenz FE 11/29 C6

Leonard J 9/14 33
Leonard M 9/8 20
Lester MP 10/27 D7
Levitt AM 10/31 F7
Lewin B 7/13 30
Lewis JW 8/9 25
Lewis P 8/17 31
Lewis P 9/28 D5
Liback W 7/6 28
Liefhafsky H* 7/27 33
Light A 11/19 C6
Liljeholm EA 12/8 D7
Lillis T J11/12 C6
Lilly 12/22 D7
Lindeman M 7/1 36
Linness M 10/21 D8
Linsey I 10/24 B5
Loeffer AM 8/16 24
Long W 7/5 18
Looby A 7/3 6
Looman WF 12/27 C5
Loreman H 10/25
Loudis WM 12/4 B6
Loveday 8/26 24
Loveider 8/30 12
Lowe A 11/11 B12
Lown G 11/30 D5
Lozo RJ 7/28 26
Lubner H 11/4 B6
Luciano H 9/30 D7
Ludwig E 12/8 D7
Lyons M 7/14 37

MacGregor R 7/3 6
Maciejewski J 12/2 D8
Mack RJ 9/2 24
Mackey JH 11/19 B8
Maculsky A 11/24 C5
Mackz C 11/11 B12
Macz S 7/6 28
Madeline R 11/9 D8
Magill JD 12/12 B8
Mahian W 7/21 35
Main GA 8/17 31
Mallory A 9/17 28
Makar P 7/21 35
Mallory E 10/7 D8
Malone D 9/19 C3
Malone D 12/7 C7
Malone V 10/26 B10
Maloney DJ 12/27 C5
Manchester A 7/1 36
Mandelbaum J 8/20 31
Mangione S 9/27 B10
Manley 8/24 20
Marguin G 7/12 22
Manti V* 9/6 18
Martin EW 8/14 20
Martin W 12/5 B10
Maselli D 12/4 B6
Mason J 12/8 D7
Mastin J 10/30 B6
Mather CE* 10/30 B6
Mates H 11/5 D7
Mattoon LD 12/30 B4
Mauerset G 9/23 B6
May J 8/31 20
Mazula JM 12/16 D9
Mazur L 9/22 B8
McAllister M 12/1 D7
McAllister M 10/8 C6
McAuley D 8/21 20
McCarron M 8/30 12
McCartin J 10/30 B6
McChesney L 10/26 B10
McClaine L 10/9 B6
McClelland L 8/7 20
McCloskey CC 7/1 36
McCormick DJ 12/9 C6
McCoy BD 11/6 B5
McCulloch W 7/17 18
McDonald JF 7/10 18
McEnery ME 12/10 D7
McEntee S 7/26 6
McEvoy F 10
McEwan JA 8/8 B5
McGaughran AH 12/20 C8
McGraw K 11/16 D5
McGraw M 12/1 B6
McInerney M 12/29 C9
McKay L 8/31 22
McKinney CA 12/29 C9
McLean FA 7/15 ??
McLaughlin E 9/15 16
McMahon J 7/23 33
McMahon T 11/23 C8
McKillip JA 12/25 A2
McNiff WH 9/6 18
McSweeney JH 9/5 B3
Mechanic's 12/10 D7
Meislahn H 7/8 38
Meisner WG 7/13 30
Meissner W 10/31 D8
Melani A 12/5 D7
Mercier A 7/30 29
Merrigan I 11/15 B10
Merrill DH 8/21 20
Mertz R 10/19 D6
Meyers E 7/20 32
Meyers I 9/30 D7
Miaza F 11/11 B12
Miaza JC 10/31 P7
Michele A 9/11 8
Miller C 9/14 33
Miller CM 9/2 20
Miller E 7/15 42
Miller E 10/24 B5
Milos C 7/7 35
Mink D 12/12 B8
Miotke MT 12/29 C9
Mischo J 7/20 32
Missner H 11/6 B6
Missnis JB 10/23 B6
Moak B 10/7 D8
Mohill S 7/22 38
Molitor L 10/12 D8
Monte A 9/6 18
Morgan L 8/22 27
Morehouse C 12/3 C6
Morelli D 10/26 B10
Morgan H 11/13 B6
Morrell S 9/14 33
Morris C 12/24 C5
Morrison R 7/15 42
Morse EM 8/14 20
Mosher M 9/30 D7
Moss NM 12/27 C5
Mountain C 12/28 D5
Moxon E 12/28 D6
Mudrew M 8/9 85
Mullaly M 12/18 B12
Mullaney ME 7/26 21
Muller M 10/28 B12
Mulligan MN 8/28 18
Murphy C 10/16 B6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wido P</td>
<td>10/14</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilbur M</td>
<td>8/26</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcox M</td>
<td>10/6</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley FE</td>
<td>12/16</td>
<td>D9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willey J*</td>
<td>9/1</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams H</td>
<td>11/1</td>
<td>C7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams M</td>
<td>10/2</td>
<td>A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams TM</td>
<td>12/21</td>
<td>D9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams TF</td>
<td>9/29</td>
<td>D6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williman H</td>
<td>9/1</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson EL</td>
<td>10/25</td>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiltse D</td>
<td>11/23</td>
<td>C8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winglosky S</td>
<td>11/3</td>
<td>D8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winig</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winn MB</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>B5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson PV</td>
<td>7/13</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witbeck W</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witherwax M</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittnoft JL</td>
<td>7/1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolcott R</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolff DW</td>
<td>11/21</td>
<td>B11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolff E</td>
<td>12/21</td>
<td>D9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfse F</td>
<td>10/29</td>
<td>D6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodruff M</td>
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